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THREE

CENTS.

__

SPECIAL

DR.

NOTICES.

WANTED.

HINCELLANE0118.

TAT ANTED—By a young man with two years
T
experience, a situation in a wholesale or re-

DAMON

hardware store: best of references from last
and others.
Address J. H. This Office.

tail

employer

29-1

___

situation by
~\\TANTED—A
V
take care of
or to
horses,

like kind.

Apply

at 65 Free

a

St.

young
do any

man, to
work of

28-1

\KTANTED—Situation bv a good steady practical bookkeeper: best ofreferences given
Address ABILITY, Press Office.28-1

wlio performed so many wonderful cures at Congress Hall and City Hr tel hist spring has again returned for a brief season.
All who are interested
in this “new and better way" of
healing the sick
•re invited to call upon the doctor atCIT V II o.
TEL. Office Hour* 9 a. m. to S
p. ni.

sepH*_

situation as
care takers,
position as watchman by
the man; best of references given.
Address A.,
Press
25-1
a man
or a

WANTED—By

Office._

REED,

\\T ANTED—Washing and ironing work neat11_ly done. Apply at 5 CARY LANK. 25-1

Clairvoyant and Botanic Physician

IF

YOU

AA7~ANTED—Ladies to know that MRS. DR.
it
SHERMAN caii he found at her rooms, 42
South St., until Monday, the 2d. and those who
are troubled with corns, outgrowing joints and ingrowing nails will do well to secure her services.

ME.

Cleauacd

mentM

24-1
_

AST ANTED—Young man from 15 to
T T
learn the trade, none but witli good
ences need apply: also 10 hoys to peddle
D. RAY FROHOCK. Candy
Manufactory,
Portland St.

Dyed

13 Preble St., Opp. Preble House.

Ripping Required.

Kid

Gloves

241

TWITCHELL,

Cleansed

CHAM PL IN &

NEKRILL’S

•very day.aprllsueodtf

dlw

SECOND-HAND Set of Sheet Iron Worker’s
Tools. Address
B. A. ATKINSON & CO.,
Cor. Pearl & Middle Streets, Portland.
dtf
aug20_

The consumers of Sewing Silk
Twist will find it to their
advantage to call on N. H. Studley,
499 Congress St., cor. Brown, and
get his low prices on the best Silk
and Twist there is in the market,
which is the Belding make.
We
have also added Spool embroidery,
Kensington
Embroidery,
Skein Embroidery, and Superior
Pure Thread Knitting Silk, all of
the Belding Bros. & Co. manufacand

TO EET.

TO

HOUSE
eight

TO
rooms,

1ST.

EET—No. 206 Franklin St..
inquire at 20!) NEWBURY
26-1

nice tenement of nine rooms, at 75
Wilmot street; price $200. Inquire at the
house between 9 and 11 a. m. and 3 to 5 p. m.
EET—A

TO

cor.

__25-1

snFM&W

EET—Furnished house; has 16rooms,and
TO
very desirably located; rent $900, Apply to
L.
TAYLOR, 385 Congress St.

25-1

EET—A small tenement of
stairs) at No. 128 Emery St.
premises. WILLIAM 11. GREEN.

5

TO

(up
the

rooms
on

Inquire

LET—A tenement of 5 rooms on
St.; Sebago; $6 per month.
Enquire
IV BURNHAM. 1091 Congress

TO

INSURANCE.

24-1
of

G.

EET—Rent low, to anyone doing business
in Chambers, or crowded for want of room, a
whole store can be rented at a low figure; will remodel the store to suit the business if desired.
22-4
Apply at No. 181 MIDDLE ST.

EET—First-class house No. 170

Neal St.;
also office No. 2 Motley Block. Inquire of F.
110
N. DOW. Room Nos. 6 and 7. No. 12

1843.

Market

Square.

Reliable Insurance against Fire or Lightning in first
olas8 American and Foreign Co's at Lowest Rates.
Also Life and Accident Insurance.

TO

P. McGLIXCHY, Cor. Mountfort and Adams sts.

RENT.

a reliable party will lie rented the residence
A owned by the heirs of the late Thomas,
Quimby. and situated in Deering, near StrondIt is heated by a furnace and supplied
water.
with Sebago water; is in perfect repair, and commands a fine view of river and country.
A good
stable and carriage house goes with the place.
to
ANDREW
HAWES.
Apply
Stroudwater. Maim-.
sep25d4w

till)

house and stable:
gas, Sebago and
furnace; water closets for each story ; sunny and
centrally located, In first rate condition; a great
bargain; must he sold at once. JOHN C. 1 ‘ROUTER, No. '.>3 Exchange St.
28-1
SALE-'Two storied

SALE.—Rock Breaker for $300,
FosFOB
ter patent, the best in the market, cost $620,
is
a

same as new, never ran more than a day. We
have two, and only need one at Portland Smelting Works. Apply to L. TAYLOR, Gaboon
Block.
28-1

STORE

occupied

by L. C. Young; possession given October 1.
Enquire of JOHN P. THOMAS, No. 161 Middle

FOR

au29dtf

STORE
SETH

Congress Street.
Apply to
LARRABEE, No. 390 Congress St.

No.
I..

671

Ull

a

To Let.
to let single or in suits, with hoard.
Apply at No. 99 High St., corner of Spring.

Commercial St.

ROOMS

MALE—75 light Brahma hens, also pullets, cockerels and roosters; prices reasonable,
light Brahmas are at the head of the Asiatic
breeds; hardy, quiet good mothers, not wild, and
the best of layers.
Address RAVINE POULTRY
24-1
YARD, South Buxton, Me.

tolet.
In the Thompson block, Nos. 117,119,
121 ami 123 Middle street, a few door below
the post cilice; fitted suitable for wholesale or retail business, with light, finished, airy basements.
Rent reasonable. Inquire of H. E. THOMPSON,
No. 164 Brackett St.. Portland. Me.
janl4dtf

TO Middle Street.

WOOD, Janitor.
HE

v

Apply

to

_3-12
For Sale.

Apply

UNDERWOOD, Janitor.

d«>-

at the

St.

good

res-

to

R. W.
13-7

F I3NT EJ

a

dry

on
cellar,and a good
floor;
elevator running from cellar to second story. Fairbanks’ hay scales in front of building. Is centrally
situated, and within three minutes walk of the Congregational Church, Primary School and Free High
School. A part of the purchase money can remain
on time if desired. Sold only because the present occupant must go to a warmer climate on account of
For further particulars inquire of O. S.
health.
THOMES,Cumberland. Centre, Me.
scp23c!2w#

CABINETS
$4.50

Per Dozen.

THE

$5.00

Per Dozen.

or

unfurnished

or

on

rooms

to

family,

SATISFACTION

29-1

GUARANTEED.

Sewall

22nd, between
Bastou’s
house in No. Yarmouth and Cumberland CenLOUT.—Sent.
1885.
Tile
note for
dated Mar.

12,
826,
will please return to this office and lie re28-1
warded.

r,

a

finder

between 6 and (i P.

M.:

on

Congress, between Casco and State Sts.; a
portemonnaie, dark brown with enamelled clasp,
containing $16; if found and returned to This Office a suitable reward will be paid.
26-1
Bull Terrier Pup, 9 months
nickel chain collar marked
will be paid for his return
25-1
Woodford^, Me.

Brindle

"Redlon." A reward
to B. D. REDLON,

PHOTOGRAPHER

BUSINESS CHANCE*.

514

desirable 21,-a story wooden
FOB
house, situated in the western part of I he
Hill
heated
with
SALE—A

St.;

on

and gas;

by furnace,

healthy, sightly

neighborhood;

Harrison
SALE_Lodging
Avenue, Boston, elegantly furnished, peculiar circumstances compel a sale at a great sacrifice, no trouble with an investment of one thousand dollars in making this amount every year in
clean profits £wc invite the closest investigation.
SAMUEL G. CURRY, 45 Milk St.28-1
Douse

FOR

oil

THE GREAT EAIH OF 1885.

$4,000 IN PREMIUMS.
-THE-

Tenth Annual Fair

best drug store in Boston,
all things considered; very central; very low
rent: actual cash sales in August $600; been established 30 years ; owner is a practicing physician, and needs all his time and capital in liis practice.
SAMUEL G. CURRY, 45 Milk Street, BosSALE—'The

—OF THE—

Rochester Agricul’l and Meehan’l Asso’n,

28-1

ton.
ch ance—$300

willbuv a light,
manufacturing and office business to make
money in Portland. Boston, or anv city in the
United States; something entirely new; a monopoly ; profits cash daily; any man with 8300, address
ft. H., Press Office.
24-1

Business

-WILL BE HELD

Good races each day on one of the finest half-mile
tracks in the State. A good band of music will be

BOARD.

on

BOARD.—A
vate

Fair,

Address with name, W., Press

Wednesday. Sept. 30, a Special Train will be
run from Koehester to Portland, leaving Rochester
at 6.00 p.m., arriving in Portland at 8.10 p.m.
J. W. PETERS. Supt.
sep28d3t

29-2

AGENTS WANTED.

A sure cure for Blind, Bleeding, Itching and
Ulcerated Piles has been discovered by Dr. Williams, (an Indian Remedy), called Dr. Williams
Indian Pile Ointment. A single box has cured the
worst chronic eases of 25 or 30 years standing.
No one need suffer five minutes after applying this
Lotions, instruwonee'f' i soothing medicine.
ment.. 01.1 electuaries do more harm than good.
Williams' Indian Pile ointment absorbs the tu-

HELP-Ladies and gentlemen
In city or country to work for us at their
own homes, daytime or
evening; the business is
light, pleasant and easily done; no canvassing or
peddling, good salary paid to smart workers who
devote full time to it. steady
employment furnished.
Address PRANK EATON" Manager
Boston. Mass.. Box 6153.

WANTED

itching, (particularly at
night :: 11 i citing warm in bed) acts as a poultice,
is
relief,
and
instant
prepared only for Piles,
gives
itching ui Cue private parts, and for nothing else.
For sol. by all druggists and mailed on receipt of
price #1.00. Sold by

mors, aii.ov

woman 111 every

county to sell our goods. Salary $75 per month
and expenses, or commission. Expenses in ad, anee.
Ontflt free. For full particulars address STANDARD SILVER WARE CO.. Boston, Mass.
aug3ld3m

iln*

intense

STAN WOOD & CO.,

K.

:’08TI,.4N!>. ME.

WANTED.
Ladies in city or country to work for us
at tlieir homes; fascinating employment; no
Instructions to buy; work can be sent by mail (distance no object ion) ;$Gto $9 per week can be made
No canvassing, particulars free, or sample of work
mailed for four cents in stamps. Please address.
Homk Manuk sutuuinu <V. Boston. .Mass. p. O.
Box 1916.
augl4d3m

PILES!

PILES !

TAMES «. BLAINE’S GREAT HISTORY
*3 ontsells all other books. Agents wanted on
commission or salary. The Henry Bill Pub.
Co., Norwich. Ct.
sep3rlkiwlm36

manor

grounds daily.

the

Round Trip Tickets, Portland lo Rochester and Return, including Admission to the
81-85. Rood only on the above dales.

gentleman and wife or two gentlemen wanted as boarders, in a small prialso
rooms t<> let with or
pleasant
family,

WANTED—An active

AT-

ROCHESTER, N. H.,
Tuesday, Wednesday & Thursday, Sept. 29,30 & Oct. 1

....—.

without board.
Office.

dtf

PORTLAND & ROCHESTER R. R.

__29-1

FOB

Congress Street,

SIGN OF SIDEWALK CLOCK,

Silver Plated Ware,
ROGERS & RRO.

SILVER PLATED TABLE WARE.
this line of goods to be the genuine

Rogers & Bro. make and first quality. I keep
second quality or arrow brand In stock.

no

& Bro. A1 Tea Spoons,
$2.50 per dozen.
Rogers & Bro. A1 Dessert Spoons, 4.00 per dozen.
4.50 per dozen.
Rogers & Bro. A1 Table Spoons,
Rogers & Bro. A1 Medium Forks, 4.50 per dozen.
4.25 per dozen.
Rogers & Bro. A1 Dessert Forks,
Rogers & Bro. A1 Medium Knives, 3.00 per dozen.
Rogers & Bro. A1 Dessert Knives, 2.87 per dozen.
Pie Knives, Soup and Oyster Ladies, and all kinds of
Table ware at lowest prices.

Rogers

CAUTION.
notify

customers and the public
generally that all Silver Plated Goods with an arrow through the name or brand are Imperfect or
unsaleable goods, and therefore second quality
ware and as such goods are sold in this city, it will
I would

my

pay you to examine the brand.

McKENNEYJlie Jeweler,
547

Street,

Congre§s

SIGN OF SIDEWALK CLOCK.

WEATHER REPORT.

Barometer. 30.212
Thermo’r.. 156.1
Dew Point. 154.1
Humidity.. 96.0

Wind.IE
Velocity. ..6
Weather..

30.206 80.133 30.127 30.095
59.6
leo.l 156.2
52.6
49.0
49.2
48.9
51.0
68.2
88.8
66.6
185.4

SE
10

Icloudy[Clear

Mean daily bar. ..30.147
Mean daily ther .55.9
Mean dally d’wpt.50.7
Mean daily hum’y.83.8

SE

SW

5

1

NW
2

Iciear

Clear

Clear

Maximum ther....61.8
Minimum ther.. ..51.7
Max. vel. wind. ..10 SE
Total precip.00

meteorological report.

(Sept. 29, 1885,

P. M.)
Observations taken at the same moment of time
at all stations.
10

jThermo’ter
j

£ fc j

Observation.!

I

Place of

Wind

j

-S

®

—

f:
8.

j

;

*

"12

i;

-2 ! i?

Jlj:
■££

1 jl 2^

Portland, O., Sept. 29.—A

large and enthusianti-Chinese meeting was held last night in
present from Tacoma,
Newcastle, Kenton, Black Diamond, Colby, SumThese included rener, Sipiak and Whatcomb.
presentatives from many labor organizations as
well as citizens not connected with any society.
Many speeches were delivered, and each utterance that could be construed to mean the expulsion of the Chinese by peaceful means or if necessary by force was received with applause. Resolutions were adopted that the present excited
state of the
people on the Pacific coast and the
depressed condition of industries and commerce
are dne to and are directly traceable to the persistent refusal of Congress to legislate in the interest of the people: that it is our firm and steadfast resolution to id our territory and if possible
the United States of the presence of China slave
labor; and calling upon all citizens to aid and
assist us in this great and important object ; that
to accomplish this end all citizens be asked to dis
charge immediately all Chinese in their employ;
that on return of the delegates to their respective
localities they shall call mass meetings to he held
Oct. 3,1885,’ for the purpose of appointing committees to notify the Chinese to leave on or before November 1,1885; these delegates shall call
mass meetings of citizens to hear the reports of
said committees on Nov. 6.1885; that these delegates shall inform the committee at .Seattle immediately after their respective meetings on Nov.
6th as to what action lias been.taken in this great
reform; that the Western Washington congregation association in asking for the unqualified re
peal of the Chinese restriction act misrepresented
the sentiment of the people of Puget Sound and
the Pacific slope; that in adopting the above reastic

men

Solutions!

uta

iipa

miiflArl hv

a

AmiviAtinn that.

tliA

En Route to St. John.

[Special to the Press’]
Bangor, Sept. 29.—Tlie special train from Portland going to St. John, with its party of railroad
officials and other invited guests, to witness the
opening event of the new and already famous
cantilever bridge across the St. John river, was a
little late in reaching Bangor this morning. After
a brief stay here they again started for their
destination. The following gentlemen are included in the party: Hon. Geo. C. Lord, President, and S. C. Lawrence, one of the directors of
the Boston & Maine Railroad; S. W. Reynolds,
treasurer of the Mexican Centrai Railroad; W. I*.
Phillips, trustee of the Eastern Railroad bondholders; President Sewall, General Manager
Tucker and Darius Aldcn of Augusta. H. N. Jose
of Portland,W. B. Bacon of Boston and John Ware
of Waterville, Directors of
the Maine Central
Railroad; F. W. Aiken, private secretary
of Mr. Tucker; W. A. Allen of Portland, Engineer ; W. F. Eaton of Portland, General Freight
Agent, and E. F. Webb of Waterville, attorney of
the Maine Central Railroad; also C. E. Jose, W.
H. Brown, Charles N. Gove, R. JL Richardson,
W. F. Jlilliken and J. H. Boyd of Portland, H. J.
Stevens and Jacob Edwards of Boston, James TPatten of New York, Agent of the Wason Car
Works and Portland Company, George D. Wilkes
and H. M. Sewall of Bath, Hon. J. W. Bradbury
of Augusta, E. 1’. Noyes ot Waterville, Prof.
S. J. Yeung of Brunswick, Judge L. A. Emery of
Ellsworth, and Hon. Hannibal Hamlin, Congressman Boutelle, Gen. Charles Hamlin. F. O. Beal,
F. II. Clerque, J. T. Rines. F. A. Wilson, G. F.
Godfrey, Jas. F. ltawson, J. P. Bass of Bangor, C.
P. Bond of the Boston Traveller, C. L. McCleery
of the Boston Journal, F. II. Fassett of the Portland Press and E. P. Boutelle of the Bangor
Whig. The formal opening of the bridge will octo-morrow.

The party took dinner today at Vaneeboro.
They will return to-morrow evening, leaving St.
John, as is expected about 3 o’clock in the after-

byH

tress from Dyspepsia*
I n d i g e stion and Too*
A per*
Hearty
feet remedy for Dizzi-BB
ness, Nausea,
ness, Bad Taste in the*
Month, Coated Tongue*
Pain in the Side, &c*
They regulate the Bow-*
and prevent Consti-*
nation and Piles. The smallest and easiest to take*
40
in
a vial
a
dose.
one
Purely Vcf;
Only
pill
©table. Price 25 cents. 6 vials by iailfor$1.00*

Eating.

Drov'ri-sgJ

A dozen or so will not come back on the
train but will continue their trip to Halifax. They will return the latter part of the week.
St. John, N. B., Sept. 29.—The party arrived
here about 6 o’clock this evening, all in good snirits. The following officials will take part in the
exercises tomorrow: Mayor Daveber and Recorder Jack of St. John; Mayor Chesley and the city
Council of Portland, St. John; Lt. Gov. Wilmot;
Sheriff llardiug, president of tile St. John Board
of Trade. Chief Justice ,T. C. Allen and others.
return

SMALL

Quiet

All

POX.

at Montreal Last

Night.

Montreal, Sept. 29.—The excitement in this
city today over the anti-vaccination riot last night
is intense, and many declare that tlie time has
come for martial law, as there is danger of another riot tonight.The mayor has asked that 600 men
of tlie fifth military district be placed under arms,
ami lias also ordered detectives to scour the city
to find the ringleaders of tlie riot.
The rioters
last night were well organized.
Thev were headed by three men in carriages, who directed their
movements.
Returns at the health office this morning show
that there were 62 deaths from small pox in this
city yesterday, 7 ill St. Jean Baptiste village. 5 In
St. Henri, 3 in Coteau St. Louis,and 2 in St. Cune-

gonda.

At a meeting of Protestant clergyman tills
a committee was appointed to distribute
relief to Protestant sufferers.
At 1 p. in., fifty
men of tlie Victoria Rifles were stationed in their

morning,

and tlie Roval Scots

armorv.

WF&Mlstply

stug2«

YOUNG

“WOOD'S” PURE

*

i

ifflS
£

h

lyio

WffT'

cf.AVORING EXTRACTS
S
o

EXCEL ALL

OTHERS.

TEOS. WOOD & 00., B08T0B.
eodeowlycF

Earl Dufferin

^C\IN

Yoriu^Jl

Provident Association.
MEETING,
of the Portland Provident

Meeting
for the
THBAssociation,
and the
Annual

purpose

of

electing

its

officers,
transacting of its animal business,
will be held at Its office, on THURSDAY. October
C. C. HAYES.
1st, 1885, at 7% o’clock.
Secretary.

THE
Creat

sep29d3t

DOMINION.

Suffering Among

the

Half-

Quebec, Sept. 29.—A letter from Father Fourmind. director of the St. Laurent mission on the
Saskatchewan river, to Riel’s counsel in this city,
was to day published.
The writer draws a harrowing picture of the terrible destitution and suffering of the 2GO Halfbreed women and children
In his mission in consequence of the burning of
their houses and the plundering of their property
during the late debellion, and also In consequence
of the killing, flight or imprisonment of the male
population. Father Fournand states that women
and children are obliged to shelter themselves In
rude huts open to every wind, that they are almost naked in the day time and without covering
at night to protect them from the cold, that they
are without even the simplest articles of furniture,
that their principal article of food just now is
nuts, as the miserable half rations with which
thev were supplied are exhausted, and that to
crowu all their misery
they have been told by the
government agents that there are no more provisions to give them.
He adds that if this is the
last word of charity the Canadian government has
to say it is equivalent to a death warrant not only
for these unfortunate people but for the missionaries as well, as they have already shared their
1

rr

of flour

vuitli the liiinirrv

urnmnn

oml

dren.
_

MASSACHUSETTS

REPUBLICANS.

Springfield, Sept. 29.—The gatherlngof delegates tonignt preliminary to to-morrow's Republican State convention is larger than was anticipated. There is no change In the outlook as to|to-morrow’s nominations and no opposition tto selection
of Mr. Beard as candidate for State treasurer appears and the renomination of the old ticket is
conceded.

Dedicating

a

Soldiers’

Monument.

Springfield. Mass., Sent. 29.—The dedication
of the soldiers’ monument furnished by the generosity of Gnrdon Bill, one of Springfield’s wealthy
and prominent citizens, drew thousands of people
here today. The monument is a handsome and
graceful grantte shaft, inscribed with the names
of prominent b attles and surmounted by a bronze
figure of a soldier. About 2000 veterans participated in the parade that preceded the the formal
exercises of dedication in Court Square.
Gov.
Rohinson and staff were present and many other
The veterans were served
prominent guests.
with a dinner on Hampden Park and at 1 o’clock
a procession was formed there with Major Samuel
B. Spooner and proceeded to the square where the
exercises took pioce.
National

Sportsmen’s Convention.

St. Louis. Mo., Sept. 29.—The national sportsconvention met. here this morning with a
large representation from|all parts of the country.
Gen. Smith of Jefferson City, Mo., was made temporary chairman and Dr. Swander of St. Louis,
secretary. Mayor Francis welcomed the delegates to the city and Gen. Smith made a brief address.
men’s

Festivals of the Farmers.
Paris, Sept. 29.—The Oxford county cattle
show and feir began tins morning at the society’s
grounds between Norway and South Paris, with a
large attendance and fine.weather. The fair will
continue through tomorrow and Thursday. The
was occupied in receiving, entering and
arranging stock.
Ekadfield, Sept. 29.—The Kennebec agricultural show and fair opened here today, and will
continue three days. .A good crowd was present
for the first day, which was devoted exclusively to
the display of cattle.
There promises to be a
large exhibit in the various departments.
Farmington, Sept, 29.—The Jay town show
and fair opened at Jay Hill today.
The stock on
the grounds is exceptionally tine and the attendAt the fair tomorrow an address will
ance good.
be delivered by Hon. E. P. Thompson.
S rowhegan, Sept. 29.—The Somerset Central
agricultural cattle show and fair opened here today. with a greater display than ever of stock
from all over the county.
The fair is better than
in former years.
There was a good attendance
today.

forenoon

Maine Unitarian Conference.
Belfast, Sent. 29.-—The Maine Conference of
Unitarian churches commenced its annual session
here today.
The opening sermon was by Eev.
James T. Bixby, late professor of Meadville Theological School. The attendance was quite large,
nearly every Maine Unitarian church being represented.
Assessed for Taxable Purposes.
Concord, N. H., Sept. 29.—The State Board of
Equalization today assessed for taxable purposes
the value of the corporate property in the State.
The Boston & Maine railroad is assessed for $20,188.77; Eastern for *4,030.88; Portland & Rochester for $290.50; Mt. Washington for $1,510.00;
Portland & Ogdensburg for *1,162; Western Un"
ion Telegraph Company for $2,033.50; and Maine
for

$116.20.

To Command the Frederick Billings.
Camden, Sept. 29.—Capt. Isaac W. Sherman of
Camden, has bought a part of the big ship Frederick Billings, and will command her on the first
trip from New York to Japan. Capt, Sherman
commenced as a boy before the mast and commanded first in 1843. Thirty years ago he made
a trip to Calcutta in the Boston ship Art Union,
and has since commanded various ships. He lias
made eighteen trips to China and the East Indies,
and never lost a ship or had a disaster. He has
been in the employ of Carleton. Norwood & Co.,
for the past ten years.

Another Office Seeker to be Made

Happy.
Washington, Sept. 29.—Horace G. Jacobs, as
sistant supervising architect of the treasury, has
tendered his resignation, to take effect Oct. 31st.
His action was entirely voluntary, aud was taken
in order that he might accept a business offer from
a Washington firm.
Jacobs is a native of Maine,
and-has been in the treasury for nearly 25 years.

_

CENERAL NEWS.
Lowell despatch says that ex-Gov. Talbot is
improving and ills recovery is now assured.
Orange Washington, bis wife, known as Gertie
Vance, Patsey Gibson and Lucinda Boddv, servants in the family of M. B. Dunham, editor of
tlie Texas Court Reporter, were all killed Monday
night except ODe woman at Austin, Texas, while
asleep by a negro named Doc Wood, who was
armed with an axe. He has been captured.
Monday night four negroes, Jerry Finch, his
wife, Lee, Lison and John Pottlshil! were lynched
one mile from Pittsboro, Chatham
county, N. C.
They were [taken from the jail and their bodies
were found this morning suspended to a tree.
This is the sequel to a triple murder of the Finch
family last July, and of tlie murder of the Gunter
family near the same spot.
Tlie supreme judicial court in Boston has ordered that an Injunction be issued restraining tlie
Framingham savings bank from further proceedings with tlie business of tlie corporation except
solar as may be necessary to maintain and continue the organization of the savings bank and the
collecting ami receiving of money due until after
a full hearing.
The question of a permanent injunction will be considered Tuesday, Oct. 27th.

70,000

were

mi

nnt.inrr rrnard

City Hall, the mayor and several aldermen
have been notified that their houses will be burned
tonight.
New Yoke, Sept. 29.—A Montreal special says
that the proof is not wanting that the disgraceful
riot of last eveuing was tue outcome of an organized conspiracy on the part of two corruptionists
of the city council, who have, ever since the outbreak of the small pox, pandered to the prejudices gf the ignorant French-Canadiaus and sustained them in their opposition to the remedial
measures.
This is vouched for by the health offiwhose bureau was wrecked
nigiit. He has since tied the

cer.

by

the crowd last
city, his life being

threatened.
The active, ringleaders were four
French eommunists, who led the mob on. shouting
"Vive la France,” "Vive la Commune," “Bravo
Kiel,” "Down with the English and vaccination.”
A repetition of last night’s riot is being organized. and three regiments of infantry, a troop of
and a battery of artillery have been called
cavalry
out. The greatest excitement exists and business
is at a standstill.
Montreal, Sept. 29.—At 5 o’clock this eveuing
a general police alarm was sounded, calling all
the members of the force to the Citv Hall. The
whole of the military in the city,' about 1400
strong, are under arms, and patrols of cavalry
and infantry are watching the disaffected districts
There are no signs or fear of further trouble.
At a meeting of the Provincial board of health
this evening, it was decided that the proprietor of
a place of amusement at Longue Point, who refused to close it when ordered to do so by the
board, should be prosecuted.
A bylaw was also
adopted, making it a penal offence for persons livin
houses
hi
which
there
is small pox, to
ing
knowingly come in contact with other persons or
to frequent churches or public places. The expectations that another riot would take place tonight have fortunately not been realized, although many believe that trouble is only postponed. Large crowds are gathering in the east
enn of the city, but up to this hour (11.301 the
police have been able to keep them quiet.

His

Brother Cives

WARD.

an

Outline of His

Defence.
Washington, Sept. 29.—A letter received in
this city from W. S. Ward of Denver, Colorado, a
brother of Ferdinand Ward-, contains some curious and interesting points, evidently outlining the
defence that will be attempted in New York. Mr.
Ward says that when the facts in the ease come
out they will reliev
ills brother of much that is
cruel and unjust.
He says lie believes that the
Grant family drew out more from the firm than
they put in; that F. D. Grant was in the same
contract business and in the same way as Ward;
that the Grant family lost by outside speculations
on advice of outside friends, amounts, which if
now theirs would do away with all the cry of poverty: that numbers of promiuent men, bank presidents, etc., were exacting exorbitant interest on
loans to Grant & Ward; that the expenses of his
brother have been paid, and are being paid by his
family and that lie has not really a dollar; that
the apparent loans of Gen. Grant and other members of the firm represent exorbitant gains upon
these so-called contracts; that the Grants were
urged a few days after the failure to join his
brother in his attempt to get back from others
these extravagant profits, but did not do so; that
had ample opportunity to sealthough his brother
cure hnnself, lie not only never attempted to do
so, but that everything, including his personal
papers, bank books, etc., were placed in the
hands of Davies; that the accounts of the state
of the firm’s affairs, with their losses and gains,
were kept in open books, and a monthly statement
Ferdinand Ward left an unsigned statement at
the warden’s office at the Ludlow street jail tonighc, the samo to he given to the press, and of
which remarkable paper a verbatim reproduction
is here given:
“I have prepared schedules and gave them to
Mr. Davies and Mr. Johnstone, whieh show what
disposition was made of the money of Grant &
Ward, the names of the parties who received it,
and the amounts received by each. One of these
statements shows that I paid out from 1880 to
It also
1884, $033,000 for my personal account.
shows that of this amount I invested $573,000 in
real estate and personal property, all of which I
conveyed to Mr. Warner the morning after our
failure, and which property the assignee is seeking to recover back from Mr. Warner for the benefit of my creditors.
This leaves a balance of
$120,000 as expended by me in living expenses,
during the four years, but included in the sum is
$120,000 received in' me as profits on my individual investments.
This proves that none of the
money of Grant & Ward has been appropriated bv
me for my personal use in
any way.
THE

Large

ROCHESTER

FAIR.

Present—Some Cood
Races.
Dovek. N. H., Sept. 29.—The tenth annual
town fair of Rochester commenced today and terminates Thursday. A large crowd was present
and exhibitors were busy getting their goods in
position for inspection. A big crowd is expected
tomorrow. There is a very large exhibition of
cows, horses, swine, agricultural implements and
farm produce. Col, Mattocks of Portland, has his
trained dogs on exhibition.
The herd of IIolsteins owned bv L. T. Carville of Lewiston attracted much attention.
In the three minute class purse $300, the following is the summary:
Plumed Knight.
Crowd

ixiine—2.45, '2.44%*2.42ya.
.1

1

1

Surmise.
.222
uarrteT..3 3 3
Time—2.34, 2.33%, 2.35.

THE DAUNTLESS.
Minor Notes.
The President this afternoon appointed Edward
A. Stevenson of Boise City, Idaho, to be governor
of the territory of Idaho aud Wm. B. Webb of Billing, Mont., to be secretary of the territory of
Montana.

Greenback State Convention.
Boston, Sept. 29.—Thirty delegates were present at the opening of the State convention of the
N ational Greenback party in this city today. The
secretary of the State committee, G. B. Hutchinson, called the meeting to order. Professor Tookey of Charlestown, was chosen temporary chairman, William Murray of Boston, temporary secretary. After the temporary organization the committees on tlie
permanent organization and on the
resolutions were called upon to retire and while
they were in consultation brief speeches were
made.
The first

After Various Disasters She Reaches
New York.
Sandy Hook, N. J., Sept. 29.—When the fog
parted a little this morning, a white sail was sighted off the hook, but nothing but the main gait topsail and stump of a foretopmast could be made
out, the lower part of the vessel being enclosed In
the fog bank. A little later the fog cleared and
the vessel was found to be the schooner yacht
Dauntless becalmed in the fog. She was towed up
the bay. She had carried away her foretopmasl
above the cap and had a hole in her matntopmast
sail.
stay
The Dauntless arrived at her anchorage at Staten Island
shortly after noon today. She was becalmed most of the trips which accounts for her
coming in so late. Her foretopmast was broken
because it was old and had been subjected to
heavy strains.

at

Jerome Park, New York, yesterday for three year olds and upward, f Vs miles
was won by Strathsply.
Time, 1.69.
race

Armed Inter-

London, Sept. 29.—Disastrous floods covering
ot 3500 square miles have occurred in the
of Bengal, the largest and most popupresidency
lous of the twelve main divisions of Britisli India.
A great amount of property has been destroyed
and a number of lives lost.
Many families have
been made destitute. Houses, crops, cattle and
portable goods of every description have been carried away by the flood. The government authorities are distributing provisions and clothing and
doing all they can to relieve the sufferers. False
Point which was thought to have the best harbor
between Calcutta and Bombay, safe and accessible to all snips, was struck by the storm wave on
the 22d. and swept so •completely that the most
of the inhabitants perished.
an area

Lord Mayor of London.
Alderman John Staples, F. 8. A., was today
elected Lord Mayor of London.
A Londoner Absconds.
George Holley, proprietor of the Golden Argosy
has absconded. He is a bankrupt and is charged
with having defrauded the public out of £70,000
by means of a lottery scheme which gained many
victims by promises of handsome prizes.
The Roumelian Trouble.

meeting of ambassadors to consider the ltoumelian question will be held at Constantinople
next Monday. Representatives of Servia, RouA

mania and Greece will be admitted to the discussion. M. DeGiers, Russian Foreign Minister
presses the powers to make the deposition of
Prince Alexander, the leading proposition at the
meeting. The Czar favors the candidature of
Prince Waldemar.

Intervention

Armed

in

Burmah

Wanted.
Earl Dufferin, Viceroy of India, telegraphs to
the government that the necessity lias arisen for
armed intervention in Burmah, and that he lias
ordered the chief commissioner in British Burmah
to King Tliebaw to protest against the exactions
of the British trading association.
Earl Dufferin’s advices points to the early annexation of Burmah. The Burmese envoy at Paris in an interview said the sole object of his mission was to arrange a treaty of commerce with France and to
resist the annexation of Burmah to India in every

possible manner.

The Cholera.
P
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of cholera and 8'J deaths reported here yester-

day.
Madrid,Sept. 29.—Returns from cholera infected districts of Spain report 558 new cases and 207
deaths today.

Foreign Notes.
Two men who recently robbed the Imperial
Russian bank of £34,000, have been arrested in
Geneva.
The Bulgarian inhabitants of Macedonia have
not joined in the unity movement of their fellowcountrymen but have determined to adhere to the
treaty of Berlin.

The

Battle

Between

ANDROSCOGGIN COUNTY.

Geo. W. Metcalf, Lewiston, has been appointed
special detective.
Mr. Anderson of Livermore Falls has recently
died. He provided in his will that *10,000 should
be added to the endowment fund of Hebron Academy, and now the institution has an endowment of
#38,000.
A Lewiston four year old entertained a bona
fide; unadulterated tramp, one day last week. The
family had left the boy in charge of the house. He
invited the tramp into the house, told him that the
key was in the ice chest and showed him where
the pics were kept. The tramp made a square
meal and left, and it is supposed that the hospitable four-year old invited him to call again.
AROOSTOOK COUNTY.

Thursday evening, Sept. 24th, Hon. Sumner
Whitney and wife of Presque Isle celebrated their

golden wedding at the residence of their son,
Mr. James F. Whitney.
It is expected that the water works at Houlton
will be completed so that the wheels can start up
Thursday, October 1st.
Through the efforts of Rev. 0. S. Beane, a new
Unitarian church is to be erected at Presque Isle.
CUMBERLAND COUNTY.
The Denison Paper Manufacturing Company of
Brunswick are making ten thousand reams of
paper for the second volume of Mr. Blaine's book.
The samples show a very fine quality of paper.
The order will weigh 375 tons. The two volumes
of the Blaine book will consume about the same
amount of paper as the Grant book.
FRANKLIN COUNTY.

Mary Viola Bean, who was arraigned at the last
term of. the Franklin county
Judicial
Court, charged with burning buildings in Avon,
and who was sent to the Insane Hospital in accordance with the defence, has been adjudged
insane by the oflicers of that institution.

Supreme

The mercantile failures in the Unitad States for
the quarter ending Sept. 30th number 2173.

and

was

was

only

nlaved “for hi nod” on hnf.h sides. There
one fielding error, that of Gerhardt. and

it did not affect the result.

KENNEBEC COUNTY.

Eighty thousand dollars have recently been expended on new houses in Gardiner, and a large
sum on improvements.
OXFORD COUNTY.

Rev. S. D. Richardson of Hebron read his resignation to his church Sept. 20th. His health has
been very poor lately.
A. C. Bean and wife of East Brownfield sailed
for South America, Wednesday, Sept. 25th.
Emma F. Newton of Andover has accepted a
situation as teacher of Latin and French at Talladega College, Ala., and started South, Sept. 28th.
A large caribou came out into a pasture in
vmki

uo*

miu

am

oui

tcyiiij;

avimi'c

by struck a 2.4o gait down througli the field,
leaving tracks as large as a three-year old steer's.
near

PENOBSCOT COUNTY.

Dexter woolen mills are rushed with orders
and report a brilliant outlook for a good winter's
The

business.

J. A. Gauld, General Secretary of the BauY. M. C. A., organized a college association at
ucksport Seminary, Sept. 24tn. with Prof. McDonald as president, and 22 members.
A man by the name of J. S. Hewes was murdered near Moorehead, North Dakota, on the
afternoon of Sept. 21. In his pocket was a letter
from his sister, which was mailed from Hermon,
Me., dated May, 1885.
The officers of the Eastern Maine Slate Fair are
to begin at once to improve the track at Maplewood Park, Bangor. A large amount of loam will
be hauled on ana they intend to make it second in
excellence to no half mile track in New England.
Of a herd of forty hogs, a gentleman in Bangor
has recently lost 33 inside of two weeks, witli hog
cholera. This disease among swine is said to be
very prevalent in that section. Dressed pork of
a questionable character lias been offered in certain markets.
Mr.

AB.

Dalrymple, If. 4
Gore, cf. 4
Keiry,

5

c.

Anson, lh. 4
Pfeffer. 21). 5
Williamson. 3b. 3

Burns,

4

ss.

McCormick, p. 4
Sunday, rf. 4

YORK COUNTY.

blossom was picked from a golden
Sunday
russet tree in Walter Johnson's orchard at Saco.
The tree is loaded with big golden fruit.
a

MUSIC AND DRAMA.
THOMPSON.

Charlotte Thompson will be at Portland Theatre next week playing “Phyllis Denohr,” which
tells the most eventful dramatic incidents in Hugh
Conway’s “Dark Days." Miss Thompson produced this
play at the close of last season in the West
and played it some twenty or more times in various cities and will make it the foremost play
in
her

repertoirelthis

THE GREAT

score;

EH. TB. PO.
o
l
l
c
0
10
1
3
5 11
6
1110
4
1
2
2
1
1
3
2
0
1
1
4
O
2
4
1
o
1
1
o

R.

Totals.37

7

14

26

A.

E.

0
0
10
3
0
10
2
O
0
0
2
0
4
3
0
o
10

27

0

NEW YOltKS.
AB.

O'Kourke, cf. 3
Connor, lb. 3

Ewing, c.
Gillespie,If.
Dorgan, rf.
Richardson, 3b.
Welch, p„.
Gerhardt, 2b.

3
4
4
4
3
4

Til. PO.
I
l
l
l
1
!•
2
2
G
0
0
1
0
1
0
0
0
0
2
2
1
0
0
1
1
1117

R.

3

ss.

EH.

l
o
0
0
0
0
1

A.

E.

o
1
2
1
0
1
3
4
2

o
o
1
o

0
O
5
1
0

4
7
7 27 14
7
Totals.31
Innings.1 23456780
0
0
0
0
0
2
0
1—7
Chicagos.4
New Yorks.0 0 2 0 0 0 0 2 0—4
Earned runs—Chicagos, 5; New Yorks, 2. Three
base hits—Kelly 3. Pfeffer, Williamson. McCormick. Passed balls—Kelly, 1; Ewing, 1. Wild
pitches—Welch, 1. First base on balls—Chicagos,
4; New Yorks, 3. First base on errors—Chicagos,
1. Struck out—by McCormick, 3; by Welch, 2.
Double plays—Gillespie and Ward; Gerhardt,
Connor and Ward.
Time—1
Umpire—Curry.
hour 56 minutes.
THE

HAYERHILLS’ BENEFIT.

benefit of the Haverhllls was witnessed by
more than 1,000 people at Riverside yesterday
afternoon. The 100 yards da6li between Foster,
McGarr, Slattery and Irwin was won by McGarr
in 10% seconds. In the throwing between members of the Haverhllls and Brocktons, Robinson
won, making 340 feet. The running high jump
was won by M. J. Slattery, 6 feet 4 inches.
High
kicking, Slattery, 9 feet. Standing jump, Foster.
The

Followmir the athletic exercises a seven-lnnhifr
ball game was played, which was won by the
Haverhills. Hawkes aud McGarr’s fine playing
were the features of the Haverhllls’ plav. and
Hawes and Davis played well for the visitors.

The

score:

HAVERHILLS.
AB.

4
4
3
3
3
rf. 3

R.
1
1
2
1
2
0
0
0
2

BH.
0
0
0
3
2
2
O
0
2

Totals.30

9

9

Irwin, 3b. 4
Prince, lb. 2
4
Foster, if

Hawkes,

2b.

McGarr, ss.
ltobinson, c.
Slattery, cf.
Murphy, p.

Shaffer,

AB.

Hawes, lb.
Davis,3b.
Baxter, c.
Crane, rf&p.
Patton, ss.
Cudworth, cf.
McGunnigle, If
Toflling, 2b.
Willis, p&rf.

season.

HOWARD ATIt.ENEUM

1
0
0
1
0
0
0
1
0

Totals.26

3

Specialty and Comedy Company with its
celebrated specialists will appear at
Portland Theatre, Friday and Saturday evenings.
The company consists of people of the highest
calibre in their particular line, among whom are
the great European sensations Lina and Vani.who

5
2
2
0

Innings.1

0
0
0
3
2
2
0
0
2

PO.
o
8
0
5
1
5
1
1
0

9

21

TB.

A.
o
0
0
4
2
2
0
6
0

E.
1
2
0
1
0
2
0
3
0

14

9

TB.

3
2
1
O
O
0
0
0
0
6

3
2
0

4
O
0

PO.
9
1
5
1
0
1
1
3
0

A.
1
4
2
1
1

3
5

E.
0
1
4
2
2
0
O
3
3

21
6

6

17

15

n

0

7

Haverhills.0
4
1 0—9
Brocktons.1
1 1 0—3
Earned runs—Brocktons, 1. Two base hit—
Hawes. Passed balls—Robinson, 1; Baxter, 2.
Wild pitches—Murphy, Willis, Crane, 1 each.
First base on balls—Willis, I: Crane, 1; Murphy,
2.
First base on errors—Haverhills, 4; BrockStruck out—by Willis, 6; Murphy, 4
toHS, 4.
Double plays—Davis and
Hawes; McGarr,
Hawkes ana Prince. Umpire—Clarke of New
buryport. Time—2 hours.
LAWRENCES, 9; PORTLANDS, 1.
The Lawrences defeated the Portlands yesterday afternoon in Lawrence, in the presence of
400 spectators. There were no especial features
except the general fine playing of the Lawrences
and careless playing of the Portlands. The score:
LAWRENCES.
AB.
4

Kiley, cf

Burns, 3h. 4

Murphy,

If. 4
O’Connell, lb. 4
Brosnan, 2b... 4
4
Flynn, p..
Moolic, c. 4
Conway, rf. 4
3
McAndless,

ss^.
Totals..'!.35

BH. TB. PO.
1
1
3
1
0
0
0
3
1
0
0
0
2
1
1 12
1
2
2
4
1
1
1
0
1116
1
2
2
0

R.

A.

E.

1

11114

0
0
0
0
1
O
1
0
2

9

4

9

11

2
0
0
3
9
2
0

27

21

PORTLANDS.
AB.

Annis.

If.,...4
Wheelock, rf. 4
Weldel. cf. 4
Hartnett, lb. 4
Holland. 3b. 4
Fulmer. 2b. 4
Shaw, ss. 3

Dugan, p.
Thayer, c.

3
3

BH.
O
0
1
2
0
1
0
0

R.

0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0

0

TB. PO.
0
1
0
4
2
1
2
9
0
1
l
i
O
2
0
1
0
4

A.

E.

0
0
0
0
1
2
3
6
1

1
0
0
0
0
3
0
0
6

Totals.S3
1
4
5 24 13 10
Innings.1 23456789
Lawrences.7 0000101 x— 9
Portlands.0 0000001 0—1
Earned runs—Lawrence, 6. Two base lilt—
Weidel. Three base hit—Kiley. Passed balls—
Moolic, 1; Thayer, 3. First base on errors—LawStruck out—by Flynn,
rences, 2; Portlands, 4.
6; Dugan, 4. Double plays—Dugan, Fulmer and
Hartnett.
Umpire—Bond. Time—1 hour 50
minutes.
YESTERDAY’S LEAGBE GAMES.
AT DETROIT.

Innings.1

Detroits.0
Providences.0

2
4
0

3
2
0

4
1
1

5
3
0

6
O
0

Base hits—Detroits 15, Providence 3.
Detroits 9, Providences 15.

7
0
0

8
3—13
O— 1

Errors—

AT BUFFALO.

Star

coterie of

BU.
2
2
1
0
0
O
O
0
0

R.

4
3
3
2
3
3
3
2
3

SAGADAHOC COUNTY.

The Salvation Army has advanced on Richmond.
A detachment of four from the Lewiston Army
opened the battle at Merrymeeting Hall. Saturday
evening, having quite a large audience.
JohnF. Harris of Bath was swindled by Boston
horse jockeys Saturday out of a horse valued at
8400. He exchanged horses even with the Boston men, supposing that he had received a valuable trotter, a distant relative of Maud S., when
in fact lie got a worthless wind-broken animal.

CHARLOTTE

The

CHICAGOS.

BROCKTONS.

Mr. and Mrs. Levi Sprague of Lowell. Mass.,
celebrated their golden wedding recently. Mrs.
Sprague is a native of Bluebill, Me.

tin/

PRESENT.

PEOPLE

Ten thousand people witnessed the opening
game In Chicago yesterday between the New
York and Chicago ball clubs for the possession of
the national pennant. The crowd was evenly
balanced, as the visitors had hosts of admirers
present, many of whom had journeyed to Chicago
solely to see the game, and many of the leading
Eastern and Western newspapers had representatives present.
The crowd cheered the New
Yorkers whenever they made a good play, but
became frantic in the first and ninth innings,when
the Chlcagos began their run getting, and when
the last man of the opposing club went out. The
New York club appeared on the field preceded by
tlie First Kegiment Band, and immediately thereafter the Cliicagos appeared under similar escort.
Both were rapturously cheered. The New' York
giants presented their strongest playing front
with Welch and Ewing as their battery, while
Chicago presented McCormick and Kelly, their
The crowd was so large that it
reserve battery.
reached around the sides of tlie field, and rules
were adopted at the request of the New York
nine to the effect that any hit which reached into
tlie crowd would be counted as a three-baser
onlv. The Cliicagos opened the game in a vigorous"fashion. llalryuiple flew out to first base,
and Gore took first base on balls; Kelly made a
base hit, advancing Gore to second, and both were
advanced another base on a passed balls; Anson
filed out to right field; Pfeifer made a three-base
hit, Kelly and Gore coming home in tlie midst of
terrific cheering; Williamson made another base
hit, bringing Pieffer home; Burns followed witli
another baser. Williamson coming home; Burns
was thrown out while trying to steal second.
New York began her run-getting in the third inning, Welch making a base hit. but being forced
out at second on Gerliardt’s hit; Gerliardt was
forced out at second on Ward's strike, who
stole second, and scored a run on O'Rourke's base
hit. Connor and Ewing both followed witli base
hits, bringing in O’Rourke, but Connor was put
out in trying to steal third.
Tlie Cliicagos added two runs in tlie fifth, on
Kelly’s three-base hit, Anson’s base hit and Pfeifer’s base hit.
The New York’s made two runs In the eight, on
Welch's base hit, Ward’s single, Ewing's base hit,
a passed ball and a vyiltl throw by
Kelly.
Kelley made a three-bagger In the ninth Inning,
and came home on Anson's long fly to centre.
The game abounded in very remarkable plays,

HANCOCK COUNTY.

iivau

Giants.

the

CHICAGO DVEAT0 NEW YOKE IN THE OPENING

Ward,

THE STATE.

Sor
FERDINAND

WASHINGTON.

A

Suggests

vention in Burmah.

at

MAINE.

-11

E

Absconds with
Pounds.

Seattle, delegates being

enforcement of tlie same will eradicate the
Chinese evil, and we will hold ourselves not
w
a
>
£
: m
responsible for any acts of violence which may
s
I‘ arise from non-compliance with these resolutions.
58
-2 NE 17 Clear
Block Island 30.09
NEW YORK POLITICS.
G Clear
55
0 NE
Boston, Mass 30.11
8 Clear
52
0 NE
Eastport. Me 30.11
15 Clear
46
—1 N
Mt. Wash’t’n 30.16
53
—3 W
Lt Clear
Cen. S. F. Jones Selected to Fill the
Portland. Me 30.10
65
xl N
Lt Clear
Albany, N. Y 30.09
64'
Vacancy on the Democratic Ticket.
xl SW
New York... 30.10
Lt Fair
—3 NE Lt Clear
63:
Norfolk, Va. 30.10
66
xl SW Lt Clear
Philadelphia. 30.10
62j —6 SE Lt Clear
Washington.. 30.11
Ex-Senator Eccleslne Disgusted with
66
0 E
11 Cloudy
Atlanta, Ga.. 30.94
77
xl E
16 Cloudy
Charleston... 29.94
INIugwumps, Civil Service, &c.
6 Cloudy
Jacksonville. 29.81
76
xl E
10 Cloudy
74
—1 E
Savannah,Ga 29.91
New Orleans 29.86
72
Lt Clear'
[0 W
New York, Sept. 29.—The Democratic State
Lt Fair
70
0 SE
Cincinnati, O 29.93
committee tonight selected Gen. S. F. Jones of
6 Clear
0 NW
70
as candidate for Id. Governor vice
Memphis. 29.84
Bingliampton
69
—2 Clm
Clear
Pittsburg_ 30.02
Flower declined.
The place lias been declined
66
xl NE Lt Clear
Buffalo, N.Y. 30.05
Erastus Corning and Gen.
Slocum. Gen.
by
68
30.03
—2 SE
Lt Clear
Cleveland.
Jones is a scale maker. He is between 50 and 60
71
0 E
9 Clear
Detroit.30.02
years of age and was colonel of the 6th Massa66
x8 SE
Lt Clear
Oswego. 30.06
chusetts regiment, which was known as the
60
0 E
Lt Cloudy
Alpena,Midi 30.05
‘'Fighting Sixth.” At one time he was a Demo66
29.97
N
Ills.
—3
7 Cloudy
Chicago,
cratic member of the Massachusetts legislature
60
x4 NE I 8 Cloudy
Duluth, Minn 30.20
and during the war he was a war Democrat.
He
56
—9 NW 11 Cloudy
Marquette... 30.13
is a first-class business man and wealthy.
63
Milwaukee. 29.96
xl N
Lt Cloudy
Tlie choice of General Jones was unanimous,
St. Louis. Mo 29.86
66
xl E
7 Lt Bam
no other name being presented.
After liis nomi65
—2 N
>9 Clear
St.Paul.Minn 30.07
nation Gen. Jones was invited to the committee
Omaha. Neb. 90.06
65
0 N
16
j
Cloudy
room where he made a brief address, accepting
48 —14 NE ! Lt Clear
Bismarck.Da 30.30
tlie nomination and declaring that he stood square
St. Vincent..
30.38_39 —20 N : Lt Cloudy on the platform.
Irving Hall at a mass meeting tonight ratified the
G. Liebmann,
Democratic nominations.
Ex-Senator Eeclesine
Sergeant Signal Corps, U. S. A.
made a speech in which he referred to the Mugwumps as “Traitors in their own party and disturbers in ours.” "Civil service,” said he, “was a
TO HELP CELEBRATE
heresy and offensive partanship was its twin
brother and the Saratoga nominations w ere meant
to emphazize the reverse of these doctrines.
A Distinguished
of Centle-

cur

1 Positively Cured
these Little Pills. H
They also relieve Dis-9

loci

pleasant, in good
Inquire on premises.

and

nice stable.

Congress Street.

Sebago

Lives Lost by Floods in British
India.

A Londoner

The

BASE BALL.

GAME—10,000
A Determination to Rid the Country
of China Slave Labor.

Company

breeds.

TO
let with
without board in private
the corner of Elm and Oxford St.

city,
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JEWELER,

Portland, Sept. 28,|1886.

FOR A FEW WEEKS ONLY.

LOST AM) FOCN9.

on a

THE

Portland

PANELS!

French roof residence of
'■
situated on the Western
14
Promenade, containing
rooms, besides lialli
room, lias nice brick stable and carriage house,
and lot containing fourteen thousand square feet
of land, is offered for sale, and immediate possession will be given. For particulars apply to
aul8dtf
JOHN C. PROCTOR.

LOST.-A
old. had

Me Kenney,

ANNUAL

desirable 3
Mrs. Barker’s,

Many

day.

__Jela

for Sale.
Elegant Residence
story

LOST—Sept. 21st,

Is guaranteed to do all claimed for it, and any
druggist will give you back your money if it does
not. Remember also we print only home testimonials from reliable people.
Brown’s Sarsaparilla is sold by all druggists for
$1.00; C bottles for $5.00. ARA IVARREN, Proprietor, Bangor, Me.
JelOeodly-lstordthpcF

Julian, No. 196
W. UNDFK-

rooms

LOCAL

noon.

__5-8_

LET—Unfurnished

Cumberland Centre, Me., General Store
ATcemented
ing good business; two story building, with
rent
second

tre,

SARSAPARILLA

R.

TO Julian Hotel. No. 196 Middle St.;
taurant connected with house.

FRANK E. WEBB, at P. O.. Saocarappa, Me.

a

the St.

LET.—Rooms at

—

Held in Seattle Yester-

..

lEOOllH TO LET.

MALE
A fine residence, situated at
Sacearappa. 2>/i story, 12 finished rooms;
convenient for two families; sightly, healthy, and
in a good neighborhood; will be sold at
pleasaut;
irrnot enoif oaIH insnsnHintn
f.w.i.iwv of

Meeting

—

STORES

Gorham Village; the Storer
house, on northerly side of Main St.; cenlot
with garden spot and fruit
trally located, large
trees; very desirable property, and will be sold at
a bargain.
Albert Storer, Adm'r with the will annexed of the estate of Catherine Storer.
Inquire
of JOHN A. WATERMAN.
3-4
MALE— At

1

BROWN’S

niayl3_dtf

FOR

ana

jvianey

Great

■

Liver Disease.

To Eet.

MALE.—Six horse power Engine and
15-horse power Boiler;
FOR
complete outfit,and
will be sold low.
295

LET.—Furnished

now

Street.

8AI.E—I have 4 nice thoroughbred
liver and white cooker spaniel male pups; also
somelfiue Angora cats and kltteus.andanice South
American parrot, good talker, for sale.
MRS. M.
H. RANLKTT, Rockland, Me.
28-1

FOR

To Let.
No. 47 Exchange street,

ior au iorms oi

oarsaiiiirma

1 warrant

TO

FOR
house lltted for two families;

FOR

BACKACHE,

19-tf

MALE.

ture.

§e

that accompanies Kidney Disease. Her husband
took Brown’s Sarsaparilla to her, and by its use
she was cured, and can now run a sewing machine
and do work about her house better than for
years. Mr. Brackett says there must have been
one hundred people call to see her and all
agree
that that famous Brown’s Sarsaparilla cured her
of Kidney Disease.
J. W. Tibretts, M. D., Stetson, Me., prescribes

22-tf

EET—Two tenements of 12 rooms each,
opposite the Portland Co.’s office, Fore St.;
gas and Sebago; rent $12 per month.
Apply to

Jel7snly

inquire at

Could not sit up but one or two hours at
Had a constant tired feeling and sick
headache, together with the usual

TO

31 EXCHANGE STREET,

Washington, Sept. 30.
For Portland and vicinity—Fair weather and
stationary temperature.
The indications for New England to-day are fair
weather, variable winds and stationary tempera-

time.

Lowell

St._24-1

W.D. LITTLE & CO.,

25-1

ertion, lifting, etc.
E. J. Watson, Fern St., Bangor, was cured o
Kidney Disease by Brown’s Sarsaparilla.
Mrs. C. P. Brackett, of Herrnon, had Kidney

rilO EET—Furnished house to let, $450; lower
A part of house, 5 or 6 rooms, location above
State St.; rent No. nil Spring St.. 5 rooms; rent
corner Ellsworth and Hill St., 7 rooms.
N. S.
GARDINER. No. 40 Exchange St.
26-1

There is no such stock in
and prices are lower
than any other house in the
city
for same quality.
N. II. S i'l l).

FOR

with all other symptoms of Kidney Disease. Her
husband was called home as she was dangerously
ill; he bought Brown’s Sarsaparilla; she was
cured by it, and is now about her house in better
health than for years. The testimony of her
friends is that Brown's Sarsaparilla saved her life.
Mr. Charles Patterson, Engineer, Bangor,
was cured of Kidney Disease, caused by over ex-

FOREIGN.

ANTI-CHINESE.

THE WEATHER.

Portland, Me., Sept. 29, 1885.
i 7 A M jll AMj 3 I* M | 7 P M 111 P M

BACKACHE

28-1

ture.

Telephone 701.

If

so, you have Liver Complaint and
should read the following testimonials:
Mrs. Chas. HathoUx, 61 Pearl St..Bangor, has
been very low with Kidney Disease; she had been
confined to her bed for some time. Had a constant and intense

x>iuwii s

EET.—House No. 14 Stone St., containing
S rooms, sebago, etc., newly
painted and repaired. w ill be let to a small family at $18.00 per
month. Apply at rear 27P CUMBERLAND ST.

Portland,

Established in

stipation?

CO.,

WHARF.

sep25

A

Brown.
sepll

Colored Urine? If you have any of these troubles
you may be sure you have Kidney Disease. Are
you bilious? Have you jaundice? Do you have a
sallow complexion? Are you troubled with con-

Disease.

WANTED.

EEY, No. 499 Congress Street,

Backache, Drawing-down Pain, Weary, Tired
Feeling, Disinclination to labor, Scanty and High

a

500 Bushels Good Ripe Tomatoes.
1000 Bushels Tart Fall Apples, Nos. 1
& 2, suitable for canning.

at

FOSTER’S FOREST CITY DYE HOUSE,
No

candy.
NTo. '7

WANTED.

hare your 4*ar-

or

18, to
refer-

gentleman and wife, a small
W
* * ANTED—By
tenement. Address Tills OFFICE, stating
the number of rooms, price, Sc.
241

WANT

PreMMiug,

A

(

Dr. Reed treats all chronic diseases that flesh Is
heir to; all cases that are given up as incurable
by the allopathic and liomoepatliic physicians. I
will take their case to treat and cure them. I find
about four-fifths of the cases given up to die can
be cured. Examination at a distance by letter,
with their full name and place of residence and
one 2-cent
stamp and $2.00. Examination second
sight and consultation free.
•Olee IIours—9 a. m. to 9. p. m. my7sntf

A Vine Job of

HAVE YOU GOT

t IRI. WANTED—To do second work, must
T be well recommended. Apply from 4 to 6
o'clock p. in., 211 STATE STREET.
24-1

Medical Rooms <592 Congress St.,

PORTLAND,

a

ATT"ANTED—A girl to do housework in a small
TT
family. Apply at 64 ATLANTIC ST. 25-1

sntf

DR. E. B.

and wife,

THE PORTLAND DAILY PRESS,
Published every day (Sundays excepted) by the
PORTLAND PUBLISHING COMPANY,
At 97 Exchange Street, Portland, Me.
Terms—Eight Dollars a Year. To mall sub
scribers, Seven Dollars a Year, if paid in advance
Address all communications to
PORTLAND PUBLISHING CO.
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Base hits—Bostons 15, Buffalos 8. Errors—
Bostons 1, Buffalos 11.
NOTES.

made their initial bow before an American audience in Manchester.
Sam Devere of minstrel
fame is also a meinbor of the company.
Lovers
of good, pure fun should not miss this entertainment.

The Portlands lost a valuable man when they
released Phillips, for his batting average since he
joined the Newburyports is 250 in singles, 364 in
doubles, and his fielding average 871 in 38 games
on third base.

Y. M. C. A.
The boys will be glad to learn that their reading
room and library will reopen next
Saturday afternoon.
Mrs. J. B. Coyle, Jr., on invitation jof the
board of managers of the association, has kindly
consented to serve as superintendent.
The boys’
gospel meetings will begin next Sunday at 4.30
o’clock.
The regular monthly meeting ot the board of
managers of the association will beheld on Thursday, at 6 o’clock p. m. At 6.30 p. m, there will be
a supper, on which occasion there will be a number of invited guests.
The executive committee of the Woman's Auxiliary will hold their first meeting since the summer vacation next Friday, at 3 o’clock p. m.
The teachers’ Bible class for the study of the
International Sunday School lessons, will meet on
Friday, at 4.30 p. m., with Rev. Dr. Small as leader. Subject—“Elisha at Dothan.” All interested
in Bible study are cordially invited to attend.

Working for the Spoils.
A Washington special to yesterday morning's
Boston Journal, speaking of the Maine office-seekers at the National Capital, says;
The Portland collectorship is the prevailing topic, and both sides are well represented. Col. Lamont said today (Monday) that there has been no
more earnest contest under the Administration
than that now pending witli regard to this offlee.
He hopes the matter will be disposed of in a day
or two, to afford relief from the tremendous pressure being brought to bear on the President.
The
candidates prominently considered, he says, are
Anderson and Cleaves. The contest is very close
and earnest, and the result is still doubtful. General Cleaves is here, marshaling his forces. He
has not yet called upon the President, but is presiding at hotel lobby conferences and manipulatLetters and teleing his “boom” with ability.
grams in bis behalf are pouring in, and he is clearhere. The
ly the favorite among the Maine men and
Cleaves
Anderson forces are thinning out,
men are taking their places. Cleaves is confident
of success. Mr. Strout gives part of his time to
Cleaves of Cumberland. Committeeman Wilson
is the central figure in all the conferences that are
going on. He is confident that cleaves will win
the collectorship, although he says it may take
twenty-four hours or a month to settle it.
Some of the Maine visitors are giving attention
Gen. Leavitt comes with a
also to other offices.
carefully prepared slate for the Eas port federal
will
and
offices,
probably have it approved. Mr
Clifford Is championing the claims of Win. T.Pearfor
the
son
Bangor collectorship. The contest is
thought to lie between Pearson and Stratton, with
the former well In the lead. The Bangor post office is not now agitated. although the files of the
Post Office Department show a large accumulation of indorsements for each of the three leading candidates.

Real Estate Transfers.
The following transfers of real estate in the
county have been recorded at the Registry of
Deeds:
Portland—John F. Proctor to Lucenio Woodman, land and buildings,
SI and other consideration.
Scarboro—William Temple to Peter Bolvin,
land. $100.
Freeport—George S. Mitchell to Benjamin F.
Conant, land and buildings. $1600.
Great Chebeague J. E. Jenks to I.vdia M.
Ricker, land and buildings. $300.
Otisfield—George W. and Mary Peaco to Philo
P. Andrews, land and buildings. $600.
A Forgery.
Mr. Burke of St. John, the undertaker from
whom a letter purported to coine, which was pub
llshed in yesterday’s Press, speaking of the suicide of a Portland man, named Soule, in that city,
telegraphed the Press last night that said letter
was a forgery and that no such man had committed suicide in St. John.

Appointments by the Covernor.
The National Cattle & Horse Growers’ Association of the United States have, in virtue of their
constitution, asked Gov. Robie to designate one
delegate and one alternate to represent the State
of Maine at their annual
meeting, which is to be
held at St. Louts ou the 23d and 28th of November next. The Governor has
appointed Hall C.
Burleigh of Vassalboro, and John Best of Portland.

Ogdensburg Cat.

To the Editor of the Press:
Can you inform our citizens why the city
of Portland, which owns a controlling interest in the stock and second mortgage of the
Portland & Ogdensburg railroad and cannot
realize fifty per cent, on its investment, after
indulging in an expensive law suit should
now throw away whatever 'advantage it has
gained, and seek to devise a scheme by
which tlie control of the road will be transferred to others under the uuise of helping
: to pay floating indebtedness and third mort| gage bonds illegally issued, when its own
second indebtedness is not half secured or
paid? This floating indebtedness, it is to be
remembered, is of ancient date, prior to
1878, and not that which is to be cared for by
the Receiver’s certificates. On its face is it
not a little suspicious? Why so much generosity? What has set our doughty Mayor
writing letters to Mr. Putnam to see if some
other method of reorganizing this railroad
cannot be devised “outside of the method of
foreclosure and stock issue?” Why has it
seemed to his “mind that a mutual agreement
of all tlie different interests, etc.,” would be
better? The former has seemed good enough
to the average citizen. It will at least give
the corporation “good credit.” Why does he
wish to issue preferred stock to pay questionable indebtedness, when the same stock
may control the road ? Does he know the
of this floating indebtedness and
these third mortgage bonds? If so let him
give it to the public. The public also would
like to know who now own these third
mortgage bonds. If I mistake not, a suit
was brought about two years ago by one of
our citizens on some of these bonds in the
Supreme Court of this State, and the road
defended on the ground that they were
fraudulently issued. Since then a suit has
been brought by the same plaintiff in the
United States Circuit Court in this district.
Is this scheme intended to aid in the collection of those bonds? It certainly looks so.
Let us have all the facts about them before
the city is asked to waive its rights to let
them in.
U preferred stock is. to be issued to
pay
these outside claims, and only this stock has
voting power, how long will the city retain
control of the road?
How long will it retain it under the new mortgage as proposed?
The city will not hold a majority of the new
bonds; it cannot buy anv of those issued to
take up the 8800,000 hrst mortgage, it cannot
buy any of those is sued to complete the road,
for the reason that the 5 per cent constitutional limit is already exceeded; and if this
is the case it does not require any great sagacity to see that the control of the road by
the city is likely to be lost. The legal adviser of the city is the City Solicitor, and I presume he understands railroad foreclosures
as well as Mr. Putnam.
Why did not the
Mayor ask his views on these questions ? Is
it because, as I understand, he has expressed
an unfavorable opinion of this scheme, or is
our
mayor somewhat friendly to some of the
“large bondholders” referred to in the cor-

history

respondence?
There is one sentence in Mr. Putnam's letter, which is peculiar. In speaking of the
advantages of the “scheme,” he says, “preserving the present charter would also have
the incidental advantage of retaining the
henefits, which, it is claimed (but not by him
it w ill he noticed) the present corporation
possesses, the exemption from the general
railroad tax of the State of Maine.” Does
Mr. Putnam, as a lawyer, mean that the P.
& O. railroad possesses any such exemption,

that the charter is not subject to legislative control and amendment?
We hardly
so: and if not why is this “advantage*’
referred to. Is it a plausible recommendation of a scheme which will not stand the test
of examination ? As a citizen of Portland who
has professionally been acting for the protection of the city’s interests in this suit, ought
not Mr. Putnam to give us his real opinion on
these questions, and not the unsatisfactory
statement in his letter, “I do not unders and
that the trustees or their counsel are called
upon to urge upon you as representing the
city, or upon any bondholder the choice as
between the above methods of handling the
property.” Why are not the trustees and
their counsel called upon to make such recommendation ?
Are they not the trustees
and counsel of the city as holding the major
interest under the mortgage?
They have
not been backward in the past in giving advice as to the action they deemed proper to
be taken by the city in these matters. Why
should they stop at this point where the
pros and cons are of so technical a character
as not to be
readily appreciated by the average citizen, and when the advantages of their
labors are either to be secured or lost?
If you can answer some of these questions, Mr. Editor, you will thereby greatly
A Subscriber.
oblige

or

think

Maine

Baptist Anniversaries.

The Maine Baptist anniversaries will be held in
this city on Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday,
Oct. Uth, 7th aud 8th. The following is the order
of services: #
TUESDAY AFTERNOON, OCT. 6.
2 o’clock—Opening session of Maine Baptist
convention. President’s address.
Appointment
of committees. Report of the board. Discussion.
Hand of fellowship to ministers who have entered
the state during the year.
TUESDAY EVENING.

7.30 o’clock—Mlssionarv meetine. Home and
Foreign. Auuresses by Rev. J. N. Murdock, D.
D., Rev. J. N. Cushing, D. D., Miss S. B. Barrows
and others.
WEDNESDAY FORENOON, OCT. 7th.
Report of Treasurer. Report of committee on
State of Religion.
Discussion. Report of committee on
obituaries. Paper by Rev. E. C.
Wliittemore of Auburn. Subject, ‘‘‘Shall we keep
Sunday.” Reception of delegates from other religious bodies. 11.15. Annual sermon by Rev.
G. E. Tufts of Belfast.
WEDNESDAY AFTERNOON.
2 o’clock—Meeting of Maine Baptist Education
Society. Address by the President. Report of
the Treasurer. Report of the Board. Report of
committees on Academies.
Paper bv Rev. C. C.
Tilley on “The Problem in Maine.” Discussion.
Report of committees. Election of officers for the
ensuing year. 5 o’clock. Maine Baptist Charitable Society. Reports and election of officers.
WEDNESDAY EVENING.

Devotional exercises lo minutes, Address by
Rev. G. D. B. Pepper, D. D., on “Christian Out
tore in its Relation to Christian Stewardship.”
Annual sermon by Rev. Sewall Browne of East
Corinth. Closing busiuess.
THURSDAY FORENOON, OCT. 8th.
9 A. M.—Meeting of Maine
Baptist Convention.
Election of officers.
Reports of committees and
discussions. Paper by Rev. H. J. White of Augusta. Subject, "Christian Nurture.” Discussion.
Closing devotional services. Adjournment.
Bath News.

[From Our Regular Correspondent.]
Bath, Sept. 29.
The schooner Edward C. Allen, True, was
launched from the yard of Hon. Wm. Rogers yesterday afternoon at 3.30. This schooner is a
double decker, with flush deck and one of the
handsomest ever launched from local yards. She
has many improvements in rig, etc., that have not
been

schooners heretofore. The launch
success and greatly enjoyed by the
large crowd of spectators and the party that
launched on board per invitation. Her dimensions are: Tonnage, gross 824.19; net 782.99;
length. 108.2; beam 35.2. depth 17.8. She cost
over $32,000, and is owned by ,1. 11. Drake and
others. She will be commanded by Capt. McLaughlin of the Belle O’Neil.
Tile ship Willie Rosenfeld is nearly ready for
seeu on

was a

perfect

sea.

The ship Francis on the stocks at the N. E. S.
Company will launch in about ten davs. She will
be commanded by Capt. F. H. Stone of New Bedford. Capt. Stone is at the Sagadahoc awaiting

her launch.
The schooner J. Allen is on the railway having
a leak stopped in her centre-board box.
The residence of the late Col. Sampson was
sold at auction to-day,Capt. D. M. Humphrey being the purchaser at $3600.
New

Corporations.

l ne Du Uevre

Milling Manufacturing Company
has been organized with the following officers:
President—Wm. H. Lum.
Treasurer—Ed ward F. Childs.
Directors—Win. H. Lum, E. F. Childs.
Capital $C0,000; paid in $490.
The ;Letter Carriers’ Door Plate Company has
been organized with the following officers:
President—E. F. Pillsbury.
Treasurer—.Joseph A. Hurd.
Directors—E. F. Pillsbury, Calvin D. Moore, A.
E. Towne, Janies M. Cutler, Joseph A. Hued.
Capital $100,000 ; paid in $50.
The Metallic Harness Lug Company has been
organized with the following officers:
President—Calvin D. Moore.
Treasurer—Joseph A. Hurd.
Directors—C. D. Moore, James SI. Cutler. Joseph A. Hurd, D. O. Allen.
Capital stock $100,000; paid in $50.

The Great Stallion Race.
The closing important turf event of the season
in New England will be decided at Mystic Park.
Boston, today, when the Spirit of the Times stallion cup will be trotted for in addition to $7,125
in prizes by an excellent field of well bred horses,
representing several states of the Union. There
will be at least six starters, possibly seven, and
the race promises to be fast and closely contested
from start to finish.
Among the contestants Is
Pilot Knox, owned by Mr. John May of Augusta,
who has been prepared for this race by J. J. Bowen at Beacon Park. He is the favorite in betting,
and justly so, as he is reported to have trotted a
mile a few days ago in 2.20Mi.
The

Montgomery’s

Dance.

At the grand promenade concert on Monday
ovening Glimmer's orchestra will play some of
their finest selections. The following is the mus
leal ^programme in detail:

Overture—Light Cavalry.■ Suppc.
Medley—Harrigan’s Squatter Sovereignty,Braham
Dream Waltzes, from Black Hussar.Millocker
Medley—A Night Off.Bolttger
Overture—Irish Airs.Koppltz

Selection—Our Bachelors.Clauder
Following the band concert will be a choice or
dances. Let nobody miss the open
sixteen
of
der
Ing dance of the season
March

THE

WEDNESDAY MORNING, SEPT. 30.
Wc do not read anonymous letters and communcaltons. The name and address of the writer are
In all cases indispensable, not necessarily for publication but as a guarantee of good faith.
We cannot undertake to return or preserve
communications that are not used.

The
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AMUSEMENTS.

THE GREAT
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PRESS,

the Genesta races the more reason we have to value the Puritan.
more

STALLION RACE
—

“

SPIRIT

Now

Englishmen
speaking this

will be treated to some good
week.
Premier Salisbury,
young Churchill and honest John Bright will
be on tile stump.

The Boston Globe say that the administration of President Cleveland is on trial in
New York. Just at present it looks like a
jury packed to find it guilty.
The Nevv York Democrats make a distinction between honest and capable men and
honest and capable Democrats. It’s a distinction very important to their scheme of
civil service reform.

TIMES

”

at
exhibition at .Shreve, Crump & Low’s,
Washington and Summer Streets, Boston, AND ADDED STAKES of

on

corner

$7125,

Portland,

PARK,

—

city

and .State.

Its

FAIR GROUNDS AND

30

Thi' following named Stallions have entered and
will start, barring accidents

fail t-i sympathize heartily with the work in
which the association is engaged, and to
wish that it may be attended with the fullest
measure

of success.

THE PORTLAND ANDOGDENSBURC
AGAIN.
Last winter a bill was passed by the Maine
legislature providing a method of reorganizing tlie Portland & (Igdensburg Company
after the road should come into the possession of the second mortgage bondholders by
reason of the foreclosure proceedings then
pending in New Hampshire. That bill was
fully discussed. A meeting of the citizens
of Portland was held at which it was thor-

C. L.
Geo.

oughly considered, and its provisions fully
explained by J udge Webb, one of the trustees of the second mortgage.
The opinion expressed by that meeting was that the
reorganization features of the measure were
perfectly satisfactory. Objection was made
to the provision for the sale of the
and this was subsequently

road,

changed to
meet the .view's of Portland
merchants,
but against the reorganization features
there
was not one word of complaint.
Nobody suggested any other plan, or hint-

ed that in any other way the interests
of tin; city could be so well, or better secured.
The Mayor was there, but he broached no
other scheme. Subsequently a bill substantially similar to thatadopted in Maine passed

the New Hampshire legislature.
The foreclosure proceedings were pressed to a favorable termination and everything was going
along smoothly under a plan that had been
thoroughly discussed and had received the
approval of the trustees of the second mortgage bonds, and been ratified by the merchants of Portland after a full and free
discussion, and with a full understanding of

provisions.
Precisely when

how or

by

whom it was

from

came

^

the

Mayor

Saturday

last

night in the shape of a letter to the Hon.
William L. Putnam, it is a little peculiar,
to say the least, that after the merchants
of Portland had expressly given their sanein

UM

pniit

CHiH.icu

UlSL

Will

ter,

UI1U IliiU

sent a committee of their own number to
Augusta to secure its passage, the Mayor,
who has always professed great deference to
the opinion of the merchants, should at this

late day be found broaching a new scheme,
which proposes to throw overboard the plan
sanctioned by them. It is also peculiar that
in his letter to Mr. Putnam the Mayor avoids
asking the latter s opinion as to the rela
tive merits of the foreclosure plan and the
“mutual agreement” pi an as regards the
security of the city’s interests. Last spring
the Mayor was so fearful lest the city might
lose the road that he advocated an amendment to the bill then pending! before the

legislature, forbidding

a
sale except by a
two-thirds vote of the people. But strangely
enough, in his letter to Mr. Putnam he neglects to ask the question that should have
been uppermost in his mind, namely, Which
of the two schemes will in your opinion best
secure the control of the city in the road?
There is another feature in this matter
which should not he overlooked, and that is
the neglect of the Mayor to call upon the

city solicitor for his opinion in regard to this
new scheme.
Mr. Putnam, as attorney for

the second mortgage bondholders, represents
not only the city, but other holders of those

bonds, whose interests may not he identical
with the city’s. In that position Mr. Putnam might feel some hesitation to
give
advice solely in the interest of the city.
But the City Solicitor is the legal advisor of
the city, and hence would have regarded the
city’s interest alone in this matter. A favorable opinion from Judge Symonds would
have greatly assisted the “mutual agreement” plan. Why did not the Mayor ask for
his views?

It seems a little strange also that Mr.
Deering should forget to ask the opinion of
tlie trustees of the second mortgage as well
as the trustees’ attorney.
Judge Webb and
the Hon. C. F. Libby are lawyers of high
standing, and an opinion from them that
tire “mutual agreement" was better than the
foreclosure plan would have boomed the former immensely. An endorsement from Mr.
J. S. Ricker is valuable no doubt, for he
is an able and honorable man, but he is
human and therefore liable to be biassed by
his interest in other enterprises which are

popularly supposed to be antagonistic to the
city’s control of the Portland & Ogdensburg

Railroad.
It seems to us exceedingly unfortunate if
the Mayor has discovered a better plan of securing the interest of the city in the Portland
& Ogdensburg than that endorsed by the
trustees of the second mortgage, the merchants of Portland and two State legislatures,
that he should have neglected to take these,
the most natural steps in the world, to convince the public of its superiority. It is not
too late, however, to take them now.
MAINE AND THE SMALL POX.

The chief topic of the discussion at the
last

meeting

ui ine

ouue

Board

oi

neaun

the threatened epidemic of small pox.
The State Board realizes that upon itself
rests a great responsibility, and it is disBut it feels that
posed to do its full duty.
two things are absolutely necessary to enable
was

it to do

so:

Class—Purse $10(1
Scott .Iordan, Cape Elizabeth.Little Jim
F. p. Fox, Cornish.s. g. Sorrell Dan
M. .Jordan, Saccarappa....ch.
g. I'ete
H. D. Donovan, Auburn.b. e Puritan
I- P- Woodbury. Portland.bk. g. Red Cross
I-. Whitney,
Portland.g. g. Grev Eagle
No. 4—Free For All—Purse $200.
F. 1“. Fox, Cornish.bro. g. K. F. W

The increasing virulence of the epidemic in
Montreal is the more alarming because the
disease gained its foothold in summer. Small
pox as a general thing, works its ravages in
cold weather. If then, four thousand eases
have already occurred, what may the num
her he when the winter really sets in? The
chances of its importation into Maine in
crease as the season advances.
As the State
Board points out, the principal danger lies in
the manufacturing places, the lumbering re
gions and the cities and towns which are in
any way immediately connected with Canadian towns where the disease has already appeared. It is in these places that the most
active measures of prevention should be takIt is to these places that the circulars
en.
issued by the State Board of Health have
special reference and in these places that
their recommendations should especially be
We do not have to contend
carried out.
here with the superstitious pr judice against
vaccination, lor which the ignorant French
Canadians arc paying so dearly. We have
learned that only the vaccinated are on the
safe side, while the unvaccinated offer an invitation to the pestilence.
It behooves persons of all classes to be
watchful. People should remember that, at
such a time, in looking out for themselves
they are, at the same time, looking out for
their neighbors, and thus doing a public
good.

I. P.
h. I,.

formerly Brown Dick
Woodbury, Portland .bk. m. Black Nell
Noreross, Manchester.b. m. Sontag
..

Geo. Rose. Portland.b. g. lloosie
M. Jordan, Saccarappa.b. m. Bell of
Fitchburg
M. Jordan, Saccarappa..g. m. Lady Independence
A. G. Sawyer, Portland.bro. g. Harry L
S. PORTER, Supt. of Horse Department.
scp2G
d4t

SPECIALTY AND COMEDY CO.
from the Howard Athoeneum, Boston.

GRAND

AS GOOD AS EVER AND ALWAYS THE BEST.

Promenade Concert!

Gallery 35c. Sale

sep28dlvr

Portland

DANCING ACADEMY.
tlemen,

BY

CITY HALL,

'dlw

WEEK.

sepSGdtf

CITY

HALL, OcWtll, 9th & 10th.
BY

CENTRAL RAILROAD
hereby announces the sale of
EXCURSION TICKETS OCT. Gth and 7th, 1885,
at the following rates, round trip tickets,

S

FROM

$

0.60

5.00

7.75
7.50
0.75
0.25

7.75
7.00
0.50

town.

4.00

5.00

5.25

5.50

7.50
5.00

8.50
0.00

8.75

9.00

Livermore Falls and Farm-

ington.

by

tlie

KOSTOIV

t I

t

Evening Tickets 50c, 75c, $1. Matinee 25c

H- K. R.

sep29dtd

TEN ENTEBIAINBENIS-TEN
CITY

Street.

J

STUART

2—Wednesday Evening,
Illustrated Lecture by

No.

Oct.

21.

SUBJECT:

“Scenes in Early English Hiatory.”

(New

Lecture.)

No.

50 CTS.

3—Friday Evening, Oct. 30.

WILL

and
and

CARLETON,

will give bis famous Poem-Lecture, entitled “The
Oolden Horse” in the course of which he will
recite many of his most entertaining ballads.

other Investment Securities.

-SVIKlSriNrQ- TICKETS 50 CTS.

ST.

sep!7eodtf

No. I

SONS,

.Hominy Evening, Nov.2.
Lecture by

CANON

BANKERS,

No.

FARRAR,

5—Thursday Evening, Nov. 19.

by Artists

and Sold.

from the New England
Music.

Conservatory

of

EVENING TICKETS 50 CPS.

jan31_eodtf
BONDS !

No.

Bath.6s & 4s
Maine Central..7s & 6s
P. & O. R. R_6s

6—Wednesday Evening, Dec. 2.
Lecture by

REV.

J.

P.

“Pergonal

ARETAS SHURTLEFF,

NEWMAN,

D.

D.

janldtf

IVo.

CARDS.

7—IHonday Evening.
Lecture by

REV. J. H.

Briggs,

No.

AMERICAN AND FOREIGN PATENTS,

REV.

No. 93 Exchange Street, Portland, Me.
{3F“A11 business relating to Patents promptly
ana faithfully executed.
jul2atf

No.

—

over
Office hours 10 to 12 and 2 to 6.
tree-

No.

DR.

Bos-

610

STREET,

Portlaod, Me.

sep2i eodtf

ciup>,

lO—Thursday Evening, Jnn. 21.
Illustrated Lecture by

D.

HENDRICKSON,
The
National Park.”

Yellow-

EVENING TICKETS 50 CTS.

aug25dtf

F~. DAVIS),

■fW Fine Picture Frames.

Fall

our

wish to introduce to

we

i

SEPTEMBER

30.

Street,

Corner

OPENING

of

Plum.

THIS

WEEK!

THE

MEN’S, YOUNG MEN’S, BOYS’ AND CHILDREN’S

dtf

WOULD YOU

BUY

BEST

READY-MADE

PIANO?

Course Tickets, including Reserved Scats, $2.60.
$2.00, $1.60. according to location.
Reserved
Seats to members of the Association, #1.60, $1 00
Sold at Stockbridge's Music Store, Sat50 cents.
urday morning, October 3d, at !) o’clock. Numbers given out at 7 o’clock.
Only six tickets sold
to one person at the opening sale.
Half fare on M. C. B. B., P. & 0.1{. R. and G. T
It. The iieering Horse Cars and Cape Ferry Boat
will make Trips after the entertainments.
By'Association MembershipCards will admit to
the hall, as In former years, but not to reserved
seats,
sep28dlw

CLOTHING FOR

Our mammoth stock is

third

larger this

FALL AND WINTER.
than it has

been

before, because
business.
steadily increasing
NEW
GOODS WILL BE OPENED DAILY THIS WEEK, and for genuine bargains
PIANOS, ORGANS, STOOLS AND
our Establishment is the Headquarters.
COVERS.
BETTER GOODS, THE FINEST FITTING GARMENTS, the newest and most desiraSome Rare Bargains still remain. Tuning and reto
order.
pairing
ble styles in Fabrics are now made up and o lered to the public in all sizes and in all prices.
AT

SEE

THE

THE

OLD
STAND AND
LARGEST STOCK OF

Block,

of

OTEW’S SUITS,

dtf

CHAS. H. O’BRION,
C O A L
Wholesale and Retail Dealer in

.

Domestic Coals a Specialty, at Lowest Market prices.

Brown’s Wharf,

Portland, Me.

di

ntuuvtu

ni\13

I

LLLFnUNt

NU. b44
(16m

At from $8 to $25.

We offer sev-

styles at each price. Working
Suits, Business Suits and Dress
Suits

can

all he found in LARGE

VARIETY.
We call attention to two
order in sizes 42

to

a

Specially.

OPP. FALMOUTH HOTEL,
jan6'83

PORTLAND, ME.

eodtf

C. L. S. C.
HEADQUARTERS

Suits in

four button, and Prince
Frocks, fine mixed Sack
a

large variety.

Also

Double-breasted Suits.

Unsurpassed bargains
ness Suits at

in Busi-

Large

11.

line of PANTS and

to match at Low Prices.

Pants, Coats, &c.

double-breasted,

that

prices.

goods we

carry a complete
line from the com non to the best

grades in

warrant the

We feel

confident

marked

| Fine Line
Boys’

Rough

special mention of the
Ready and “Rough
”

and

and Tumble” All Wool Suits for

Boys, designed

for hard

service,

reinforced

canvas
lined
seats,
knees, and otherwise very durable;

sizes for Boys 4 to 13 years, prices
$4.50 and $5. A very choice variety of Dommon and Dress Suits
at $2.50, $3, $3.50, $4, $4.50, $5,

$10
and $12. Extra Pants with suits
if desired.

trade.

of Young Men’s Pantaloons.
Suits (age 1-1 to 17 years),

Handsome Cassimeres, Whipcords,
Cheviots and Tricots for school

| and drees

wear.

Nobby styles

and

warranted to fit.

all sizes.

good variety
$1, $5, $6, $7,
VESTS $7.50, $8 and $9.
Dress

a

crease our

Men’s Pants and Vests to match
in

can

and

Men’s Ulsters and Reefers.
In these

We

>Ve make
“

improvement in the
style
variety of Young Men’s
wearing apparel will greatly in- $6, $6.50, $7, $7.50, $8, $9,

To those in the habit of hav-

FALL OVERCOATS at very low

and four button

fit of these garments to be entirely

ing their garments made up we
especially commend these goods.

$12, $15 and $18 in

Sacks and Frocks.

We have

satisfactory.

exceptionally desirable goods

Albert.

and all the best shades.

our

breast measure, at $12 and $15
per suit for LARGE MEN. These

Sacks,

Nice goods will be found in this
Cheviot, Chinchilla. Elysian
Melton
and
CasBeaver, Kerseys,
department made up in the leading
sinieres, and Blue Black, Brown styles of Sack Suits, single and

I coats equal to any custom garments
50 at
$15 at only $30, in sizes 35 to

large

lots of All Wool Suits made to

Boys’ Knee Pant Ms.

iu

Frock Suits.

Gents’ fine Black Worsted Suits

Fine Portraits

ever

Young Men’s Suits.

made np this season some very
handsome English Kersey Over-

and cannot fail to find many who
will appreciate them.

PHOTOGRAPHER

season

Men’s and Youths’ Overcoats

eral

are

a

our

Portland.

50 CTS

9—Thursday Evening, Jan. 14.
Concert by the

stone

Consultation

Supplies,

CONGRESS

JAMES POWELL, D. D.

C.

174 Commercial Street.
sep29

in

8—Wednesday Evening, Bee. 20.
Lecture by

“Wonderlnud of the World:

Davis' Art Store,

Mathematical Instruments and Decorative Art Goods

CYRUS

First Floor.

SARGENT DENNISON & CO.

Boy.”

SUBJECT:

Architects’, Engineers’ and Draughtsmen’s

Furnishing Department.

Custom Tailoring
Purchases made iu the new York mar*
our old i ket
early lu the month have secured for t
patronsund the public Mr. Wm. B. Buck- this Department many of the leading
novelties of the season. At our opening
mail, at the head of this Department, a
we shall show an assortment of high
gentleman thoroughly conversant with
grade
English Uhderwear and Hosiery
the requirements of the business, and a
in Brettles, Balbriggan and All Wool.
tailor of unquestionable taste and abiliImported neckdressings which we guarty. We have secured, as our exhibit antee the finest in style and quality that
can be purchased,
novelties in 811k
will prove, an entire new stock of the
Umbrellas, Canes, Gents’ Jewelry; latest
finest Imported and Domestic Cloth suitand most correct styles In Fine Linen
able for Suits, Pantaloons and Oversacks,
and
Collars
Cuffs, Handkerchiefs,
to measure.
j Gloves, &c.

BY

D.,

EVENING TICKETS 50 CTS.

JONES,

Residence 610 CONGRESS ST.,

D.

and other First-class Talent.

CONGRESS ST.
_dim

Christian Scientist,

“That

WeL>er

TO—

A Graduate of the Metaphysical
College of
ton. Heals strictly by Mrs. Eddy’s teaching.

—

EVENING TICKETS

609 CONGRESS STREET,

MRS. N. L.

line.

Delivered.

14.

of New York.

DR. OSCAR B. BRANN

sepio

our

continuing

our

COMPANY,

Open Orates, at

r^nnea

SUBJECT':—“The Slave Music of the South.”
Singing of Jubilee Songs by a Select Quartette.

rUEMOVAXZT

ROOM NO. 7 BROWN BLOCK.

Dec.

VINCENT,

SUBJECT:

—OF—

—

no

EVENING TICKETS 50 CTS.

ATTORNEY AT LAW AND SOLICITOR

HAS REMOVED FROM

In

in

SI 0.00 PER TON. Largest Manufacturers and Retail Clothing Dealers of New England,

unuc.no

Recollections of Gen. Grant.”

EVENING TICKETS

Portland.

for

special

SUBJECT:

—

made in the selection of

FALL

CANNEL COAL

1anl2

VOCAL AND INSTRUMENTAL CONCERT

iMMncd, available in all the PrinEurope.

CitieM of

STREET,

GOODS

high grade and reliable goods

Trade

Young Men’s stylishly gotten-up
Ready Made Clothing equal to the
best. A special effort having been

&

Middle

204

„P28

Samuel Thurston,

Evening Tickets 50c, 75c, gl OO.

Sterling and Continental Exchange
bought anil Mold at most favorable rates.
Travelling and Commercial Eetters of

January 1,1884.

In this Department we shall continue to show a line of Men’s and

WEDNESDAY,

ALLEN

8 Free Street

the distinguished preacher of Westminster
Abbey.
Subject:—“Dante.”
Canon Farrar will be laccompanied by Rev. Phillips Brooks, D. D., of Boston.

No. 218 Middle Street.

Herbert O.

OPENING

CALI

KVKJSTIJSTG' TICKETS

ESTABLISHED 1854.

HCSINESS

The amouut

to he found.

GARMENTS

First Floor Rear.

advantage. All of Clothing we are compelled to Stock leads us to believe we can
of our cloths are thoroughly shrunk carry in this Department enables show more really Finely
Made-up
and inspected before given to our ns to show many times the amount Oversacks, Suits and Pantaloons
than have ever been exhibited by
cutters, who in turn fashion them of goods and at a greater range of ns in previous seasons. Our styles
into the latest and most approved prices than exhibited by smaller may be relied upon and our' fits
closely approach the best of cusgarments.
concerns.
tom work.

THE

REV. E. (. BOLLES, Eli. D.,

BANKERS AND BROKERS.

EXCHANGE

STORE

i

the benefit of this

Iinpei-Monator.

EVENING TICKE 1 S 50 CT8-

H. M. PAYSON & GO.

194 MIDDLE

customers shall receive

ROGERS,

eciter and

eodtt

Buy and sell City, County
Railway Bonds, Bank Stock

HALL.

No. 1 -Hominy Evening, Oet. 12.

Choice Securities, suitable for Savings
Banks and Trust Funds, constantly
on hand.

Bought

4

cirjyjaiii

OF

—AT—

BANKERS

No.

rooms

Our Wholesale

and 50c.

Y. M. C. A. COURSE.

WOODBUItfT MODLTOK,

Anson.4s

bound

the

Course Tickets exchanged for either extra opera.
Thomas 1 ickets exchanged for either extra
opera.
Books of the operas, librettoes, and tickets now on
sale at Stoekbridge’s Music Store.
Half fare and late trains on G. T„ and M. C.
Half fare on F. & O. Half fare to Matinee on P. &

cuwu

Rockland.6s & 4s
No. Pacific Gold.,0s

tage of being manufacturers, which
places goods upon our counters at
the least possible cost, and we are
our

for

First Floor.

Department will
the
second
entire
floor,which
occupy
we guarantee to he one of the most
perfectly lighted Clothing sales-

a

INTEREST ALLOWED ON DEPOSITS.

Securities

■

4.

iiivsi

Ready Made Clothing Dep’t. Custom Clothing Department.

Clothing Dep’t.

Second Floor.

We claim the undeniable advan-

VICTOR, the Blue Stocking.
Hatyrdny Evening,Oct 10, 2d entertainment in

other First-Class Securities.

uvestment

Wholesale

Saturday Matinee, tlie new Comic Opera, adapt
ted by Oscar Wilde.

Building.

I

■
hi

__

a

and

measure

fully sustain our reputation
as previously.

BOHEMIAN GIRL.

J. B. BROWN &

-4

FURNISHING

ill be unexcelled in Portland, and
Our several Departments remain

Ebeh Williams,
Conductor,
Stage Manager.
Friday K yen jug, the new Comic Opera, by Adam,

City, County and Railroad Bonds, and

cipal

w

IDEAL ORCHESTRA of 14 BOSTON MUSICIANS.

TRUST GUMPANY,
First National Bank

Credit

N’S

M

S. I,. Sthuley,

PORTLAND

32

STREET,

I

__B. ^
—*■**■**#*<
am Ik a

to

Mr.

Stockbndge Course, Balfe’s clianning Opera,

Exchange

ti t t /wl

CLOTHING, FINE CLOTHS FOR GENTLEMEN’S

CHORUS!
SPECIAL SCENERY!
NEW COSTUMES!

FINANCIAL*

Cor. Middle and

-j

IDEAL

sep30d4t

Agent._

SEASON

Morsel I. Mae Dona Id. Frothiughain.
W. H. Clark and Mr. It. C. Barnabee.

Ellsworth and Bar Harbor
0.25 0.60
Stations not named, in proportion. Parties wishing to take passage at other stations must, however, notify agent at such station of tlieir intention,
that lie may send to tlie general office for tickets,
as all stations will not be supplied.
PAYSON TUCKER,
F. E. BOOTH BY,
General Manager.
Gen. Pass.

*'

IDEAL OPERA

8.00

7.50
7.25
C.50
0.00

Newport.
Bangor, Orono and Old-

*rl> I

point off decoration and finish in gMaine. The building to which we remove, FORMERLY THE FIRST
NATIONAL BANK BUILDING-, has undergone a most complete transformation, each and
every floor having
been remodeled to meet the requirements off our extended business.
Occupying, as we shall, the entire building, consisting off FOUR FLOORS AND A BASEMENT, places at
our command one of the largest Manufacturing
Clothing Establishments of Eastern New England.
Our display of Fine, Medium and Low Priced made up

COMPANY, 60 Performer*, with the following celebrated artists in the cast: Mile. Zel1« de Sus*mi. Ague*
Huntiugtou, Marie
Mtoue, Lizzie Barton, Tom Karl, Herndon

field, Oakland and Skow-

hegan.

ORCHESTRA

OPERA

Portland, Brunswick, Bath
Lewiston, Richmond and
Monmouth.$7.00 $8.00 $8.25 $8.60
Gardiner and Winthrop... 0.75 7.75 8.00 8 25
Hallowell, Augusta. ReadWaterville and Benton.... 0.25
Pittsfield and Dexter. 5.50

COURSE

UNBIVALED

Sixty Musicians, from New York city, assisted by
Miss liminu J uch. Soprano.
Mr. Albert Pnvlct, Tenor,
Theodore Thomas, Conductor.
Evening Tickets, including Reserved Seats, S1.00
and SI.25, according to location.
of

October ‘Hut.
2
2.
£
5
3»j
o
aV
0'S
c
5
£

=

THE

THEODORE THOMAS

MAINE

a

■■

in

Third and Fourth Floors.

Till' Musical Event of tlie Season. Wedneadny
■: I riling. On r, the
opening Concert of the

According to tlie demands of Its patrons, the

until

at

CLOTHING AND FURNISHING

MUSICAL FESTIVAL

EXCURSION!
Return

5.

LADIES 25 CTS,

STOCKBRIDCE

n

!■

MIDDLE

Guards.

M0»DAfEYEMG, OCT.

sep28

AROOSTOOK

for

t

-—

GRIMMER.

ADMISSION 50 CTS.

Class for Young: Ladies.
Thursdays. from 4.30 to 6.00 p. m.f commencOci.
8th. Terms, $6.00 for the season. Twelve
ing
lessons, $4.00.
Misses and Masters.
Saturdays, commencing Oct. 10. For further
particulars please call or send for circular.

flood

204

BIlBkki

16-DANCES-16

THURSDAY EVENINGS,
commencing Oct. 5th. The Latest Styles of Dancing taught. Waltzing made a Specialty.
Term* for Twelve Lesson*:
IJEIVTLEiUEN, $5.00. LADIES, $3.00.

St.

Montgomery

MUSIC

HOND A V nud

Congress

NO.

—BY THE—

of seats

Class, for Young Cadies and Gen-

507 Va

pnblie

Grey Eagle

J.

STAR

Academy, No.

the above date open to the

on

Portland.g. g.lirey Eagle

Howard Athaneum

the faithful cooperation of the
the part

local boards and prompt action on
of the people themselves.

g.

No. 3—2.30

till Auuunl Tour of the

3

or

Whitney, Portland.g.

We Khali

It. Dyer, Cape Elizabeth.Skedaddle
I. P. Woodbury, Portland.bk. g. Red Cross
C. E. Whitney,

FRIDAY and SATURDAY, OCT. 2 and 3.

its

discovered that there might be a better way
to
reorganize the road we cannot say.
But the
first
public intimation of it

—

Rose, Portland.; .b. g. Hoosie
CUas. G. Crosby, Portland.b. m. Brighton Girl
No. 2—3.00 Claim—Purse $10O.
V p. Fox, Cornish.s. g. Sorrell Dan
J. Scott Jordan, Cape Elizabeth.Little Jim
M. Jordan,
Saccarappa.cli. g. Pete
H. 1>. Donovan. Auburn.li. g. Puritan

PORTLAND THEATRE.

GILBERT'S

DISPLAY

AND

30.

TROTTING ENTRIES.
1 2.40 Clnss—Purge of $100.
A. G. Sawyer, Portland.bro. g.
Harry L
M. Jordan, Saccarappa. .g. m. Lady Independence
!■ P- Woodbury Portland.ch. g. lied Cross
No.

Seats and tickets for sale at Thayer’s Ticket
Office, Parker House, Boston, and Blanchard’s, 2!t
Washington Street, Boston.
sep28<18t

Oct. 1st.

*

OPENING

including conveyance by rail and stage.

Atltiii.Nion Ticket......$1,00
l.rtinri Ntnuil. 1.00

Seats 75c and 50c.
commences Thursday,

GRAND

RETURN,

CENTS,

75

RECORD.

KING ALMONT. ,2.21V*.New York.
PILOT KNOX.2.21
Maine.
MONTGOM KitY
2.21 Vj.Michigan.
KING WILKES.2.21V*.New York.
DON CARLOS.2.23V*.Mass
ALMONT GIFT. ...2.27V*.Ohio.
WESTMONT.2.24
Wyoming.

labors in the ten years

ive (if gloat good in strengthening the temperance sentiment (>i the people, raising the
fallen and rescuing the weak from the perils
of temptntiiin. No right-minded peraon can

—

AT a

TWO NIRIIT8 ONLY.

The Woman’s Christian Temperance Union, which begins its business session in this
city today, is an organization whose aim and
purpose are well known to the people of our

TO

&COMPANY.

REMOVAL!

Woodfords and Westbrook
Junction

MEDFORD, MASS.,

WEDNESDAY,
Sept.
O’CLOCK.

ALLEN

Excursion Tickets via Maine Central R. R.

WILL TAKE PLACE AT

MYSTIC

In the words of the poet Tammany says to
John Kelly “There’s no living with thee or
without thee.”

FAIR !

—

THE

STALLION
CUP,
SEPT. 30 AND OCT. 1.
Valued
One Thousand Hollars,

They are driving Mormon missionaries out
of Berlin. Let the good work go on, but
don’t drive them to America.

THE

FOR

or

nHCELLANfiOVS.

at

5000 pairs Men’s and Youths’
Pants at from $1.50 to $8.

Boys’ Pants

in good

variety

at

from $2 to $4.50.

Boys’

Reefers $4, $ >, $fj, $7, $8

and $10.

Boys’

Fall Overcoats.

Boys’Knee Pants 50 cts., 75cts.,
$1, $1.25, $1.50, $2, $2.25, $2.50,
$3 and $3.50.
Besides the elegant new line of
WINTER OVERCOATS for Boys
now being received, we have a
large
lot carried over from last winter
that we are selling at mnch reduced

prices.
Reefers for Boys from 7 years
of age and

upwards.

ALE ARE

INVITED.

CHAUTAUQUA PUBLICATIONS
—

AT

—

HOYT, FOGG & WHAM'S,
193 MIDDLE

ST.,__

PORTLAND,

OPEN EVERY EVENING.

STRICTLY ONE PRICE.

ME.

required book, constantly on hand
Circulars, Price Lists nnd full infornm
lion concerning the C. L. 8. C. Course fin
All the

nished

on

application.

sepl6d2m

FALL BULBS.
Hyacinths. Tulips, Crocuses, Lilies, &c., also
Wire and Wooden "Plant Stands, Plain and
Fancy
Flower Pots, Plant Brackets, &c\, at low
prices.

W. C.
Sep2U

SAWYER & COs,
5
PREBLE ST.

d2w

Boston

and

Portland Clotting

255 MIDDLE STREET,
w.

O.

PORTLAND,
WARE,

Company,
ME.

MAKTAdEH.

*

THE

PRESS.

WEDNESDAY MORNING, SEPT. 30.
WIT AND WISDOM.

Boston Produce Market.
BOSTON,Sept. 29,1886.—The following are today’s quotations of Provisions.
Pork—Iajng cut 12 75@13 00; short cuts 13 00
@13 60; backs 13 00813 60; light backs 12 00®
12 60; lean ends 12 75@13 00; prime mess 13 00
@13 60; extra prime 10 60:811 00; mess 11 oo®
11 50.

How do we know that Ca-sar had au Irish
sweetheart?—He weut.to the Rhine and proposed
to Bridget (bridge it.)

I.ard 6»/i@7c © lb for tierces; 7Vi@73Ac for 10lb pails; 7%®8c for 5-lb pail s’ 8«)8Uc for s-tb
nails.!
Hams at 9Va@10e © lb. according to size ana

cure: small

Backache is almost immediately relieved by
wearing one of Carter’s Smart Weed and Belladonna Backache Piasters. Try one and be free
front pain. Price 25 cents.
When one negro dies, what do the other darkles do?—They go blackburyiug.
Some Remarkable Cures of deafness are recorded of Dr. Thomas’s Eclectric Oil.
Never
fails to cure earache.
Old Homespun stopped his horse Half an hour
before a house with a smallpox flag hung out of
the chamber window, Finally lte grew impatient,
and, with a “Get up!” remarked. “Darn if I believe there's any train coming. ’T any rate, I’ll
risk it.”
_

More cases of sick headache, billiounesss, constipation, &c., can be cured in less time, with less
medicine, and for less money, by using Carter’s
Little Liver Pills, that by any other means.

“Why don’t you finish eating your hash. Tommy?” asked a mother of her hoy, who suddenly
laid down his knife and fork, as he caught sight

..

Eggs—Eastern extras at 21.®22e; Eastern firsts
at 20«21c; New’York and Vermont 20ya@21e;
North 19®20c (Western at 19@19V4c; Island 20
®21c and N 8 20® 21c.
Beans—Choice large hand picked peas at 1 GO
@1 G5 © bush; choice New York small hand picked do l 66.® 1 70 Carnal I Vt. hand picked peas 1 70
@178;com to good 1 45@1 50c jclioicejscreened do
I40@l|45;hand picked mediuml GOffil 65:choice
screened do, 1 45@1 50 common do 1 25@1 30;
choice improved yellow eves at 1 80@1 85; old
fashioned yellow eyes at 1 70@1 75; red kidneys
2 15®2 25.
Fruit—Evaporated apples 6V4@7V4c © ib jfancy
8c, and North and East quartered and sliced 4c.
Messina oranges 4 50@S 00; Palermo do 4 00®
4 50. New apples 1 50@2 75 © bbl.
Hay—Choice prime hay $20®$—; fancy $21;
fair to good, $18@$20; choice East fine $16@$18:
fair to good at $15 ffi$16; poor do $@13@14. Rye
straw, .choice $1G@17 00.

the servant dishing out ice cream.
"Impossible, ma,” replied the lad.

Watertown Cattle Market.

of

’Cause it's crowded out to make room for
more interesting matter,” answered Tommy, who
is working in a newspaper office during bis vaca

tinn

Never buy bakiug powders which contaiu Alum
or Ammonia, but always use Congress Yeast Powder. a Perfectly Pure Cream Tartar potvder.

FINANCIAL AND COMMERCIAL.
RFEICHTS.
The following are recent charters:
Schr C. Hanrahan, Boston to Montevide, lumber
«10%.
Schr Kostina, Boothbay to Savannah, guano
Schr A. It, Weeks and S. 41. Bird, Kcuuebec to
to Philadelphia, lee 45c and Kennebec towages.
Schr Fred Jackson, Portland to Porto Rico,
Bhooks and heads 30c i
Schr Tbomas N. Stone, Portland to Alexandria,
heading at private terms.
Schr Lunet, Perth Amboy to Portland, coal 80c
and discharged.
Schr Bertha E. Glover, Rondout to Portland,
cement 17c.
Schr Effle J. Simmons,Forth Amboy to Portland,
coal 75c and discharged.
Schr Ella M. Storer, Portland to Baltimore, as
sorted cargo.
Bark M. & E. Cann, Portland to Buenos Ayres,
lumber $9.50.
__

PORTLAND DAILY WHOLESALE MARKET.
PORTLAND, Sept. 29, 1885.
Flour active and Arm, and higher for Patent
Spring Wheats, Michigan Winter straights and
Winter Wheat Patents. Lard quiet and easier.
Pork is quiet and unchanged. Sugars strong and
higher. Cranberries dull and lower. Cheese firin'
er.

The following are the closing quotations of
Flour, Grain, Provisions, etc.:
Grain.

I

High Mixed Coru.55®56
low grades..3 25@3 50 No 2 do, car Iots..64u;55
67 <t58
X Spnug and
Corn, bag lots
55156
XX Spring..5 OOgo 26 Meal, bag lots
Patent Soring
car
lots.30^38
Oats,
Wheats.6 00g6 25 Oats, bag lots—38^40
Cotton Seed,
Michigan Wincar lots. .27 00 a27 50
■ terstralghts4 75j£6 00
do roller_4 75®5 25 Cottonseed,
St Louis Winbag lots 28 oo.,l20 00
Superfine and

—
—

■.

straights. ..5 00o5 25
do roller_5 25®6 76

Sack’dBr’n,
car

lots. .17 50al8 00
g... 18 50®19 00

d
Winter Wheat
Patents..... 6 76@6 00 Midlings,crl8 OOu 21 oO

Provision!..
Cad. p qtl—
Large Shore3 25®3 50 Pork—
Large Bank:! 25,®3 50 Backs_13 25®13 50
Small.2 75® 3 00
Clear.12 75® 13 00
Mess.10 50® 11 00
English Cod3 60®4 00
Pollock.1 76S2 75j Mess Beef..10 60® 1L 00
Haddock.1 60®2 00
Ex. Mess.ll uo®ll 60
Hake.1 75®2 25
Plate.11 50;6.11 75
Ex Plate.11 50®12 50
HerringScaled X> bx...l4@18c I.ardNo. 1.12®15c
Tubs p tb.. 6%(g7
c
Mackerel t* bbl—
Tierces..
6%®7 c
Pails.7
Shore 1. 17 00®18 00
®7%c
No. 2, C 50®7 50 Hams¥> ib.lOW®llc
covered. .13 ®14c
Large 3s.
Oil.
Medium.. ,...4 50@5 60
Small.2 75®3o0 KeroseneProduce.
Pet. 7 Vic
lief.
jPort.
Cranberries—6 60®7 50;Water White.loy2e
.4
Cod..
60®5
50
Devoe
Brill’t.12yac
Cape
Maine. 6 00®7 00 I Pratt’s Astral. ..13®14c
Pea Beans
176® 1 851 Ligouia.11 e
Mediums....1 60®1 70lSiiver White.lOVie
c
German md.l 40® 1 50|Centeunial.11
Seeds.
YellowEyesl 65®1 761
3 00®3 261 Ked Top.2 25@2 37
Oaions
Potatoes, bush
45®60iTimothy Seed2 00®2 10
Eggs y dog.. 19®2oc'Clover.lOVbigjllc
Knisius.
Chickens l* lb
15®18cl
Fowls ip tb...
13®15c Muscatel.2 50®.'! 00
8.Potatoes.$2 75@$3 25 London Lay’r 3 15®3 37
..

Muller.
Creameryt> ib 24®25c

Gilt Edge Ver
Choice.
Good.

10 ® 11
Valencia.6 a® A

Ondura.

23®23c

c
c

Apples.

18®20c Nevv-jobbls 15062 50
15®16c Evaporated,lb
8®llc
Store.
10®12c i Dried Apples. 3Vi®4y2
Cheese.
Sliced do
4y2®5
Vermont...

9Vi®10c

Orauges.
Mesina.3 50@4 50

N.Y.fact’y 9Vi®l0c
Sugar.

Lemons.

Granulated
tb... 7%ciPalermo.4 50"®6 50
Extra C.6%ci

Foreign Exports.

Schr Belle Wooster—6,948 shocks 7648 prs heads 22,690 feet lumber
176 lbs tobacco 1 mast.
ST PIERltE, MART.

Railroad Receipts.

PORTLAND.Sept. 29, 1885.
Maine Central Railroad, for Port-

Received by
land 45 cars miscellaneous merchandise; for;con>necting) roads, 144 cars miscellaneous mercnandlse.
Hides and Tallow.
The following are Portland quotations on Hides
and Tallow:
6 Vic !> ib
Ox and Steer Hides
Cow Hides, all weights.6Vie t> ib
Bull aud Stag Hides, all weights_4Vic 4> lb
Calf Skins, 7 to 10 ibs.10
lb

Sheep Skins.50c@|l each
Lamb Skins.60®66c eacli
Ligtit and Deacon Skins, 30 to 35c each
Rendered Tallow.5 c
2Vic
Rough Tallow.

n

lb
tb

Boston Stock Market.
The following quotations of stocks are received

dally:

(By Telegraph.)

A. T. & S. F. 0814
Mexlcal Central 7s. 40V2
New York & New England. 22%
Bell Telephone.183
Flint & Pere Marquette common.
Flint & Pere Marquette preferred. 77
Boston & Albanv Railroad.177%
Eastern Railroad 6s.122

New York Stock and Money Market.
(By Telegraph.)
NEW YORK. Sent. 29. 1885.—Money on call
continues easy at 1®1V2 per cent : prime mercan
tile paper at 4<^t. Foreign Exchange dull and
quotations unchanged. | Uoverumems are di 11 and
strong. State b nds active and generally strong.
Kallroad bonds active and strong. The stock
market was very dull and prices heavy since 2 15
p, m. and without otder feature of interest,closing
dull and weak at prices generally within small
fractions of last eveniug’s figures.
The transactions at the Stock Exchange aggre'1
(Mi £M
C3
ga ed 234 230 shares.
The following are to-day’s closiug quotations oi
Government sccurltirs:
United States bonds, 3s.103%
United States bonds, 4%s, reg.112%
United States bonds, 4%s, coup.112%
United States bonds, 4s, reg.
...122y3
United Statesfbonds, 4s, coup.123%
Pacific 6s. ’95.tvs
The

Stocks

following
■

are

to-day’s closing quotations of

Chicago & Alton.131 y2
Chicago A Alton preferred.150
Chicago,Burlington & Quincy.128%
Erie.

17y8
Erie preferred. 35
Illinois Central.131 y2
LakeShore. 73V»
Michigan Central. CO
New Jersey Central. 41
98Vs
Northwestern
Northwestern preferred.127%
New York Central. 99%
Koek Island.117%
79%
St. Paul.
8t. Paul preferred ....lliiys
49%
Union Pacific Stock.
Western Union Tel. 68Vs
American Express Co. 98y2
Adams Express Co.143
Altun|A Terre Haute. 35
Alton & Terre Haute

preferred

Boston Air Line.
Burlington & Cedar Rapids.
Central Pacific.
Canada Southern.
Del. & Lackawanna.
Del. A Hudson Canal Co.
Denver A It. U.
E. Teun., Vir. & Ua.
do

preferred.

94%
60

37%
38

103%
86%
13%
6Vs

Hartford A Erie 7s. 20
Missouri Pacific. 92
Houston & Texas. 30
Hannibal A St.JJo. 38
do preferred.
Kansas * Texas. 25
Louis A Nash. 44%
8
Lake Erie A West.
126
Morris & Essex.
Mobile a Ohio. 13
Metropolitan Elevated.130
Manhattan Elevated..100
New York Elevated.
Northern Pacific e mmon. 21V2
do preferred. 47Vs
Oregon Nav. 80s/g
Pittsburg A Fort Wayne.134%
140
Pittsburg..
Paeifiel Mall.. 49Vs

PullmanICar..129%

Richmond & Danville.
Reading.
St. Paul A Omaha.
St. Paul & Omaha preferred.
St Louis and; San Francisco.
do 1st
do 2d

75

17%
34
93

17%

preferred.81%
preferred.
33

Union Pacific 6s.
Union Pacific L. C. 7s.
Union Pacific Sinking Fund 8s.
St P. M. and M.
Wells Fargo Express.
U. S. Express Co

115%

107s/:
119%

inn%

ijj

54

Mining Stocks.
(By Telegraph.)
NEW YORK, Sept. 29. 1885.—The following
are the closing quotations for mining stocks:
New York

17 50
Colorado Coal.
Homestake.17 00

Quicksilver. 6
27
Quicksilver preferred.
—

Con. Cal. A

75
50

Vs.1 40

..I8 60
Plymouth
Horn Silver. 216
Ontario.24 00

WATERTOWN, Sept. 29,1885.—Cattle market,
quiet; quality not as good.
Market Beef—Choice none; extra at 8 00®8 50;
first quality at 7 00®7 50; second quality *6 00®
6 50 ; third quality 4 008 4 50.
Receipts of cattle 1237' head.
Store Cattle—Working Oxen ©pair $100®$225;
anil'll imvs aim valves $2b®$48; f arrow vows
at $13 a $30; fancy at $50®$80: yearlings $10®
$18; two years old $14®$28; three years $24®
$40.
Swine—receipts 10.772;\Vestern fat, live, at 4®
4VSiC; northern dressed lings 6Vi@53/8C.
Sheep and Lambs—Rceipts 9089 head; in lots
2 00 a 3 50; extra 4 00@4 50.
Veal Calves 2*&@GVie.

Chicago

Cattle Market.

(By Telegraph.)

CHICAGO. Sept. 29,1885.—Cattle—Receipts|5,500 head; shipments 1800 head; fairly active,
closing weak; shipping steers 4 20@5 90; Stockers and feeders about
10@15c lower at 2 00®
3 80; cows, bulls and mixed 2 25S4 95; through
Texans about steady at 2 05@3 2o for cows and
3 00u.3 75 fiij- steers; Western rangers
higher;
natives and half breeds at 3 50®5 00; wintered
Texans 3 50®3 90.
Hogs—Receipts 13,000 head; shipments 6,000
head; 5® 10 higher; rough and mixed 3 50,83 70;
packing and shipping at 3 80®4 15; light 8 60®

25; skips at 3 25®3 75.
Sheep—Receipts 2600 head jsliipments 1000
quiet; natives 1 76®4 00; western at 2 7588
Texans 1 75®3 00.
4

'id;
65;

Domestic Markets.
(By Telegraph.)
NEW YORK. Sept. 24), 1886.—Flour market
—Receipts 26,341 bbls; exports 162 bbls; heavy
and in some cases rather easier; export Inquiry
light with moderate local trade demand ;sales 16,-

200 bbls.
Flour quotations—No 2 at 2 3083 35; Superfine
Western and State at 3 00@3 50; common to good
extra Western and State at 3 30@S 80; good to
choice 3 85@5 50; common to choice white wheat
Wes extra, 5 00®5 20: fancy do, 5 25 ® 5 50;common to good extra Ohio, 3 40S.5 50; common to
choice extra St. Louis, 3 45®5 Do; patent Minne
sota extra, good to prime, 5 25®5 60 ;| choice to
double extra do 6 50*5 75, including 1700 bbls
city mill extra at 5 00@6 60; 700 bbls fine do at
2 30®3 35; 1500 bbls superfine at 3 00®.3 55; 2.600 dlls extra No 2 at 3 30® 3 85 ;4100 tibia Winter wheat extra at 3 40®5 65 ;4800 bbls Minnesota extra at 3 35;®5 75. Southern flour quiet. Rve
flour is steady.
Wheat—receipts 9,900 bus'll,
exports 37,626 bush; about Viol ower. closing
weak witli limited export demand; speculation
less active; sales 160.000 hush spot; No 2 Spring
at 89%c; Red Southern 9714c; No 3 Rcd'at 93c;
No 2 Red 953A ®’96e elev; No 1 Red State at 98c;
No 1 White at 98c. live nominal.
Corn steady
and fairly active; speculation quiet; receipts 82,200 bush; exports 124.411 bush: sales 231,000
bush on spot; No 3 at 47V2®48c; new do 44c to
arrive: No 2 at 48®'48y2e elev; No 2 White 48y2
49c. Out* VuCaV4c lower and fairly active; receipts 141,500 hush; exports 51,448 bush ; sales
298,000 bush spot; No 3 at 27V*®27%c; White
dii30®30V2e; No 2 at 29%®29%c elev; No 2
White at 33@33V4c; Mixed Western at 28@32e;
White do 34q39c; White State 37c. Coffee firmer at 8%c. M a gar quiet; refined steady; C 6%@
6c; Extra C 6%c; Jwliite do 6%c; Yellow at 53 a
®5%c; off A at 6V2C; Mould at A 7c; standard A
at 6 9-16@6%c; granulated 6 15-16@7c; Confectioners A 6%c ;iut loaf and crushed at 7V4®7S/8C;

powdered 7®7i4c;Cubes 7y8ig7V4c. Petroleum
—united at 1 01V4.
Tallow steady. Pork is
barely steady; mess at 9 50® 10 00; family mess
1100. Tar4 shade stronger and moderately active ; Western steam spot 6 20®6 22y2 ; refined
for Coutient 0 50; S A 7 00. Butter barely steady;
Western 6®22c. Cheese is decidedly stronger,

6% @91/2 ; Western flat at 5:®9e.
Freights firm ;Wlieat steam 3%®4d.
CHiCAGO.Sept. 29 1885.—Flour market steady;
winter wheat 4 40®4 90 for Southern; 4 40®4 75
for Wisconsin; 4 25@4 50 for Michigan soft,;
Spring Wheat 3 40,84 01); Minn, bakers at 3 60®
4 50; Patents 4 75®5 25; low grades 2 00®8 00.
itvc nourai. h uo@.; t>u.
wheat lower; September at 84y*;« 8fic; No 2 Spring at 84%<g84% e;
No 3 at 751/20; No 2 Bed at 90i/ac; No 3 at 8Ge.
Corn easy at 41%@41%c. Oats are easier 2544c.
Kye dull; No 2|at 59i/2e. Barley is steady ;No 2 at
70c. Pork easv at 8 35.
Lard is steady at 6 02
@6 05. Loxcd Meats steady; shoulders at 3 75@
3 85; short rih at 5 35; short clear 5 80k5 85.
Receipts—Flour 12,000 bbls ;I wheat 43,000 bu;
corn 344,000 bush, oats 220,000bush, rye 9,000
Stute

bush, barley 02.000 bush.
Shipments—Flour 11,000 bbls, wheat 27,000
bush, (corn 202.000 hush, oats 135,000 bush, rye
6,000 husli, barley 48.000 bush.
ST.LOUIS, Sept.29. 1885.—Flour easier; family at 3 559 3 65; choice at 3 90 a 4 00; fancy at
4 05®4 85; patents at 5 05@5 367 Wheat lower;
No aTKed at 93c: No 3 at |89@89i/ac. Corn about
steady ;No 2 Mixed at 40'/.@40% c. Oats higher;

No 2 Mixed at 25i/ac.
Receipts—Flour 30,000 hhls, wheat 19,000 bu.
corn 93.000bush, oats 24,000 bush,rye 1,000bus,
barley 34,000 bush.
Shipments—Flour 6,000 bbls, wheat 38,000 bu,
corn 38,000 husli, oats 0,000 hush,
rye 4,000
bu, barley 0,000 hush.
DETROIT,Sept. 29,1885.—Wheat easv; No 1
White at 91 Vie; No 2 lied 92%c.
Receipts—Wheat 07,000 bush.
NEW ORLEANS, Sept. 29, 1886.—Cotton is
firm middling 9 5 16c.
MOBILE, Sept. 29,1885.—Cotton quiet, middling 9% c.
SAVANNAH, Sept. 29, 1885.—Cotton is firm;
middling 9i/sc.
CHARLESTON, Sept. 29,1885-Cotton quiet;
middling 914c.
MEMPHIS. Sept. 29. 1885.—Cotton firm; middling 914c.

European Markets.
(BY Telegraph.)
LONDON, Sept. 29, 1885.—Consols 100.
LONDON. Sept. 29.1885.—U. S. 4s. 125% ; do

41/2S. 1151/4.
LONDON. Sept. 29. 1885.—[Beerbohm’s report
to Merchants’ Exchange.]
Floating cargoes of
wheat firm; Cargoes on the passage of wheat
firmly held; corn steady. At Liverpool, wheat is
slow; corn quiet but steady. Weather in England
unsettled.
LIVERPOOL, Sept. 29. 1885.—Cotton market
firm: uplands at 5J/2d; Orleans 5 9-16d; sales 10,000 bales; speculation and export 2000 bales.
LIVERPOOL, Sept. 29. 1885—Winter wheat at
6s 10d@7s Id; spring wheat Os 10d@7s; California average 6s 9d@6s 7d: club at7sld@7s4d;
Corn at 4s 7d; Peas at 5s lid. Provisons, etc.—
Pork steady 52s 6d; bacon 31s Gd for short demand 30s Od for long dear; lard, prime Western at
32s Gd; cheese steady 40s Gd. American Tallow
OQo

S AILINC DA YSO F ST E AMI SHIPS.
PllOM

FOR

..

...

City of Mexico... New York.. Hav&V Cruz Get
Niagara .New York.. Havana.Oct
Caracus.New York.. Laguayra... .Oct
Oct
Parisian.Quebec
Liverpool
City of Chicago New York..Liverpool—Oct
Servia. New York..Liverpool—Oct
....

...

..

Neckar.New York.. Bremen.Oct
Oct
Moravia.New York.. Hamburg
Westernland.New York..Antwerp. ..Oct
Nevada.New York..Liverpool—Oct
Elbe.New York..Bremen.Oct
Xew York.. Hav&V Cruz. Oct
City of Puebla
Amerique.N ew York.. Havre.Oct
Alvo.New York.. Hayti.Oct
—

...

1
1
1
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
6
7
8
8
9

MINIATURE ALMANAC. SEPT. 30.
Sun sets.

5.24

illfen watei

MARINE

|

..

3.05

PM

NEWS"

PORT OF PORTLAND.

TUESDAY, Sept.

29.

Arrived.
Steamer State of Maine, Hilyard. St John, NBvia Eastport for Boston.
Steamer Lincoln. Thompson, Wiscasset—sliooks
to li S Hamlen & Co.
Sch Eiectra Bailey, Holbrook, Baltimore—coal
to G T Railway Co.
Sell Kolon, Libby, New York—coal to Randall &
McAllister.
Sch Victor. Blinker. Saco.
Sch Oriental. (Br) Melauson, Port Gilbert, NS—
wood to Frank Yeaton.
Sch Minnie 0 Taylor, Doughty, Frankfort for
New York.
Sch Telumab, Sprout, Kennebee for New York.
Sch Sallie l'on. West. Bucksport for-.
Sch Rienzi, Chatto. Rockland for Saco.
Sch Francis M Loring, with 170 bills mackerel;
Henry Nickerson, 190 do.
Cleared.
Barque Belle Wooster, Higgins, St Pierre—,J H
Hamlen & Son.
Sch Iodine, Cousins, Stockton—J H Blake.

Ship P G Blanchard, of Yarmouth, recently
bought by Capt A J Pettengill of Portland, has
been resold at New Y’ork to go under a foreign
flag.

FROM MERCHANTS’ EXCHANGE.
Passed Saltee Islands Sept 23d, ship Alfred D
Snow. Willev, from Liverpool for New York.
Ar al Dunkirk 26th inst. barque Batavia, Kelley
New York.
Ar al Manila prev to 28th inst, ship Analiuac,

Robinson. Newcastle, NSW.
Aral Liverpool 28th inst, ship St John, Fales,
San Francisco.
Ar at Cardenas prev to 26th inst. brig Rocky
Glen. Bray. New York.
Ar hi t’i'enfuegos lr.tli Inst, barque Idaho. Richardson. New York.
Ar at Sydney. NSW. 28th inst. barque Edward
Kidder, Griffin, New York.
Sid fm Barcelona 22d insl. barque Cyclone. Merrhnan, New Orleans.

Memoranda.
Steam-schr Maynard Sumner, of Rockland, Capt
Dyer, from Maracaibo for Boston, put into Newport 28th short of provisions and coal. She pro-

Sept 29—Sell E L Gregory, from
Rockland, while discharging lime, took fire and
had to he dosed up.
She was tawed to City
Island.

W. H. HERVET I CO., OF NO. 5 UNION ST., BOSTON,

Arp fiat npirino comnletion ami but FIFTEEN DAYS are left of tile time originally announced by the llrm for the display of SPECIAL BARGAINS.
the
word to the wiseOUGHT TORE SUFFICIENT. The following UNPARALLELED INDUCEMENTS are offered to residents of Portland during
time which REMAINS:

Kennebec.
Ar 27th, sch Alfaretta Campbell, Boston.
Ar 27th, sells Susan B Kay, Spaulding, Portland;
Lizzie Dun. Potter. New York.
Cld 28th, sch Ring Dove, Haskell, Stapleton.
PHILADELPHIA —Ar 26th. schs Jacob II

Reed. Nickerson, Providence; P Walker,Dobbin,
Vinalhaven.
Ar 2Kth. schs Nettie Langdon. Bagley, Fernandina; Geo Tanlane. Fisher, Kennebec,
acid 26th, sell Willie L Newton. Coontbs. Boston.
Cld 28th, sells Nat Meader, Brown, Palatka;
Annie T Bailey, Marston, Pittston.
NEW YORK—Ar 28th. barque Mary C Hale,
Higgins. Santana; C S Hulbert, Watts, Hull. E;
schs Addie M Bird. Hillsboro; Frank & Willie,
St John. NB; Eben II King. Eastpnrt; Fannie
Butler. Bangor; A H Learning, Rockport.
Ar 29th. brig Hattie M Bain, McDonald, Cardenas; sch Wm Haves, Smith. Brunswick.
Cld 26th, ship 1J N Blanchard, Oakes, for Yokohama.
Passed the Gate 28th, sch Onward, from New
York fot Nantucket; Telegraph, fm Hoboken for
Thomaston; 1 K Stetson, Amboy for Bangor; W
A Dubosq, do for Kennebec.
PERTH AMBOY —Sid 27th, schs Chattanooga.
Hodgkins, and Isaiah K Stetson, Trask, Bangor;
Alexandria, Adams, Salem.

26th,'

schs

Emma, Littlejohn,

New

York;

Wm Todd, Norwood, and Princeton. Gray. do.
STONINGTON—Ar 27th, sch Celina. Collins.
New York.
NEWr HAVEN—Cld 26tli, sch Annie Lee, Cole,
New York.
PROVIDENCE—Ar 27tli, sch Francis Coffin,
Bellatty. Ellsworth.
Sid 28th, sell July Fourth. Wood, New York.
SOMERSET—Slu 26th, sell City of Augusta,
Meady. Baltimore.
VINEYARD-HAVEN-Ar 26th. schs Mary B
J udge, from Kennebec for Philadelphia; Lookout,
Calais for do.
Sid, 26th, schs Dexalo, David Torrey, Maud
Malloch.
Ar 27th, schs Leonora, Bonsey, Ellsworth for
orders; Redondo, Potter. Derby for Ellsworth.
Sid, schs Lookout, and Mary B Judge.
Ar 28th, sells Wm E Barnes, Perkins, Amboy
for Salem; Lexington, Priest, Nova Scotia for
New York; Jas A Parsons, Pendleton, Bangor for

A

1— Any person purchasing $25 worth of goods w ill be PAID HIS FARE TO BOSTON BY’ BOAT, and the
goods will be delivered FREE in Portland.
2— Every purchaser of $50 worth of goods w ill have his FARE PAID BOTH WAVS BY' BOAT and

Thompson, Philadelphia.

27th, schs Win McLoon. Bradbury. Rockland for Boston; Alsatian, Bath fordo; Unison,
Pittston for do; Caressa. and Copy, Ellsworth for
do; Exchange, Damariseotta for do; Matiida, fm
Edgcomb fordo; Susan Ross, Bangor for ProvBelow

N

Absolutely

Pure.

This Powder never varies. A marvel ol purity
strength and wholesomeness. More economical
than the ordinary kinds, and cannot be soldin competition with the multitude of low test, short weigh
alum or phosphate powders. Sold only in cans
Koval Baking Powder Co., 1«6 Wall St., N. Y

dly

mar7

Spoken.

ECZEMA

CHERRY CHAMBER SETS.

Credit on these sets, to residents of
down and $1.25 per week until paid,
$5 per month if purchasers receive their pay

Terms of

MAHOGAMZED CHAMBER SETS.
Malioganized Chamber
pieces complete: Curly Maple or MaFrench
Bureau with Bevel
hoganized Panels,
Landscape Mirror, Commode with three drawers
and side door, gilt or nickel bar pulls.
Former price, $33.00, reduced to
One lot of 100 Elegant

Sets of ten

IN HARD OR SOFT, HOT OB COLD WATER.

$27.00.

SAVES LABOR, TIME and SOAP AM A.'
fNGLY, and gives universal mu lie',
«o family, rich or poor should be with t
tjoju

uy

mi uroows. uaiiW&xwjjoj

furnish these Sets with best Italian. Lepanto or Hudson Shell Marble Tops, when desired.
We have severrl other patterns of Malioganized
Sets, equally low in price, which we have not
space here to enumerate.
We

i?;

veil do'.i iutMt to mislead. PEARL tYi;
3NI.Y SAFK labor saving company;*4..
M ways bears the above symbol, and nnu>e
JAMES PytE, NEW YORK.

ASH CHAMBER SETS.

■

MWF&wXy

feb!3_

One lot of 40 Solid Asli Chamber Sets, ten pieces
complete, with Landscape Mirror and Combination Commode.
Former

price, $26.00,

Salt

ontoon vrnirc1

n/vf ohlp tn wall.'

nvnnnt

lianrlc

and knees for one year; not able to help liimself
for eight years; tried hundreds of remedies; doctors pronounced his case hopeless: permanently
cured by Cuticuka Resolvent (blood purifier)
Internally, and Cuticuka and Cuticuka Soap
(tlie great skin cures) externally.

Houghtan, Esq., lawyer, 28 State St..,
Boston, reports a case of Eczema under his obseruation for ten years, which covered the patient’s
body and limbs, and to which all known methods
of treatment bad been applied without benefit,
which was completely cured solely by the Cuticura Remedies, leaving a clean and healthy
(’has.

skin.

Thiel, Wilkesbarre, Pa., writes:
“1 have suffered from Salt Rheum for over eight
so bad that I could not
times
attend to
at
years,
Three boxes
my business for weeks at a time.
of Cuticura and four bottles Resolvent have
pntirely cured me of this dreadful disease.”
Hr. John

Sold by all druggists. Price: Cuticura. GOcls.;
Resolvent, SI.OO-.Soap, 25 cts. 1’repared bv the
Potter Drug and Chemical Co.. Boston, Mass.
■» WA A ATTIFY the Complexion and Skin by
JCii» U using the Cuticura Soap.
“TIRED AND ACHING Jll’Stl.ES1
nerves for rest and relief.” Like manna to the children of
Israel is the Cuticura Plaster to
the tired, overworked, aeliiug muscle.
Do not deny yourself the comfort afforded by this new, original and speedy
antidote to pain and inflammation. At
druggists, 25c.; five for $1.00. Mailed free. Potter Drug and Chemical Co., Boston.
WS&w2w
seplG

crying through countless

Honey the great Cough cure, 25c.,50c
and SI. Glenn’s Sulphur Soap heals & beautifies, 25c. German Corn Remover kills Corns
and Bunions. Hill’s Hair and Whisker Dye,
Pike’s Tooihacke
Black and Brown, 50c.
Drops cure in one minute, 25c. Deans Rheumatic Pills

are a

sure cure, GOc.

ja»10cod2dp&wlynrm

Frightful Case of a Colored In.
I contracted a fearful case of blood poison in
1883. I was treated by some of the best physicians
in Atlanta. They used the old remedies of Mercury
and Potash, which brought on rheumatism and impaired my digestive organs. Every joint in me was
swollen and full of pain. When ( was given up to
die, my physicians thought it would be a good time
to test the virtues of Swift’s Specific. When 1 commenced taking S. S. S. tile physician said I could
not live two weeks under the ordinary treatment,
He commenced to give me tlie medicine strictly according to directions, which I continued for several mouths. 1 took nothing else, and commenced to
improve front the very first. Soon the rheumatism
left me. my appetite became all right, and the ulcers, which the doctor said were the most frightful
he had ever seen, began to heal, and by the first of
I am
October, 1884.1 was a well man again.
stronger now than I ever was before, and weigh
more.
S. S. S. lias saved me from an early grave.
LEM

;

h-3

As a general beverage and necessary
corrective of water rendered impure by
vegetable decomposition or other causes,
as Limestone, Sulphate of Copper, &c.,
the Aromatic Schnapps is superior to
every other preparation for these pnrA public trial of over 30 years
luration in every section of our country
of Udolpho Wolfe’s Schnapps, its unsolicited endorsement by the medical
faculty and a sale unequalcd by any
other distillation have insured for it the
reputation of salubrity claimed for it.
For sale by all Druggists and Grocers.

18 HEAVER

awnHm

—w

I)R. 0. W. BENSON, of Baltimore, Md., lias discovered that the Extract of Celery Seed and the
Extract of German Chamomile Flowers combined
in the form of Rills, is the most wonderful nervine
in the world and invariably cures
Nick Headache, Nervou* Headache, Neuralgia, NervouMueMR, NleepleHMncsn, Paraisin, Nt. Vitus’ Dance,
and all nervous troubles, as they act
upon
the nervous system as a nerve food and exciter of
nerve matter. They are invaluable to all nervous
and Dr. Benson’s reputation as a specialist in the treatment of nervous diseases at once
gives them a high standard. Sold bv all druggists,
or sent to any address on receipt of
a
box, or 6 boxes for $2.50. Office 3 54 N. Howard

directly

people,

price—60c

St.. Baltimore.

mayl3d6mnrmcW

on

exhibition

Vie Must Enlarge! Goods Mast be Sold!
Catalogue*

and

term*

of hounehold

7

Line.

From BOSTON every WEDNESDAY and SATURDAY.
From PHILADELPHIA every TUESDAY and FRIDAY.
,oc%,

jfVaR

P.

From Long Wharf. Boston, 3
m.
From Pine Street Wharf

uiiaueipma, at iu a. in.
Insurance one-half the rate of
^BKE-gsasETS**',ailing vessel.
Freights for the West by the Penn. It. R., and
South by connecting lines, forwarded free of com
mission.
Passage Ten Dollars. IConud Trip 918.
Meals and Room included.
For freight or passage apply to.
w\ n

1

flRstrSu",

pi.

E.

K.

MIRPMON, Agent,

70 Long Wharf. Boston.

31dtf

MAINE STEAMSHIP COMPANY
For

New York.

Steamers leave Franklin Wtiarf on Wednesdays
and Saturdays at IS p. m.
Returning, leave Pier
38, East River, New York, on Wednesdays and
4
m.
at
J. B. COYI.K, Jr..
Saturdays
p.
General Agent
sep21ndtf

INTERNATIONAL STEAMSHIP CO.

Calais, Me., St. John, N. B.
Halifax, H. S., &c.

Summer

Arrangement,

i’ommenciug flay IN, INN5.

1>EK

TKIPS

3

WEEK.

NTKAMKRN

OF THIN

WILL

LINK

LKAVK

RAILROAD WHARF,
foot of State street, every Monday, Wednesday
and Friday at 5 p. in., for Eastport and St, John,
with connections for Calais, Kohbinston, St. Andrews. Pembroke, Houiton, Woodstock, Grand
Menan, Canipobello, Digby, Annapolis, Yarmouth,
Windsor. Halifax. Moncton, Newcastle, Amherst,
Fictou, Shediao. Bathurst, llalliousie, Charlottetown, Fort Fairfield. Grand Falls, and other sta.

Western

colonial, Windsor and Annapolis,
Counties Railroads and Stage Routes.
Through

Baggage checked

Tickets Issued and

to destination.
gy Freight received up to 4 p. m„ and any Information regarding the same may be had at the
office of the Freight Agent, Railroad Wharf.
For Circulars, with Excursion Routes, Tickets,
State Rooms and further information apply at
Company's Office, First National Bank Building
corner Middle and Exchange streets.
J. B. COYLE, Manager.
myl8dtf

BOSTON

dtf

STEAMERS.
FARE $1.00.

and

Furnishers,

The liver

On and After Oct.

OWNERS

OF

CONGRESS

500

STREET,

they

prepared

sire

to show tlieir

patrons

iMm

MARINE

50 Years’ experience ns Heating
n.nd Ventilating Engineers.

ATLANTIC

they

that

use our

without

OF NEW
Insure

YORK,

Marine Risks

Against

Only.

water-borne.

Marine Disks from 1st
January, 1884 to 31st December,
on

ofl 1st

on

Policies not marked

January,

1884.

1.447,756.70

Total Marine Premiums.$5,505,796.14
Premiums marked off from Jan. 1,
1884, to Dec. 31, 1884.$4,046,271.04
Losses paid during same period. 2,109,919.20

Liniment in white wrappers is for family use;
that In yellow for cattle.
mayl3eod6mcW

urmij

Dividend to Policy Holders on Premium
Terminating in 1881.

40 PER CENT.

THIRTY^DAYS

AFTER PROOF.

J. D. JONES, President,
CHARLES DENNIS, Vico President,
W. H. MOORE, 2d Vice President.
A. A. RAVEN. 3d Vice President,
J. H. CHAPMAN, Secretary.

J. W. MUNGER &
■

feb3 ’8u

CLEVELAND. I

TROY, CHICAGO,
G. G. HALLETT. 236 Water St., NewYort
Send

for Descriptive Catalogue.
—

FOB SALE

A. MULTilX.
my20

CO.,

CORRESPONDENTS,

Portland,

Proposals

BY

—

Portland, Maine.
eodSm

for Rubble-Sftoue.

United States Engineer Office.
Square, Boston, Mass.. Sept.
25, 1885.

No. 33 Pemberton

19 1-2 Exchange St.
dlmeodllm&w6w

SAVE YOUR

Sealed

Proposals, in

triplicate,

addressed to
received until 12

the undersigned, will be
o'clock, uson, on Monday tlie 2Gth day of October,
1885, for delivery of about 122,000 tons of rubble-stone for tlie Harbor of Kefuge, Sandy Bay,
Cape Ann, Mass. to make
Persons desiring
proposals for this
work are requested to apply to the undersigned
at this office for specifications, instructions to bidders, and the requisite blanks, and such further
information as may be desired concerning the
same.

CHAS. W. RAYMOND. Major of Engineers.
dlur
sep25

Send ns 25 wrappers, taken from the
CiOOD-WILIi SOAP, with your name
and address, and we will send you FREE
one of our New Pictures without any advertisement on it.

G. E. MARSH &

Croup, Bronchitis, Asthma,
Pleurisy,
Whooping-Cough,
Lung Fever, and all diseases of the
Throat, Chest and Lungs, when
For fiil#
su
other remedies fail.
HEHET, JOHHSOH t LOBD, Prop’s, Burlington, Vt.

CO., Lynn, Mass.

IN THE ORIGINAL PACKAGES,

CURED

AT II. S. HOTEL, ROOM IS,
to

it. in.

eodtf

payment

R, STANLEY & SON,
HO. 410 FORE ST.,

Iced water ruins digestion; Dlrigo Water imit; is always palatable, refreshing and
healthful. Delivered daily, cool and refreshing
from the spring. Our improved cans will keep the
water cool from 36 to 48 hours; use of cans free;
water per gallon 10 cents.
proves

RUNDLETT BROS., Proprietors,

Importers,

PORTLAND, ME.

Also Ganeral Managers tor New England for the

Celebrated

SUMMIT MINERAL SPRING WATER,
FROM

HARRISON, MAINE

First-class storage for Flour, Fish,
Cotton and other merchandise in the
Warehouse rePortland Sugar House.
ceipts given. Otis Brothers elevator.
Lowest rates of Insurance. Apply to
J. S. DOUGLASS, Agent,
No. 5197 Commercial Street.
Jyl4dtf

WFISBADFN TABLf
The most delicious relish.
au«C

to

CHAUNCEY R. BURR, of Cape Elizabeth. Adm’r.
Portland, Sept. 10th, 1885. sep23dlaw3wW*

FOR SALE BY

cal.

Portland. Dec. 1,1884.
We, the undersigned, having been successfully
treated by Dr. C. T. Fisk, can recommend him to
the confidence of the public. His method is simple, almost painless, and requires no detention
from business.
FRED H. THOMPSON. 36 Union St.,
RICH’D K. OATI.EY, 59 & 61 Union 81.,
GEO. HUMPHREY, 72 Parris St.. Portland.
D. F. HERTS. 456 Cumberland SI., Portland.
JOHN E. MERRILL, 60Cross St., Portland.
ALBERT CHASE, 30 Preble St.. Portland.
GARDINER WOOD, 6 Temple Place, Portland.
N. W. MORSE, 191 Federal St., Portland.
Names of many ladies treated in Portland will
be given at the Dr’s. room.
Ladies inquire at No. 318 Cumberland St.

bonds as the law directs. All persons having
demands upon the estate of said deceased, are required to exhibit the same; and all persons indebted to said estate are called upon to make

DIRIGO MINERAL WATER.

OF ALL KINDS,

without the use of knife or ligature by
Dr. C. T. Fisk, 68 Pleasant street, Auburn.
Treats all diseases of the Rectum successfully,
without detention from business. Seven years
experience aed hundreds of cases cured in different parts of the State.
Read the following testimonials and see those
referred to, which will convince the most skepti-

is

en

IHFORTED

WINES and LIQUORS

PILES.

hereby riven, that
tlie subscriber has been duly appointed and
taken upon himself the trust of Administrator of
the estate of
CHARLES H. BURK, late of Portland,

Notice

WRAPPERS.
COi' ioiiSflPTION has been cured times without number by the timely use of Downs’ Elixir. It will cure

said

parties

we

W.
dtSm

Hiintrii

iui

n

niiuiuiaui

lu

lilt*

form of food.”

Six Per Cent. Interest on amount Outstanding Script Paid on and after Feb. 3, 1885.

LOSSES PAID IN

and

etc.,

Every bottle and label carry our trade mark and
warrant—“A. L. Murdock. Trade (Liquid Food)
Mark. 12V2 per cent. Soluble Albumen.” There
never was an essay ever read before any medical
association or society in the world except on Murdock’s Liquid Food. Said essays are in our pamphlet, with our hospital reports which is around each
bottle.
We are advised by the press how Geueral
Grant wan sustained during his lute illness
by manufactures of extracts, and grain
foods, also by his physicians. Dr. Douglass
in his report says, “The application of anodynes had had a good result, and was sub-

1884.$3,958,039.44

Premiums

food,

essays,

a

outraging our rights, as by so
doing they are deceiving the public.
The Murdock Liquid Food Company always de
fend their rights, cost what it may. The last party that outraged them we carried through five
suits, receiving judgment in every case and receiving large cash damages.
We are the only manufacturers of Liquid Food
in the world, and are so acknowledged by the governments of the United States and England, as
they use it in their hospitals, as well as the leading governments of Europe, and all hospitals and
physicians in all countries that have ever tried it.

Company will take risks at their office, New
York, on Vessels, Cargoes and Freights, and issue
open policies to merchants, making risks binding
Premiums

not

mark,

authority;

onr

extract

original Liquid

have sued for

This

as

trade

an

413 Fore Street.

je23<1H

Dr. Shrady says, "His food consisted of beef extracts, milk, eggs, etc., farinaceous materials always in a liquid form.”
When we know that during the last three
or four months of his life that he lost of
flesh equal to half his former weight, we
must sny that his life was sustained by his
own body, as it is impossible to sustain life
after such n heavy loss, and death always

The value of Murdock’s Liquid

Food in

such

eases we cannotillustrate better than
a case that came under our treatment (outside of
as
cases are not adour free
The case showed to all that it was manymitted!
fold worse than General Grant’s, and had been
under treatment for several years in some of our
and also by some of our best
best

contagious

hospital,

hospitals
of the

cians

out

by giving

hospital's

care,

growing

™

Leave Peaks', 9.35, 10.50 a. m., 2.20, 6.10 p. m.
Leave Trefetlien’s, 9.25,11.10 a. m., 2.40, 4.66
m.

Leave Great Diamond, 9.20, 11.06 a.

4.50 p.

m.

4.45 p.

m.

m., 2.36,

J. WILLARD, President.

For Diamond Island and Diamond Cove.
STEAMER ISIS.
CHANCRE OF

rim;.

On and after Wednesday, Sept. 9th, this new and
staunch steam yacht will run as follows:
Leave Burnham’s wharf, city, 6.60, 7.20, 9.00
10.15 a. 111., 12.30, 3.15, 6, 6.16 p. m.
Leave Diamond Island at 6.20, 7.60, 9.30,
11.15 a. m., 1.30, 4.15, 5.30 p. m.
September 7th, 1885.
sep8dtf

HARPSWELL STEAMBOAT CO.
and after September 16,1885, steamer GorONdon will leave
Custom House Wharf (Sundays

excepted, weather permitting) at 2.00 p. in., for
Long Island. Little and Great Cliebeague, Harpswell and Orr's Island. Ueturn, leave Orr's Island

touching

for Portland at 6.45 a. m.,
at
ate
arrive at Portland 9.15 a.

landings,

For freight

intermedi-

m.

board to
seplOdtfCAPT. J. L. LONG.
or

passage apply

on

UOPARTNERSHIP NOTICES.

floating

between
co-partnership heretofore
the undersigned, transacting business under
the firm name of ALLEN A- CO., is this day
dissolved by mutual consent. Either partner authorized to sign in liquidation.
CHAS. G. ALLEN.

THE

ii.

Portland, Me

Sept. 2d,

i.. .iui> r.s.

B. F.
1886.

HASKELL.
sep22dtf

COPARTNERSHIP NOTICE.
tlie undersigned have this day entered into
T\7E
TV
a copartnership under the firm
uame of
HASKELL & JONES, for the purpose of transacting the wholesale and retail Clothing, Furnishing Goods and Custom Tailoring Business, at the
old stand of ALLEN & CO.. Lancaster Building,
470 Congress St.
B. F. HASKELL,
H. L. JONES.
Portland, Sept. 2nd. 1885.sep23dtf

CO PARTNERSHIP NOTICE.
The undersigned have this day
formed a co-partnership under the
firm name of

physi-

ALLEN & €0.,

worse

daily, until she commenced taking Murdock s
Liquid Food equal to two ounces daily, when she
commenced gaining rapidly in flesh, gaining, as
til tlo, equal to ten pounds of new blood every
month. This case was well known in Boston, as
we invited many of the leading physicians of Boson to visit us at our quarterly receptions at the

rremont House to see her j but for an accident she
met with she would have lived many rears, as she
lever ceased to gain in flesh as long as she took
mr Liquid Food, and the new blood she
made
daily by being nourished, more than all other
Foods, Tonics or Extracts could do, cleansed her

manufacturers, wholesale and
retail dealers in .Men’s Clothing
and Furnishing Goods, and will
occupy store numbered 204, on
Middle street, formerly First National Bank Building.
as

system.

Another

case

showing

the

recruiting

is

a

gentleman well known

setts. and

to

whom

we

ran

in Massachurefer

CHAS. G. ALLEN,
W. C. ALLEN,
E. E. BENSON.

and

sustaining powers of .Murdock's I.iquid
Food equal to the above eases. The party
extracts

from an unsolicited letter sent Aug. 11, ’Sit}.
About six years ago I comnianced taking your
Liquid Food. 1 thought perhaps you would be Interested to know something of my present condition. For four years I have not been able to get
out of my chair without assistance, and am so
nearly helpless that I cannot wipe the perspiration from my forhead. I suffer a great deal all
the time, and my limbs are much distorted, and
my head lies on my right shoulder.
My stomach
Inis not been able to retain solid food for several
a
tube.
I
take
all
mv
food
For
through
years.
more than two years my diet has been three pints
of milk, two tablespoonfuls of Wheat Germ Meal,
and live tablespoonfuls of Murdock's Liquid Fond.
I am anxious to get on my legs again, as it is just
I always
eleven years that I have been laid up.
speak a good word for your Liquid Food, as I am

September 2,1885.

DISSOLUTION

sep23dtf

OF CO-PARTNERSHIP.

partnership heretofore existing

THE
Chas. W. Lane and J. W.
the firm
of

between

Dean. Jr., under
Lane & Dean, Is this day disolved
mutual
consent.
W.
will continue
Chas.
Lane
hy
name

the hnsiness at the old
bills of the firm.

stand uml

will

settle

the

CHARLES W. LANE.
J. W. DEAN, JR.
Portland Sept. 21,1885.
sep21d2w

jm ■ ijjmjnkvfl [i|

obtained it.

MURDOCK’S LIQUID FOOD CO., Boston.
11 Snow
BRANCH
Hill, London,
WORKS, i 384 St. Paul St., iloutr. nl.
aug-21WS&Mtf

MEDICATED

FOP. TREATMENT OF HEMORRHOIDS
More than twenty-five
per cent of its
is duo to the best remedial

(weight
arts

DR. BURNHAM’S

known

to

the profession, by

111

|g|
|g|
IB
f

K*|

it is conceded that in incor- Igl
rating them with Toilet Paper there l»l
a
certainty of application and beneotherwise unattainable. ITnsolici- IBB
l letters testify to its remarkable IBl
rative properties.
One
rets contain more of these reme-lgl
om

EYE WATER.

New.,and Yalunblc Dinrorery for the
Preservation of Sight.
If your sight begins to blur, or where the eyes
tniart, burn, iteh or feel as though sand was in them,
lo not fail to give It a trial, it willrelieve you at once,
f liese are true symptoms of
approaching failure of
vision. By its immediate use, the use of glasses maybe delayed for years.
For till Inflammation of the
eves and lids, or weak and
watery eyes, or wlten
EE persons indebted to Maher & Co., or John r lhere is trouble witli the tear passages, it has no
equal. For ulcers on the globe of the eye, or where
P. Maher, are requested to make payment
[here is a hardening of the lenses, and tendency to
to me: and all creditors of said Maher <k Co., or
cataract, this is guaranteed a.sure cure. Prepared
John P. Maher, will present their claims to me if
(only) by BUKN'HAM BROS., Opticians, No. -f.tr.
they desire to Join in the assignment.
Main street, Worcester Mass., anti 300 Main street,
H. M. MAl.ING, Assignee,
234 Middle St.
Portland, Sept. 16. 1885.
Buffalo, N. Y.
Price BOc per package.
For sale by Druggists
seplG
__dim*
generally.
sepl7a3in
1*. & O. K. It. Coupons.
A T>‘I?T> may be found on hie at Gea.
T>
TPTTTC
PONS due January 1,1885, on P. & o. R. R.
1 II 10 Jr At CjXv P. Rowell & Co’s Newspaper
/ Bonds of October 1, 1870, will be paid bv
Advertising Bureau do Spruce Street), where adyemn
SAMUEL J. ANDERSON. Receiver, on presentalng contracts may be made for It IN NEW YORK.
<*«
tion at|his office.
sep29dlw
J|y7

Assignee’s

11

follows.

Maine General Hospital.
rilHE Annual Meeting of the corporation will be
X held at four o'clock in the. afternoon of
TUESDAY, the thirteenth day of October, 1885,
in the Reception Room in the City Hall, in Portland, for the purpose of electing officers for the
ensuing year, and of transacting such other business as mav legally be presented.
Bv order of the Directors,
F. R. BARRETT, Secretary.
Portland, Sept. 23. 1885._sep23eodtd

nin

Leave Little Diamond, 9.15,11.00 a. m., 2.30,

The surgical staff of the Murdock liquid Food Company’s Free Surgical
I
Hospital for Women, 80 leverett
street, Boston, are in daily attendance,
except Saturday, from 9 to 10 A. M.,
to examine patients and assign beds.
CAUTION—Remember that

7

in.

p.

offered the public a* the
Food and other name* is

MUTUAL INSURANCE COMPANY

The

m.

ft hr

sep29dtf_B.

TRADE MARK
Giles’ Liniment Iodide Ammonin.
Removes all Unsightly Bunches, Cures Lamenesi
in Cattle, Spinal Meningitis,
Founder, Weak
Limbs, Sprung Knees, Spavin, Ringbone, Quitter,
Windfalls.
No stable should he without it. Railroad, mining and express companies all use Giles’ Liniment, and in the great racing stables of Belmont
and Lorillard it lias achieved wonders. One trial
will convince.
Write D1J. GILES, Box 3483, N. Y„ P. O., who
will, without charge, give advice on all diseases
ami also on the management of cattle. Sold by
all druggists at 50c and 81.00 a bottle and in

4

choice selection of

se-

STOCKS

a.

si

Overcoats, Suits and Furnishing Goods.

$12,938,289.38.

from 0

follow*:

2.65, 4.55, 6.50 p. ni.
Leave Great Diamond, 6.10, 7.25, 0.35, 11.05
a. m., 2.50, 4.50. 6.45 p. in.
Leave Little Diamond, 6.15, 7.30, 9.30,11.00 a.
m., 2.45, 4.45, 6.40 p. 111.
SUNDAY TIME TABLE.
Leave Portland, 9.00, 10.30 a. m., 2.00, 4.30

p.

ASSETS:

Every Saturday,

I, ISS5, Steamer* Lenre

Custom House Wharf, 5.45, 7.00, 9.00,10.30 a.
m., 2.15, 4.30, 6.10 p. m.
Peaks’ Island, 0.2*, 7.40,9.20,10.50 a. m.t 3.35.
5.00, 6.30 p. m.
Tpf*fpthpn’«

wliere

eretes the bile and acts like a
filter or sieve, to cleanse impurities of the blood. By irregularity in its action or suspensions of its functions, the bile
is liable to overflow into the
blood, causing jaundice, sallow
complexion, yellow eyes, bilious diarrhraa, a languid,
weary feeling and many other
distressing symptoms. Biliousness may be properly termed
an affection of the liver, and
can be thoroughly cured by the
grand regulator of the liver
and biliary organs, BURDOCK
BLOOD BITTERS. It acts upon the
stomach, > bowels and liver,
making healthy bile and pure
blood, and opens the culverts
and sluiceways for the outlet
of disease. Sold everywhere
and guaranteed to cure. r
IMPORTANT TO

EXCURSIONS.

n»

furredtongue,vomitingofbile,
giddiness, sick headache, irregular bowels.

will alternately leave FRANKLIN WHARF,Portland, at 7 o’clock p.m.,and INDIA WHARF, Boston. at 7 o'clock p. m. (Sundays excepted.)
Paseengere by this line secure a comfortable
night’s rest, and avoid the expense and inconven
ience of arriving in Boston late at night.
Through Tickets to New York, via the various
Rail ana Sound Lines, for sale.
Freight taken as usual.
J. B. COYLE, Jr., Manager.
aug‘24tf

FOREST CITY J5TEAMB0AT CO.

HAVE REMOVED TO THEIR NEW STORE

Bilious symptoms invariably
arise from indigestion, such as

marli

JOHN BROOKS and TREMONT

dlv

to

wrii-i n eatm an >. wtmsun m

$38.50.

Clothiers

GO,,

BILIOUSNESS.

vives the vital stamina, prevents and rem; edies chills and fever,
increases the activity
of the kidneys, coun-

NEURALGIA!

IIOLLAAD SHADES.

A. F. HILL & CO.,

STREET,

marlO

^

tendency

—AND—

PHILADELPHIA

$45.00.

STREET, BOSTON.

YORK.

NEW

Bitters
pre-eminent.
It checks the further
progress of all disor-

a

BOSTON

$17.00.

W. H. HERVEY & ( !0„ NO. 5 UNION

Jloses.

medicinal

rheumatism, and is a
genuine stay and solace to aged, infirm
and nervous persons.
_„
Wt
STOMACH^ r* The article is, moreiBnuuntf K9
over,
derived from
the purest and most
8 B §1
1
— ■
reliable sources. For
B Has •
sale by all Druggists and Dealers generally.
eod&wlm
sep2

E. A. ADAM* A CO.,
115 *la»c *lreet, ('or. Itrond *«., Ilo.lon.
dtf
feb8

CORNER OF CONGRESS AND BROWN STREETS.

SCHNAPPS*

■S^stomach
stands

teracts

Agents.

Eastport, Me.

$22.00.

good*
sent by mail upon application.
Order* by
mail for any of the above good* promptly
attended to. BTo charge for pacliiug. Hood*
delivered iu Portland free of charge.

SCHIEDAM AROMATIC

ders of the 3tomach,
liver and bowels, re-

;

ern

THE FIRST-CLASS STEAMERS

la I If Borneans of arresting
,7.7..-7, —»IB V disease, Hostetter’s

CELEBRATED

Steamers sail from New York for Aspinwail od
1st, loth amt 2uth of each month, carrying
passengers and freight for all the above named
ports.
Steamer of loth does not connect for San Francisco
Steamers sail from San Francisco regularly for
•Japan. China and Sandwich Islands, New Zealand
and Australia.
For Freight, Passage, sailing lists and furthfi
information, apply to or address the Ueneral Eastthe

THE
NEW
CLOTHING
STORE,
I_
WOLFE’S

d&wlynrm

WI

PARLOR SUITS.

One lot of 75 MOHAIR PLUSH Parlor Suits.
One lot of 75 Single-Oven Ranges, complete
7 PIECES complete, including GENT’S EASY I with ware, reduced from
$90 to
CHAIR, LARGE ARM NOISELESS PLATFORM
ROCKER, TWO-PART BACK SOFA and FOUR
are
The
FRAMES
CHAIRS.
LARGE SITTING
BLOCKED and DOWELLED, and are manufactBesides these special designs, we furnish the
ured from WARRANTED KILN-DRIEI) LUMcelebrated Walker, Magee, and New Hub Ranges
BER. REDUCED from 955.00 to
at very low prices. Every range we sell is warIllustrated catalogues of our
ranted to bake.
ranges mailed anywhere in New England on apin
plication.
One lot of 55 PARLOR SUITS, upholstered
on above ranges, to residents
ilrst-rpiality Hair Cloth, with frames of Solid Black ofTerm, of Credit
Portland, 34 down and 31 per week until paid,
Walnut, and of the very best make. This lot conor 34 per month if purchasers are paid
sists of 7 pieces, including Window and Corner
monthly
Chairs, Large Arm Rocker With Western Spring
Attachment, Easy Chair, two-part back Sofa, anil
two Reception Chairs; reduced from 945.00 to
We have a line of Holland Shades on genuine
Hartshorn Fixtures, in 10 different colors, which
we
will offer in connection with the above sale at
TcruiM of Credit on above sets, to residents
65c EACH.
of Portland, $5 down and $1.25 per week until
paid, or $5 per month, if purchasers are paid

sep!2

Lem McClendon lias been in the emulov of the
lies t ariey company tor some years, ana 1 know
the above statements to be true.
At ttic time lie
began taking Swift’s Specific lie was in a horrible
condition. I regard his cure almost miraculous.
\V. B. CROSBY, Manager.
Chess-Carlv Co., Atlanta Division.
Atlanta, Ga.. April 18,1885.
For sale by all druggists.
THE SWIFT SPECIFIC CO.,
N. \\. 157 W. 23d St.
Drawer 3, Atlanta, Ga.
Among

|

these two special offers we have
Parlor Suits in almost endless
variety, ranging from $50 to $150 each, made
and
fresh
from new
Spring designs, upholstered
in a combination of colors of embossed plush, spun
on
which we announce similar
silk or hair cloth,
cut prices to those above mentioned.

MCCLENDON.

janJ

STOVE DEPARTMENT.

In addition to

$26.00.

a

Dearbon St., Chicago,
gratefully acknowledges a cure of Eczema, or Salt
on
head, neck, face, arm and legs for sev-*
Rheum,

$18.00.

monthly.

$22.00.

warm

Will IVIcDonald. 2542

offered at

One lot of 33 Solid Ash Chamber Sets, of the
New Square Design, ten pieces complete.
These
were considered a bargain at $30.00;
but we
have marked them, to close, at

Rheum, with its

a siugle apSoap,
plication of Cuticuka, the great Skin Cure. This
two
with
or
three
doses
of Cuticurepeated daily,
ra Resolvent, the New Blood Purifier, to keep
the blood cool, the prespiration pure and imirritating,the bowels open, the liver and kidneys active,
will speedily cure Eczema, Tetter, Ringworm, Psoriasis, Lichen, Pruritus, Scull Head, Dandruff, and
every species of Itching, Scaly and Pimply Humors of the Scalp and Skin,when the best physicians
and all known remedies fail.

now

we have made a sweeping
per cent, reduction.
We offer an English Dinner Set of 124 pieces of
One lot of 11G Painted Enamelled Chamber ( the new square shape for $0.00.
An English Decorated Tea Set of 44 pieces,
Sets, dark and light panelled, with Landscape
$11.50.
Mirror. Combination Panels and Handsome OrAn English Dinner Set of 112 nieces, $10.50.
namentation. Reduced from $23.00 to
Term* of Credit on above sets to residents of
; Portland, 83 down and SI per week until paid, or
84 per month if purchasers are paid monthly.
Our Crockery Department is fully stocked, and
These are Full Size Sets of Ten Pieces, well
tile variety of designs is fully matched by the cut
made and attractive looking.
prices at which the sets are marked. We have
Term* of Credit on above Sets, to residents
Dinner Sets for from $14 to $50, and Tea Sets
of Portland, $4 down and $1 per week until paid,
from $5.50 to $14.
or .$4 per month if purchasers are paid monthly.
We nave Forty other different styles of painted
enamelled sets constantly on exhibition at our
Warerooms. Those above mentioned are entirely
We ask particular attention to this portion ot
New, having been designed expressly for our our establishment.
One lot of 100 Double Oven Ranges, complete
Spring Trade, and are not shown anywhere else
in Boston.
with ware, reduced from $45 to

twenty-five

,
We have also a very large variety ot other Black
Walnut Sets, varying from $50 to $150, all of
which are marked at reduced figures.

Portland, $5

agonizing
IrtCZEMA,
j itching and burning, instantly relieved by
bath with Cuticuka
and
or

CROCKERY DEPARTMENT.

this department

In

$42.50.

or

UDOLPHO WOLFE’S SON &

And Every Species of Itching
and Burning Diseases
Cured by Cuticura.

$30.00.

$42.00.

Philadelphia.

Aug 22, lat 22 55 S, Ion 29, barque J D Peters,
Lane, from Iquique for United Kingdom.
Sept 13. oft Carrysfort, barque Mary Jenuess,
from Pensacola for Rio Janeiro.

JAPAN, CHINA,
Sandwich islands. New Zealand and Australia.

Direct Steamship

One lot of several patterns All-Wool Carpets at
luetrv Ornamentation, and were considered Low
60c- per yard. One lot 50 places All-Wool extra
it our Former figure of $35.00. We now, liowOne lot 75 pieces
Supers at 65c per ynrd.
?ver, offer them for
Tapestry, of Standard make, at 65c per yurd.
j We have also a large variety of ltoxbury, Low
i ell. Brussels and Moquette Carpets, together with
a full line of Rugs and Mats, all at prices
largely
We defy competition in these Special Sets above | reduced from former figures.
enumerated. Quality of Materials, Workmanship
and Price being together considered.

One lot of 25 Solid Cherry Chamber Sets warranted. These sets have French Bureau, with
Landscape Mirror; the Commode has three draware of
ers and a side door, and the drawer pulls
These
the favorite square shape, in solid brass.
sets are unquestionably the best bargains in genthis
ever
offered
in
uine cherry sets
country.
Former price, 853.00; Special Cut Price

BATH—Ar 27th, sch Alice Montgomery, Lavender, Boston.
Sid, sch Telumah, Sproul, New York.
Sid 27tli, barque Alex Campbell, Bunker, for

ctemuegos turn, tiarque jusnuanmgersoll, Peterson, Caibarien.
Ar at Matanzas 19tli inst, sch Ethel M Davis,
Davis, Feruandina.
Ar at St John, NB, 28th, sells Seatle, Fanjoy,
and G W Scott, Branscomb, Rockland.
Old 28th. sells Lampedo, Holder, and Alta, Davis, Rockland; Alnteda, Muffin, do.

I

CARPET DEPARTMENT.

ind

Black Walnut Chamber Sets,
One Special Lot
consisting of three different patterns, with tops
of Italian Marble, Hudson Shell or Lepanto.
These are full sets of ten pieces each, including
French Bureau, Landscape Mirror and Combination Commode. The stock is warranted KILN
DRIED Lumber, the style is the latest, and the
workmanship of the very best.
Tlie former price of these sets was 835.00. As
a Special Inducement, we offer them during the
continuance of this sale, at
of

Juliet, from T.inenlnville fni\Tt.nelfnurt
Charity, Bangor for Weymouth; Carrie L Hix.
Rockland for New York; (1 B Ferguson, Bangor
for do; John Bracewell, do for do; Harry I* Percy,
Kennebec for do; Fmma K Smalley, Snulee, NS,
for do; Uexalo, Boston for Bangor.

maim

One lot of GO Solid Asli Chamber Sets of a style
■ntirely new the past spring. These are Full Sets
are warranted.
They have a beautiful Mar-

BLACK WALNUT CHAMBER SETS.

incetown

Foreign Ports.
Sid fm Singapore Aug 25, barque Haydn Brown,
Havener, Boston.
Ar at Granton 12th inst. barque Niphon, Patten,
San Francisco.
Sid fm Bilboa 201b inst, sell St Thomas, Otis,
New York.
Ar at Gloucester 25th, barque Endeavor, Martin, Chatham, NB.
Sid fm Liverpool 23d, ship M P Grace, Williams
New York.
Passed Reachy Head 25tli. barque Batavia, Kelley, from New York for Dunkirk.
Passed Saltee Islands 23d, ship Alfred D Snow,
from Liverpool for New York.
Willey,
Sid fm Rio Janeiro Aug 29, barque Bristol, Robinson, Pernambuco; 4th inst, ship Nancy Pendleton, Pendleton, do.
Sid fm Cnracoa 12th inst, sch Isaac Orbeton,
Trim. Newport.

PACIFIC MAIL S. S. CO.
TO CALIFORNIA

goods delivered FREE.
3— In the case of purchasers of $IOO worth and upwards, FARES will be paid BOTH Yf AYS, the goods
delivered FREE, and parties can pay $10 down and take ONE Y EAR in which to pay the remainder.

Philadelphia.

BOSTON—Ar 28th, schs Seventv.Six, Montgomery, Baltimore; Nellie A Drury, Wilson. Weeliawken; Margaret, Leighton, Ciierryfield, Cherryfield; J P Merriam, Gilman, Bangor; Emily A
Staples, Coleman. Saco.
SALEM—Ar 28th, brig Ellen Maria, Linnell,
Amboy for Portland; E Arcularius, Marson, Baltimore; May Day, Pratt. New York; Whith Foam
Hatch, Port Johnson.
Below, schs Catawamteak, from Boston for Ellsworth ; Marion Draper, Amboy for Gardiner; J C
Nash, do for Portland; H W Cushman. Boston for
Mt Desert; Nancy J Day. Ambov for Bristol.
LYNN—Ar 27tli. schs Lena R Storer, Jones,
Pensacola; J B Holden, Scott, Philadelphia.
PORTSMOUTH-Ar 28th, sch Jona Bourne,

HOUSE

have recently been in progress in the MAMMOTH
FURNISHING ESTABLISHMENT of

ENLARGEMENTS which

The

Baker,

FROM OPR CORRESPONDENT.

WISCASSET. Sept 28—Ar, sells Cock cf the
Walk, Lewis, Portland; Minstrel, Chase, Boston.
GREEN’S LANDING, Sept 28—Ar, sch Aunisquam, Billings, Portland; Alfala, Thurston, and
Nyra Sears, Tyler. Boston; LCcy Dyer, fishing.

ceeded 29th.
New York.

15 DAYS MORE!

Hale’s

Werra.New York..Bremen
Sept 30
Fortunse.New York. .Brazil.Sept 30
Claribel .New York..Kingston .Sept 30
Adriatic.New York..Liverpool
Oct
Frizla
.New York. .Hamburg—Oct

_

Domestic Ports.
SAN FRANCISCO—Ar 21st, ship R P Buck.
Nichols, Cardiff 130 days.
Ship Austria is loading for Sydney.
PASCAGOULA—Ar prev to 25th, sch White
Sea. Lee, Aspinwall.
SAVANNAH—Cld 28th, schs Addle Jordan,
Herriman, Boston; Emma F Hart, Keene, for
Brunswick.
CHARLESTON—Cld 28th, sch Daisy E Parkhurst. Hooper, Brunswick.
HaMPTON ROADS—Sid 21th, sch Moses Webster. for Matanzas.
BALTIMORE—Ar 26th, sch James W Drury,

Ar

(By Telegraph.)

"Why?"

Flour.

10ya(@llc.

Butter—Northern creamery; good to extra, at 22
@24c; New York dairy 18@20e; fancy 21c; Vermont dairy at 21@22c; selections higher; extra
Western fresh made creamery 22823; fancy 23 y2
@20c; com. to good 18®20c; Western ladle packed 10@12c; do fair to good at 9@1 lc; imitation
creamery, extra, at 17@19c. Jobbing prices range
l@2c higher than these quotation”
Cheese—choice North 8»A«8%c; lower grades
according to quality; Western at @8c. Job lots
y2c higher.

STEAMER*.

MISCELLANEOUS.

MISCELLANEOUS.

Fishermen.
at Gloucester 28th, W H Craig, of Portland;
of
Friendship; Jenuie Thrasher,
Sarali A Hyde,
of Cape Porpoise.
Ar

A

I

Igl

thousand1^1

than any fifty-cent package oflel
Ointment. Each roll is securely
apped in Tin Foil, and where it canthe procured of the Trade, we w ill
liver Free on receipt of prioe.
90 Sheet Boll 50 cts. | Stalls Picket 10 cti.
«

Notice.

A

5

K|
|B|

e

F. F.

131
HE|
Mil

HOLLANDS CO., Portland, Me.
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MORNING,

WEDNESDAY

SEPT. SO.

THE

OCDENSBURC REORGANIZA-

Tenth Annual

What Some of the Merchants Think

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS TO-DAY.

AMUSEMENTS.
Aroostook Excursions—M. C. R. R.
Gilbert’s

Dancing Academy.

EW ADVERT1S.EMENTS.
Gold Medal Goods—Wyer Greene & Co.
Notice—A. H. Davis.
Handkerchiefs—Millett & Little.
N

Wanted—Rent.

For Sale—Baker House.
W amed—Cutter.
For Sale—Leached Ashes.

Wanted—Young

Man.

Aprons—Owen. Moore & Co.
Wanted—Salesmen.
Antique Mats—Rines Brothers.
Found—Physician's Case.
For Kale—Stock bridge Course Tickets.
Advice to Mothers.
Mrs. Winslow’s Soothing Syrup should always
be used when children are cutting teeth.
It re
lleves the little sufferer at once; it produces natural, quiet sleep by relieving the child from pain,
and the little cherub awakes as
“bright as a button.” It is very pleasant to taste.
It soothes
the child, softens the gums, allays the
pain, relieves wind, regulates the
bowels, and is the best
known remedy for diarrhoea, whether
arising
from teething or other causes. Twenty-five cents
a bottle.
decU>
WS&Mlyr
_

Messrs.

F.
W. Kinsman & Co.:
Cents:—1 have sold your Adamson’s Botanic
Cough Balsam over my counter for nine years,
and 1 must

say, that, during an experience of
in the retail drug business, I
have never sold anything for coughs, colds, etc.,
that lias given sueli universal satisfaction as your
Auamson s
not a me
balsam.
I recommend it
above all Olliers.
Yours truly.
"8. C'HK'HKSTKlt.
"357 Myrtle Are., llronh'hyri, A.
Sept 28

twenty-six

years

_M&W&S&w

Prompt relief in sick lieuilaehe, dizziness, naueonstipation, palu in the side, etc., guaranteed to those using Carter’s Little Liver Pills. One
pill a dose. 25 cents.
Sept 2P
_d&wlw

sea,

UNITED STATES CIRCUIT COURT.
BEFORE JUDGE WEBB.

Tuesday.—Daniel F. Anglin vs. Grand Trunk
Railway Company. The jury returned a verdict

of nut

guilty.

Counsel for plaint iff has tiled exceptions and the
case will be brought up ton higher court.
A. A. strout and G. H. Townshenti.
II. 11. Hadloek.

Adjourned

to

Wednesday

at 10

a. m.

COURT.

SUPERIOR
BEFORE JUDGE

BOEJiEY.
Tuesday—Hugh a. Sweeney on a search and
seizure and a nuisance was sentenced to pay
8250.42 or nine mouths in jail. Committed.
Coly Milan on a search and seizure, was sentenced to pay 8100 and costs or UO days in tail.
Committed.
Hugh Flynn on a search and
seizure paid
8123.41.
John L. Mills on three search
and seizures
went to jail for nine months.
James Welch paid 8125.27 on a search and
seizure.
a

Henry F. Conwell,

on a

nuisance Indictment and

search and seizure, paid 8247.40.
James A. Conwell paid $123.03 on

seizure.

Darby Cady

on

search and

a

$llo.79.

a

search

seizure

and

paid

James Punphy on a search and seizure paid
$119.79.
Jolm Feeney on a search and seizure 1paid
$119.79.
Timothy J. Twigg on two nuisance indictments
paid $201.53.
John Hoilomu paid $119.79 on a search and
seizure.
John Brown paid $138.52 on a nuisance indictment.

Thomas Ohinson on a search and seizure paid
$119.79.
William Foden on two nu sauce indictments paid
$302.10.
Dennis E. Kilday on a nuisance indictment paid
$268.10.
Bernard Devine on a complaint for fast driving
paid $24.91 and on a complaint for illegal transportation pa id $01.33.
Martin Flaherty on three search and seizure
complaints paid $357.91.
Williui.i IT

....

..

...

sentenced to pay *200 and costs and if not paid in
ten days to six mouths in jail. Committed.
Walter E. Nickerson on a complaint for intoxication was sent to jail for 30 days. On a
complaint
st llg a P°N°e officer to 30
days more in

jailres
John VV.

Sullivan

search and seizure went
to jail for 90 days. The same man under
the
name of William Sullivan, for
resisting a police
officer was sentenced to pay 820 and costs and
was committed. He was also sentenced under
-the name of John Williams on a
complaint of beluga common drunkard tododavs additional in
on a

jail.

Court adjourned until Friday morning.

FRANKLIN

S.

J.

COURT.

A reporter for the Fit ess lit'conversation with a
number of our merchants yesterday, in reference
to the proposed schemes, presented at the City
Government meeting Saturday night, found but
one or two of them who were willing to have
their opinion quoted. The general opinion, we
might say tiie unanimous opinion, of those addressed on tiie subject was adverse to the city’s
control of the Ogdensburg ltailroad.
One merchant said he had put honest hard earned
money
into the stock of the road, as a starter of the enterprise, expecting at a future day to get a financial return for his investment. “Well”, said he,
“the money is gone, but if I can’t personally reap
any advantages from the enterprise I most assuredly want the city to get all it ran. Let’s keep
what railroads we have.”
Messrs. Twitehell & Chainpliu believed the reorganization of the road under the foreclosure .was
the proper course to pursue. We need, said Mr.
Twitehell, to keep the control of the road in the
hands of the eity.
Mr. Hall of Thompson & Hall, thought the city
should hold on to its majority power in the road.
We cannot afford to risk any chances as to who
may become the controllers of the road by pursuing any schemes.
Mr. Charles J. Cliapmau thought that the plan
submitted by Mr. Putnam, by which the eity
could take possession of the road by foreclosure
the proper one to pursue because,by such a course
the city will be enabled, unquestionably, to retain
control of the road. He looked upon the city’s retention of its control as the all important thing
for Portland. He did not think the road must,
necessarily, be run and operated by the city, but
when the city disposed of its interest, if ever, the
eity shall have the power to say to whom it shall
be sold under proper guarantees. It is of vital importance to Portland, said Mr. Chapman, to have
its freights laid down as cheaply here as they can
be laid down in Boston. This cannot be done by
the Boston and Maine, or Eastern, because of the
arbitrary rate of live cents a hundred in favor of
Boston. The Lake Megantic ltoad will soon be
opened,and when opened will lay freights down in
Bangor as cheaply as they can be laid down in
Portland, consequently Portland will be reduced
to a small local business unless it keeps its eyes
open to the preservation of its railroad interests
by securing railroad competition.
If Mr. Putnam’s second plan, or scheme, as he
calls it, said Mr. Chapman, should be adopted, we
don't know what might happen.
The Ogdensburg might fall into the control of roads hostile
to Portland and Portland lose its present commercial advantage and importance. The cltv invested 111 the road to secure this very advantage and
under no circumstances should the city allow it
to be thrown away.
Favorable comments were passed by the merchants upon the communication signed “Citizen,’*
Which appeared in yesterday’s Pbesb, and which
they thought dealt with the question very fairly.

Farmington, Sept. 28.

..

The case of William Hall vs. Warren W. Hall
submitted to the jury at the coming in of
( >.rt this morning. After
being out a little more
i. an oue hour the
jury came in for future instruetjus, after which a verdict was returned for the

plaintiff.

E. O. Greenleaf for plaintiff.
H. L. Whitcomb for defendant.
Joseph N. Dyer and Frank a. Gross of .Jay,
were brought into court and
arraigned upon an indictment charging them with breaking and entering the dwelling house of Mrs. Harriet N. Gross,
in Jay, in tile night time of August 10,
1884, and
stealing therefrom one lirkin and one jar of butter
valued at 84.80. Dyer pleaded not guiitv. When
asked if he was guilty, Gross replied,
1
don’t
know whether 1 am guilty or not.
1 have a story
that 1 wish to tell, and tell it as near right as *1
know how.”
The Court directed a plea' of not
guilty to be entered and the prisoners were renianded.
Subsequently, tlie respondents were
brought into court and retracted their pleas of not
guilty, and each pleaded guilty of simple larceny.
A nol pros was entered as to tlie
breaking and entering, and the comity attorney then moved for
sentence. In reply to questions
by the Court.
Gross said that he had never been guilty of any offense before.
Dyer stated that he was twenty
years of age; that this was his birth day; that lie
had served one term in jail in this county and also
one term in the jail at Auburn for
larceny. The
Court then sentenced tlie latter to one Year at labor in tlie jail at Auburn, and the former to three
months in the Franklin county jail.
C. Holman. County Attorney.
Ii. L. Whitcomb for respondents.
Nathan Farlin of New V ineyard, was arraigned
upon an indictment found against him at this
term lor entering and disturbing;! public school in
District No. 3 in New Vineyard in June last, and
pleaded twit guilty, and recognized for his appearance from day to day.
State vs. Augusta Goodwin, appellant.
The respondent in tins case was tried in the Municipal
court at Farmington,
29th
for an assault
July
oue
Annie
upon
G. Goodwin, a daughter-inla-w on July 29th, and was found
guilty and fined
*10 and costs, and appealed to this court.
The
case occupied nearly the entire afternoon.
Tlie
jury retired at half-past five, and not having
agreed at the hour of adjournment, were directed
to seal up their verdict,
J. C. Holman, County Attorney.
b. t. Belcher for respondent.
r,

....

_

T.

Henry Kennedy

of

Strong,

was

arraigned

up-

indictment found against him at tins, term
for assault and battery upon one Thomas A.
Kennedy on the 17th inst.. arid pleaded not guilty, and
recognized for Ids appearance from day to (fay.
on an

MUNICIPAL COURT.
BEFORE JUDGE GOULD.

Tuesbav—Isaac Thompson. Intoxication: 30
days in jail.
Alexander Burke. Intoxication: 10 days in
county jail.
Dennis McCarthy.
Common drunkard: two
mouths in county jail.

Snirnml S. Frpnfli
and costs. Paid.

Illmrol

tpancnAftoHon.

asn

John Feeney. Two cases of search and seizure:
$100 and costs each case. Paid.
Patrick Sullivan. Search and seizure; $100 and

costs.

Appealed.

Daniel Welch.
costs.

Appealed.

Illegal transportation; $150 and

William Sullivan. Loud noise in street; $5 and
costs. Suspended.
Andrew Quaiu. Larceny ; 30 days in county
Jail.
Jeremiah Reddy. Using obscene language; dis-

charged.

BRIEF JOTTINGS.
The United Order of the Golden Cross will go
its excursion to Sebago Lake to-day.
The streets were filled with a horrible odor
from tlie sewers last night.
The committee on Fire Department were in
session last night but no business of public im-

on

portance

transacted.

loaded with manure broke down at the
of Free and Congress street yesterday

A team
corner

morning.
Ladies of the Martha Washington Society will
meet with Mrs. N. E. Hedlon, 49 Brown street,
Thursday, Oct. 1st, at 2 o’clock p. m.
A drunken woman stole a plant from a yard on
Cumberland street yesterday.
The lady of the
house saw her and ran after the thief and compelled her to give up her booty.
Repairs arc being made on the Grand Trunk
wharves. Fender piles have been driven on all
wharf fronts and the driveway from No. 1 to No.
5 sheds has been newly planked.
The coal shed
has been elevated a few feet.
Mrs. Joseph II. Short, accompanied by another

lady was driving slowly along Congress street
yesterday afternoon when the horse slipped and
fell on the pavement opposite the Young Men’s
Christian Association rooms. Both shafts were
broken, but Mr. Winter, secretary of the association, caught the horse and further damage was

prevented._
Town Fairs.
Today and Thursday the annual West Cumberland fair will be held on the Society's grounds.
These fairs always prove a great success, and as
many attend from the city the Maine Central has
arranged for excursion rates. These tickets will
include conveyance from tlie train to the fair

grounds.
The Portland & Rochester railroad are selling
excursion tickets at low rates to the Rochester,
N. II., fair, and today will run a special train from
Rochester to Portland after the races. Tlie race
track at Rochester lias been rebuilt since the last
exhibition, and it is pronounced by horsemen the
finest half mile track in New England.

of

Opportunity.

The excursion season of the Portland & Ogdensburg Railroad closes with this week, or so much
of It as offers tlie opportunity to make the delightful trip through tlie White Mountains and return
the same day, as the winter lime table goes into
effect next Monday.

of

Morning.

Walter S. Hieks, Esq., the general manager of
Hoptonlc Co., of Grand ltapids. Midi., arrived at
Falmouth Hotel, last evening.
We are informed

13 different

pull.

ways.

quietly
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Pimples

t.n

Congregational Council.
A

terday

j

Vhou hast been logal—never standard drew
More faithful following! Never hearts that beat
fo sturdier measure! Never trumpet blew
That called thee to defeat!

nimnloc

f*lirr>

sin/l

School
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English
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WHOLESALE A \ I> RETAIL.

School

Paper, 10 cents
“
Writing Paper, 15

T.oiliae)

Wln'tn

TnlGnl

kerchiefs at 25 cents each.
25 dozen Ladies’ White Initial
kerchiefs at 50 cents each.

—

AT

WANTED.
.rnnn,.

mnn

....

EVERYBODY
FALL STYLES.
Ladies’ fine N. Y. Boots just received.
Ladies’
Common Sense Boots in all the Leading Styles.

Children’s and Misses’ Spring Heels. Infants’ and Children’s Spring Heels.
Youths’ and Boys’ Fine, Stylish Congress
and Button. Boys’ Cloth Top Congress.

I'AtmihiilAi-u

Hail,

Postage Prepaid.

well known BAKER
HOUSE, situated in the thriving village of
Yarmouth, Me is offered for sale on easy terms
[bis house has been kept by the present proprie-

FOB

—

The

liis

good repair, and doing a
! :ood business. Address D. S. MOODY, Yarmouth.
■Ie.oct30-4
,

or for 16 years, is

in

OB SALE—Or to let: A first-class brick
house; frescoed, bath room, contains 15
ooms; all modern improvements, cottage i n rear
!1
lets for $800, well situated for a board; rooms,
N. s
ng house: will sell at a bargain, or lease.
1 JARDINER, No. 40 Exchange St.
30-1
NAL.E.—Stockbridge Course Tickets
middle aisle, centre of hall, and end seats
j root row balcony, also entertainments in the
itockbridge Course, best seats in the hall at regilar prices. Apply between 1 and 4 p. m. to F. E
1., 532 Congress street.
30-i
WANTED—An experiencedliut1
ter wanted, would take a young man of abiliI y of only one or two years experience. Address
vitli references, giving last placn of employment
Iso present residence. A. H. B.. Brown’s Block’
| longress St., Portland, Maine.
30 i
ILTANTED,—A convenient rent of five or six
II
rooms, centrally located, will pay $200
] lersons not wanting a family with children need
iot answer. Addrcse-S., Press Office.
30-1
Deerlng, a physician's rase of
can
be
had
medicines;
by calling at the Post
i Iffice, at Morrill’s Corner.
30.y
ahhen eob nale-ai
James Carney’s Soap Works, No. 10 For
itreet, Portland, Me.
30:i

FOB

CUTTKB

TESTIMONY.

ST.
coiltf

FOR SALE BY ALL DRUGGISTS.

Price, $1.00 per Bottle, 0 Bottles $5.00.
JelilFM&lVmy29-lstor4tliply

OPENING

Cherry.

—OF—

ITALIAN MARBLE TOP
mail.

Headquarters

BOSTON.
door.
eodl mlstor4thp

m.

A

c.

m.^7~

STATED MEETING of the Maine Charitable

Mechanic Association will bo held in the Library Room, Mechanic Building, on THURSDAY
EVENING, Oct. 1st, at 7.30 o’clock.

sep29d3t

E. B, SWIFT, Secretary,

>75.

329.
827.
838.
179.
259.
802.
203.
751.

125
85

135
90
100
60

Springs. 175

130

ster

100

1

TURNER BROS.,
St.
dtl

135
50
165

125
135
135
116
110
60
40

Carriages.
150

165

50

175

75

125
85

75
50

100

60

45

30
50

...

342.

Phaeton..

143.
936.

an

85

buggy.
Open
Plano Box

75
85

60

60
50

36
30

Top Buggy, built by
Martin. Pennell £ Co. 100
213. Piano Box Top Buggy. 75
161. Carryall, quite light. 166

70

55
120
60
yo

Basket Phaeton. 76
Extension Top Carryall. 135
Extension Top Carryall, built by
Zenas Thompson
150
Extension Top Carryall. 100

)!)!).
88.
*71.
’75.

loo
65

Coupe Carryall. 175
126
Phaeton,built by Robert Farrar 100
65
Open Corning. 86
eo
The above former prices are the actual prices at
vliich these carriages have been held, so cus; omers can see at what sacrifice they are now
Many are fine warranted jobs, built bv
: 'tiered.
he leading builders of New England.

* 10RSE & CARRIAGE

MART, PLll ST.

SfP28

_

,

if

dtf

beware

Counterfeits

and

Counterfeiters.

Reliable information discloses the fact that the

nibltc Is being deceived by dishonest
druggists
rho, when asked for Biliousine, deal out to their
ustomers a spurious imitation compounded bv
hemsclves. The counterfeit lias not the curative
iroperties of Biliousine, and it has in manv eases
■reduced serious distress and vomiting.
Biliousine is never sold to any one excepting In
'Ottles
the stopples sealed with a strip
■earing the signature of Snow £ Earle. Every
urehaser of Biliousine should be careful not to
ccept anything which is represented to be the

having

I
<

thing” as Bilousine. Take nothing but the
Bilousine, which is the only sure cure for
:.e, Dyspepsia. Constipation. Indigestion
out s-omach Heartburn
Liver Complaint, anti
11 diseases which proceed from a disordered
ch. Sent by mail on receipt of one dollar stem

sa!
cm:

>

lead

NOW & EARLE, Providence, R. I.,

Me.

SojeManufaoturers.
ALLEN’S

ORIENTAL
BALM,

& Co.

INOii Manager.
1

110
100

Open Surry, made by Zenas
Thompson. 250
Standing Top Phaeton, trimmed

B. A.
"

100

New Doe Cart.
an
New Beach Wagon. 110

in leather.
380. Coupe Carryall, built by Wm. P.
Sargent & Co.
319. Open Basket Carryall, built.by
Win. P. Sargent & Co....
373. Basket Phaeton
144. Piano Box Buggy, with Sun
Shade, built by Martin, Pennell & Co.
121. Open Box Buggy.
56. Cany all.
>07. Open Corning, with SunShade..
382. Phaeton, built by Zenas Thomp-

Special Contract Sys-

Portland.,

133

curtains. 150
New Piano Box Top Buggy_ 150
New Light Concord Wagon. 100
New Dog Cart.
75

208.
330.
210.

A FEW DOORS BELOW THE POST OFFICE.

\ iPECIAL INDUCEMENTS TO EARLY PURCHASERS.

Congress

767.

387.

1

] Exclusive saleof the best imitation
, >f the real fur to be
found in the
1 narket.
Oarments made to order
I >)' the most experienced workmen
j n the state. Satisfaction guaranteed.

488 & 490

l>50.

264.

cor. PEARL Slid MIDDLE STS.,

for Seal
full line

to $45.

AV)gl8

507.
879.

donnellbuilding,

Plush Cloaks,
just opened from $25

81 to 91 WASHINGTON STREET, CORNER ELM.

eodlmlstor4thp

tem.

New Materials.

KEELER & CO.,

sep25

our

Cloaks, Wraps, Newmarkets, <fcc., in the

■ WARRANTED IN ALL RESPECTS.

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED.

126
loo

Phaeton. 140

Open Coming Buggy.

Second Hand

13 different styles, Round,
Square and Oval.
Open
Grate Stoves, Air Tight
wood burners, and all kinds
of Chamber and Parlor
Stoves from $4 to $40.00.
An Oil Cloth Mat given
away with every Parlor
Stove.
Please call and see
the line before purchasing.
Goods sold for Cash or on

BEST BARGAINS

A Valuable Family medieiue.
Messrs. Maurice Baker & Co., Gentlemen; Have
Great American Specific lor some
Baker’s
used
Lime and have found ita very valuable family medexternal
auplication it gave me very
icine. By
much relief from piles, which had been troubling
J. T. COLLINS,
for
many years.
me
144 Suffolk street, Lowell, Mass.
Ask for “BAKER’S Great American
by Maurice Baker & Co.,
Specific,”Me.
prepared
Sold by all Druggists. Price 50 cts.
Portland.

75

135

Springs. 135
New Coming Top Buggy, Brewster Springs.. 135
New Light Express Wagon. 140
New Corning Top Buggv. End
Springs. 135
N ew Corning Top Buggy, Timken Springs.166
New Open Box Buggy. 85
New Corning Top Buggy, End
Springs. 265
New Coming Top Buggy, Brewster Springs. 175
New Coming Top Buggy. Timken Springs.
170
New Corning Top Buggy, End
Springs. 175
New Top Beach Wagon, yvith

808.

PARLOR STOVES!

have ever seen offered at 25
•ciits, 50 cents, 75 cents and $1.00.

__

135
110

..

Ranges!

ivc

our

136
160
loo
135

Springs. 165
<34. New Corning Top Buggy, Timken Springs. 165
813. New Corning Top Buggy, End
Spring. 135
531. New Corning Top Buggy, Timken Springs. 165
568. New Corning Top Buggy, Tlmken Springs. 165

9 different styles, sizes
and makes to select from.
A splendid Range and ware,
pipe and zinc for $15.00.

UNDERWEAR!

pass

140

...

-AND-

—OF—

jgjp-All Depot Cars
sep25

146
135

145

...

Stoves

Liver and Stomach Sanative.”

SPECIAL SSEIT

Orders bv

236
160

„„„

tending buyers.

and elm

In that horrible railroad disaster at Ashtabula,
Jhio, which every one remembers, Mrs. F. M. C'oul;er was hurled
through the bridge 70 feet into the
lver of ice.
Her friend and Messrs. Moody &
lankey's associate, the sweet singer P. P. Iil'iss,
,vas killed, and she so
badly injured and her nerv>us system so shocked that chronic
hysteria folowed. She was sent to a private asylum, where,
ifter a long treatment, she. was pronounced incurible Four years ago a friend sent her a bottle of
Dr. Flower's Nerve Pills.
The effect was like
nagic; 17 bottles were taken, and Mrs. Coulter
vas thoroughly cured.

SIDEBOARD

FOl’ND—III
Leached

PRESIDENT'S

A CASE WITHOUTA PARALLEL.

SIGN OF GOLD BOOT,

to

*176

„„„

7o3.

1IIH islftmooh Irmihlao

THE SHOE DEALER

Special Attention Given

u

n

New Extension Top Carryall Extra flue Job and unite llglit....*250
548. New Coupe Carryall,Spring Curtains and first class In every
particular. 300
883. Corning Top Buggy on Timken
Springs, fine Job. 186
250. New Phaeton, low with high
back, very stylish. 185
922. New Corning Top Buggy. 165
825. New Light Carry all. 175
234. New
Canopy Top Surry trimmed in leather. 185
828. New Corning Top Buggy End
Springs. 185
920. New Corning Top Buggy, End
Springs. 185
908. New Corning Open Buggy. 125
45. New Kimball Phaeton. 165
572. New Corning Top Buggy Timke£ Springs. 165
178. New Piano Box Top Buggy. 150
247. New Concord Wagon.'.
100
827. New Corning Top Buggy, End
891.

to select from as can be
seen in the city.
The wood
in these sets is all kiln dried
and the workmanship firstclass.
No better goods are
shown in Maine than we
have on our floors, and we
respectfully solicit a critical examination from in-

vanPwinkle.

!

53 35
si® Si

New Corning Top Buggy, Brew-

Col. Thus. A. Scott, for years President of the
Pennsylvania K. K., said just before his sudaen death, in answer to a question: “There is but
ane Dr. Flower, and it will be a
century before
there is another, and the one medicine for Liver

BROWN,

;

Carriages

190.

to the Rules

SALE

Season’s
n°.«.

New Concord Wagon.
New Corning Top Buggy, Storm

A RAILROAD

>
District of Maine.
Portland, Sept. 30,1885. i
of the Circuit Court
of the United States, for the District of
Maine, notice is hereby given that CHARLES A
I'ltUli, of Portland, in said District, has applied
:o the undersigned for admission as an
Attorney
md Counsellor of said Circuit Court.
A. H. DAVIS,
Clerk of the U. S. Circuit Court.
sep30dlt

To-day.

Now is the time to buy your next

679.

ereat

NOTICE.

sep30_d3t

Prices they Will lie Sold at

205.

gagement. The two great remedies used in tills
celebrated cure were Dr. Flower’s Liver and Stomach Sanative and Nerve Pills.

THE HUB FURNITURE CO..
1)44 Washington St.. Boston.
only.
sep3Gd3t

Wanted.

ALNO

Pine, Ash, Walnut, Cherry Mahoganized and MaDR, R. G. FLOWER’S
hogany. A splendid line.
Six new styles added this
Scientific Remedies. week, making as fine a line

Joseph Jefferson, the great actor (wh osc equa
the character of Kip Van Winkle we shallnever
see again), states that lie visited Dr. Flower in a
very low state of health, lie had given up the
stage on account of his health being utterly broken down.
Dr. Flower entirely cured him. and he
is to-day enjoying the very best of health, after
having lillecf last season a heavy professional en-

Kent and expenses only about one-third as much

sep5

by the

New
New

In

REMEMBER

CONGRESS

held

Sol.
915.

rip

inexpensive rent enables us to give our customers
the extra profit demanded by a large rent and
heavy expenses.

421

which these

MANUFACTURERS,

Chamber Furniture!

Thousands of persons in every trade,
profession, nud calling, have
been cured by

Children’s and Misses’ School Boots.

Boots and Shoes Sent by

at

...

Fine Jersey Newark Goods. Gents’ Cordovan Balmorals, AA, A, B, C and D. Gents’ Enamel and
Patent Leather Congress, all widths, sizes and half
size Y3 Gents’ Cloth Top Button, Congress and Balmorals. Gents’ Cheap and Medium Solid Durable
Goods at Bottom Prices.

nc stilt*

d3m

CONSIGNEES.

give the Prices

Hare bfm

Cloth, Ramie, Petty Point

Gentlemen’s

125 Pearl St

CARRIAGES

and Plush.

1^,,-—

YOUNG man 17 or 18 years old to learn the
wholesale business. Address A., this office

you.

in great variety. SEETHE
only Perfect Lounge and
Perfect lied combined in
the country at the price.
THE CASCO Bed Lounge.
We upholster it in Hair

See Mr. Fowler

\

satisfy

any shade you desire you
can select from our stock,
or select your coverings and
have the set made to order
for the same price in the
Boston factory.
We keep
all the different kinds of
Plushes in our Portland
store to select from.

should know that ive have the exclusive sale of A.
Garside & Son’s fine N. Y. Boots. A. Garside &
Son, successors to Woodmansee & Garside.

X our Furniture anil Carpet store. Experience
•equired. To the right ones will he given a first
’lass chance. Address, with age, salary expected
ivhere last employed, and references, to

CX

or Residence No.
Portland, Hie.

We offer tbe following Carriagef
to Close up this Season’s
Accounts with

LOUNGES!

{No. m.)

....

PIANO,

CARRIAGES.

We

-All MM-

WYERGREENE&CO
sep30_eodlm

prices.

SplenCloth,
Ramie, Tapestries, Silk, Silk
Plush and Mohair Plush,

Pound.
per
“
“

OIJR

We have the sale of the Janies A.
Banister (Newark) Gold Medal
Boots and Shoes for Gents’ wear,
so long and favorably know n to
Portland’s best trade. These goods
w'ithont doubt have no superior,
having taken the Gold Medals at
Vienna in 1873, at the Centennial,
Philadelphia, 1876, and at New
Orleans in 1885. This line, together with other fine lines,
lately secured, places our stock second to
none in Portland.
Special attention given to DIFFICULT FEET
and out-grow ing joints. Our sizes
and widths are iroin extreme to
extreme, and PRICES as LOW as
the LOWEST.

OF

NEW AND SECOND HAND

EASY CHAIRS

—

Wyer Greene & Go’s-

ANNA lVILLEY,

OF

An enormous stock.
Hair
did variety.

FRANK B. CLARK, 515 Congress St.

Hand-

sep30_,13t

School,

SPECIAL SALE

We

Un.wU

MILLETT& LITTLE,
GOLD MEDAL GOODS

PURSUANT

and get our
know we can

Fine Cream and White Note Paper, 25 cents per lb.
A large variety of Children’s Illustrated books
at very low prices.
Try my Jet Black Writing Fluid, only 10 cents a
bottle.

couiiters Thurs-

75 dozen Gents’ unlanndricd pure Linen
Handkerchiefs, size 18 inch and 21
inch square, hemstitched, at 25 cents
each. Same goods laundricd would be
cheap at 42 cents each.
25 dozen Gents’ Handkerchiefs, full
sized, pure Linen at 12 1-2, 15,17, 20
and 25. Tape Borders.
100 dozen Gents’ Fancy Borders, elegant styles, 25, 37, 42 and 50 cents
each.
100 dozen Ladies’ new style Fancy Bordered
Handkerchiefs.
Prices 10,
12 1-2, 15, 17, 20 and 25.
100 dozen Tucked Tape Bordered Handkerchiefs, pure Linen, 5, 8,10,12,15,
17 and 20 cents each.
100 dozen Children’s Fancy Bordered
Handkerchiefs 5, 8, 10, 12, 15 and 20
cents each.

nnUHVI,'

PALMER,
STREET.

THIS WEEK.

One Dollar.

on

Classical

TEACHER

VARIOUS

ADVERTISEMENT*.

We sliall place
day morning

HIS*

super uarpets,

Come and See the Quality!
Gome and See the Pattern!

CALL AND SEE OUR BARGAINS

ifi“ld&wlynrm

9A (lnr/ot)

E.

8ep29d3t

Mass.

NEW

and

1-3 CONGRESS ST., 3d FLOOR.
Open to both sexes. Individual and class Instruction. Heat, light and ventilation excellent.
Special attention given to English branches. Graduates of Grammar Schools preparing for College
save a year at this school.
Fall term begins Monday, Sept. 14th.
SyPrivate lessons aft er 2^>. m. in English,
Latin, Greek, Ereneh or German,
For further information, till above date, address
C. B. VABNEY, A. M.,
aug28eodtfPeering, Me.
403

Combining as we do House
Furnishings of every description under one roof we
defy competition on price.

CONGRESS

S48

by ail druggists. $1; six for $5. Prepared only
by C. I. HOOl) & CO., Apothecaries, Lowell,
100 Doses

,,|„i

nn

Clam in Slewing will be
formed to learn the use ef patterns, cutting and
finishing. To enter tills class pupils must understand ordinary plain sewing.
A few pupils In
sewing will be received during Aug. ana Sept,
An Ailrnncrd

sepl7

Sarsaparilla.

Sold

IV NKIVIIVC wnrlr

system.

No. 180 Middle St„

Oct.

Thursday, Sept.

Wednesday

Disappear.

Hood’s

CEASSES

CHARLES W. GRIMMER,
TEACHER OF YIOJLIN AND GUITAR
and other Instruments,

NOVELTIES IN 1ILLINERY GOODS, LADES AND TRIMMINGS,
and
I.
30 and

for sometime

them at

Children

for

SEWING

OPENING ! !

-AJSTJD

—

troubled with boils, having
time. After enduring about
all I could hear in suffering, I took Hood’s Sarsaparilla. Four or live bottles entirely cured me,
and 1 have had no symptoms of the return of the
boils.” K. N. Nightingale. Quincy. Mass.
“This winter I was troubled with a humor, pimples coming out all over me, and itching a great
deal. 1 took several kinds of medicine, but they
gave me no relief. At last I took Hood’s Sarsaparilla and the humor has disappeared. 1 feel right
well now.” Henry Schrokder, St. Mary’s 0.
“I recommend Hood’s Sarsaparilla as a wonderful blood purifier—a sure and reliable remedy.”
Mrs. S. F. Burgess, West Morris, Ct.
“I

several of

FALL

Pattern Hats and Bonnets

time.

Boils

PERRY’S

Will reopen at her residence, No. 119 Winter St.,
tuber 21st.
received at the earliest school age and
lor the Grammar School or Mrs. Caswell’s
if desired.

hlnfr.lwza

I took two bottles of Hood's Sarsaparilla and am entirely cured. I think Hood's
lias
no equal as a blood purifier.”
Sarsaparilla
Krt'iE M. Petrie, Portsmouth, O.
”1 know Hood's Sarsaparilla to lie good by its
success in removing emotions from my face.’1
H.
G. Parr, Champaign, 111.
some

anil Indelible Ink.

—AND—

country.

GRAND

rectiy nt the cause, by taking Hood's Sarsaparilla
to purify the blood.
‘•I bad been troubled with hives and pimples

for

FIRING.

21 PARRIS STREET.
Sep22
Pupil of N. E. Conservatory. d2w*

appear at this season, when the
with impurities. They frequentintense
ly
itching, and rubbing or scratching only increases the annoyance. The only way

expected—you can scarcely surprise us with your
generous hospitality, for is it not the very thing
we look for, and
only the natural outcome of the
training we have all received, in this school of
good fellowship, in the interest of which, we are

Saved from Disaster.
As Mr. A. M. Sawyer was driving on the Saccarappa road Monday afternoon, he crossed the
Maine Central at the crossing near St. John street.
As
he did so he
noticed that in passing over the rails something suspended from
under the cars, or the engine of a train, had
struck one of the wooden planks between the
rails and ripped it back, leaving it lying across a
rail in such a position that the 5 o’clock train, due
in a few moments, would strike it as the train
rounded the curve and might be thrown from the
track. Mr. Sawyer dismounted from his carriage,
threw the plank into the ditch and notified tbe
station agent at the Congress street station. He
also sent notice to Mr. Tucker.

MRS.

We have a very handsome
line, all new patterns, and
from the best mills in the

and Blotches

cause

UVLH

here convened? So then, were you indebted to
no other source, dear sisters, for the virtue of
great heartedness, the lack of it, as members of
this body would be more conspicuous by far, and
more extraordinary, that the exhibition of the
finest feeling.
Sacred indeed, and a just cause for self-respect,
is the character foy which we
stand, in the capacity of Woman’s Christian Temperance Union.
Could four words expressjnore? Their very utterance implies exaltation of character. We who
have timidly perhaps joined hands under this
broad banner, do
hereby commit ourselves to attain to its high standard. We unite, that
temperance may be crowned and the
wine-cup, with all
that can intoxicate be banished—but what would
be our union, and what the force of our
doing in
any direction, if we could not enlist and bring into
action the virtues which alone entitle us to tl e
name of Christian. We come to you as
naturally
as friend meets friend who
recognize each in the
other a grand purpose common to both. We joy
to receive from you even as we would give.
We have left behind us, let us hope, every low
aim—every discordance—desire.
Individual, we must be, as those who think and
study to know what ,for them is right.
We may not wholly agree as to methods, and
the best means to be used to arrive at the great
end for which we are striving, but we will eve r
keep the great end in view, with the largest tolertnee for the opinions of those who differ from us;
we will seek to emphasize the
points where we do
most heartily agree.
Our beloved leaders, (for beloved they are)
though far-seeing, do not claim to be infallible—
they can carry us no farther than our own honest,
mligbtened convictions will permit us to go.
But let us see to it, dear sisters, that we are wiling tojbe taught.
Mississippi writes from from her sunny home:
‘We love our W. C. T. U. too much to cast the
Irst stone and we are going to stand by it as the
iride by her spouse till death do us part.” We of
he rugged North, with its colder skies, echo with
warmth of heart, so noble a sentiment. We join
lands with her, take courage and move on,
hrough widening fields of endeavor, to the conpiest of souls, set free from the bondage of habit,
o the work ot prevention as well as cure.
Liberv and abundance of life, is the promised reward
if our Master, for faithfulness in well-doing. They
hat sow and that reap may share in the blessings
if the harvest.
The poem, written by Mrs. Moore of Tliomaston
vas then read by Miss Lord of Kennebunk.
It is
is follows:
ro the IV. C. T. V. on its Tenth lAnntversary—A
Message.
V full half-score of years,—God’s world is wide,—
What of thy mission? what fields hast thou won,
k'hat good accomplished, at His eventide,
To hear the giand “well done?”
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Carpets! Carpets!

All wool Mira
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A very
Just received.
nice line. Prices from Si
to $15.00.
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Are very liable to
blood is burdened

A.
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buy until you

Me.

Is prepared to receive pupils and form classes for
the winter in the above named branches.
She
will make a specialty of China Fainting, and will
Fire China in her own kiln and under her own
Plain and Fancy
supervision, for her pupils.
Marking in indelible ink on table linen, handkerchiefs.
done to order.
Specimens of work may he seen and inquiries
made at 96 PARK ST.seplSdlm

The funeral service of the late Arthur M. Small
will take place on Thursday afternoon at 2
o'clock at his late residence, No. 11 Congress
Place. Burial private.

MBS. JOHNSON’S RESPONSE.

•>-

Children at 10, 15, 25 cents and upwards.
Waiters at 25, 50 cents and upwards.
Nurses at 25, 50 cents and upwards.
Ladies at 10, 15, 25 cents and upwards.

To-day (Wednesday) wo shall offer a very extensive line of plain
and fancy style Aprons at prices as above, which are very much lower than same
quality can be made for at home. We solicit a careful
inspection of qualities and styles offered.

[Funeral this afternoon at 2.30 o’clock, at her
late residence.
In Cumberland Centre,
Sept. 28, Boy Onsville,
son of Willis II. and Ida 0.
Leighton, aged 15
months 2(1 (lavs.
[Funeral Wednesday afternoon at 2 o’clock,
at Cumberland Centre.
In Kennebunkport, Sept. 29, Otis P. Tufts, of
Boston.
In Bath. Sept. 28, Elizabeth A.,
daughter of
Wm. P. and Cora A. Brooks, aged 4 months 7 (lavs
111 China, Sept. 18, Wendall Wasliburne, Esq.,
aged 81 years.

Mrs. President and Sisters of Portland:
On behalf of these visitors and friends of our W.
c. T. U.,I extend to you
hearty thanks, for this exof welcome to your beautiful citv and to
pression
llAlAAO
* *wl t.nt
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1_•

A Lobster Pirate Captured.
It lias been known to the officers some time that
vessels iiave been sailing in and out of this port
engaged in the illegal catching of lobsters and
shipping them to Boston, but it has been impossible to catch any of them.
These vessels would
run off and on about Peaks’
Island, load in the
night time, and then elude the officers and clear
for Boston. One of the craft, however, lias come
to grief through the good work of Detective Robert A. Davis of this city. Yesterday he seized the
schooner Monterey, Capt. (iammage, of Portland.
Mr. Davis followed the schooner down east, saw
her load 2000 lobsters and sail away. He tiien
went lo Boston, and after waiting some time he
saw the vessel arrive there and unload the lobsters. On the return of the vessel to this city Mr.
Davis seized and attached her for $2000. The
ease will be tried at the November term of court.

For
For
For
For

In Cape Elizabeth, Sept. 28, Carrie E., daughter
Christina Cobb, aged 20 years

What could the
guarded as they
about it, or why
experiences,
should they try to do anything.
But a little more
than ten years ago a cry of anguish came from the
women in a western city.
It was a cry deep and
loud, and it told us that no 1 onger were the victims of intemperance to be found iu the
foreign or
lower elements of society, but that cultured homes
had been invaded and their husbands and sons
were being drawn into the net.
Then the women
of the country formed themselves into a great
home guard, and a hand of magnetic sympathy
was extended from the North. South and East to
the women of the West, This is why the Woman’s
Christian Temperance Union exists; and the two
hundred thousand women who now constitute its
membership have reverently placed their white
ribbon between the red and the blue of the other
temperance organizations, and have inscribed upon the national
flag their motto, “For (lod, and
Home and Native Land.”
Tile following words of George Eliot fitly express the motive of every woman who has enlisted
for life in this Grand Army: "The
only ardent
hope I have for my future life is to have given me
some woman’s
duty, where 1 may see a daily result of pure, calm blessedness in’ the life of another.”
Not seeking publicity, but, if it perchance
seems necessary, accepting it as one of life’s hard
duties, we desire in every womanly way, to make
our organization worthy of its motto.
We would
so protect not only our own homes, but all
homes,
even the lowliest and poresf, that our whole
country may indeed be made free from its most
appallfnglvicc. If we succeed in this, a deeper
significance will be given to the fact, that the representation of liberty is by the statue of a woman. We sometimes feel in reading the record
of tne Pilgrim Fathers, too little is said of the
Pilgrim Mothers. But there will be little danger
that history will not give due reverence to the
American mothers of this 19th
century. Preeminently is it our duty so to direct and educate
our children that
they shall form a reserve guard
m our temperance work.
Disappointments and
half hearted friends we must
expect to meet
Sometimes where we thought to find co-operation
we shall experience the partial defeat of our
best
laid plans. It is so in this city
to-day, where the
temperance instruction which we had a right to
demand in our schools, is given in text books
which we cannot endorse.
Let us not be discouraged, but pray that God may help us to call
up the reserves. They are more than a million of
children pledged to the principles of total ale
stinence. They will help us to win the day.
There is an impressive legend of that most
beautiful flower, the blue fringed gentian of our
New England fields. An angel
flying near the
earth, and spent well thirst, begged of a gentian
a drop of dew from iis azure
The flower recup.
fused, shutting its selfish petals closely together.
In sorrow the angel passed to another
flower, to
entreat the same
charity. The second gentian
gave her best, opening wide her flower, and sparing no drops of its heaven filled chalice. So the
angel gave it iu gratitude the ornament of tile delicate blue fringe, which is still its sweetest
charm—while to the selfish gentian came the
doom that her petals should remain forever
closed. Cannot we read in this a most instructive
lesson? Do not those who shut their hearts to all
appeals for aid and sympathy, make their own
lives narrower and closer, while they who give
time, service, and money to help tlielr brothers,
not only bless the objects of their love, but make
their own horizon broader, and their homes more
beautiful.
“Nothing is easier than to find fault, nothing so
difficult to do as some real work.” If we need
more encouragement than seems to come to
us,
may we not find it in the lesson of this legend,
since our duty is “to labor and to
wait," leaving
the result to a Higher Power.
Once more in behalf of the Portland Union, I
extend to you, each and all, a heartfelt welcome.
Mrs. Stevens then introduced Mrs. C. F. A. Johnson of Presque Isle, prefacing the introduction
with a complimentary allusion to the work the
latter has been doing in the Northern part of the
State in the interest of temperance.
Mrs. Johnson was applauded on
rising and spoke as follows:

pointed to examine all trains from Canada and detain in quarantine all suspicious cases at Vermont
customs places: Drs. H. P. Hall and 8. W.
Page,
to inspect trains on the Central Vermont between
St. Albans and St. Joints, at Richford; Drs. W. R.
Prune and N. F. Hamilton, to inspect trains oh
the Southeastern Railway from Richford to Sutton Junction, at Newport; Dr. J. H. Gaines, to inspect trains on the Passumpsic Railroad front
Newport to Sherbrooke, at Island Pond; Dr. A.
Q. Pottle, to inspect trains on the Grand Trut k
Railway, at Rouse’s Point; Dr. H. C. Tinkham of
Burlington, to inspect trains on the Grand Trunk
as far as St. Johns.
The Medical Inspectors will
be designated by badges stamped “United States
Sanitary
Inspectors.” These Inspectors will
board every passenger train before it reaches the
Vermont line. Instructions to these special Inspectors are to this effect: That all persons coming from Montreal or infected places in Canada,
bound for the United States, shall be required to
produce a certificate or other satisfactory evidence
to the Sanitary Inspector that
they are protected
by recent vaccination from sinall-pox, or submit
to that operation before they will be allowed to
enter the United States. That all
baggage coming from any infected places in Canada must be
fumigated before passing a port, and that certain
articles of bedding and household goods must not
be permitted to be broughtinto the United States.
Tlie Inspectors have authority in the event of
their muling a small pox case aboard tbe train to
put the subject off the train and detain the victim
in quarantine. Large quantities of vaccine have
been furnished to the Sanitary Inspectors for me
on the cars.
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of Capt. Morris and
8 months.

our own sphere and work.
women of the land, carefully
were from such
do
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Dudley.

DEATHS.

from

the week.
F. Small of Saco, Me., has accepted a
call to the rectorship of St. Stephens
Episcopal
church of Newark. N. J.
A Wayne correspondent writes as follows to the
Lewiston Journal. Mr. and Mrs Raymond, nee
Annie Louise Cary, are making their annual visit
to Wayne, her native town.
Mrs. Raymond has
the same girlish, jaunty and familiar ways that
marie her so popular in her younger days.
Her
coining here is one of the events of the season.
F. H. Ashbury. Philadelphia; Hon. A. P. Wiswell. Ellsworth; W. S. Hicks, Michigan; F. L.
I’flngst, Louisville, Ky.; C. F. Jolley, Peebles,
Scotland; T. G. Coombe, Brooklyn, N. Y.; J. C
Hilliard, Hartford; G. F. Hix and wife, Rockland,’
Me.; Mrs. Delafleld and family, New York, were
among the Falmouth’s guests last night.

A- CRAY, Portland,

sep-tf

member any color you want
hand.

grade.

times.the standard seems dim or torn, let us remember that this is but the sign and fate of battle! Shoulder 10 shoulder ill the ranks, may the
daughters of Maine be as loyal as its sons!
Never forgetting that In this as in all great conflicts onion, only is strength, Ulay we never lose a
flag. Our gathering this fall is one of special significance. We celebrate the tenth anniversary of
our organization, and also the centennial of temIn September, 17S5, Dr.
perance in America,
Benjamin Rush of Philadelphia, wrote a medical
treatise against the use of alcohol, which marked
tile beginning of the temperance reform in this
country. When we consider the well known and
sad fact that woman has always been the greatest
sufferer from the misery caused by
intemperance,
does it not seem strange that nearly ninety
years
of such suffering were required to reveal to women their duty
this question? Before our
upon
union was formed there had been bands of women
in the Washingtonian movement, as also in the
Good Templars and Reform Clubs: and perhaps
we do not always realize how much we owe them
for preparing the way foi the larger work of woman in the temperance cause.
In a general way
we weie acquainted witli the vast rum which intemperance had caused; and a thrill of horror
would seize us when we read about the terrible
crimes and brutal murders which could be directly traced to strong drink as their cause. When
the annual statistics of death from liquor in the
United States were brought before us. we seemed
paralyzed with the same fear which chills our
blood today at the reports of the ravages of the
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In West Paris, Sept. 23, Frank II. Young and
Miss Ella M. Barrows.
In Belgrade, Sept. II, H. Ernest Lasselle of
Watervllle and Miss Eliza M. Richaidson of Bel-

this

October
Portland Business
MONDAY EVENIA(,, Oct. oth. Thorough Instruction In the prlnof the art guaranteed. Fof full
particulars

colorings, with CHINA PAINTING AND

tliPKP lmnrisninp synods.

MARRIACES.

other band of soldiers—the
Maine regiments—of the Grand Army of Temperance has come into our city!
But although no
gaily decorated streets and no martial music greet
you, not a whit less are you welcome, no less
heartfelt is our pleasure in receiving you as beloved comrades, and honored guests. And we trust
that it will not pass with you as a breach of courtesy if we say to you at meeting, that you have
come to a city where Prohibition is not tt dead
statute, nor would we find you over sensitive if.we
rely upon your honor to help us keep good order
in this community. Together we can recount the
victories won, and the defeats which have saddened us; aud while we remember these things we
can encourage each other’s hearts to a
stronger
trust in the God of Battles that He may still bless
our plans and toils, and in His own good time ena
hie us to free our country from a slavery worse
than that which ended with our civil war.
For
such a purpose you have come; and cordially do
we welcome yon to our councils and to our
city.
It has been said with pride that Maine never lost
a flag ill the Rebellion.
Let each company of this
Maine Regiment hold fast to its colors!
If somenow

class at the
THE
Collegei will be formed

Prices from

Don’t
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Saco, Sept. 20, by Kev. E. C. Ingalls, George
Madill of Random. Nova Scotia, and Miss Mary
O’Brine of Cape Elizabeth.
In Paris, Sept. 16, Henrv I). Hammond and Miss
Ella I,.

SHORT-HAND.

50 GENTS UPWARDS.

In

flags

EDCCATIONAL.

spring fixtures and nickel

BROTHERS.
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Fortland,

WINDOW SHADES

opened for sale to-day.

RINES

that this is the best tonic in the world. The afflicted should investigate this new^remedy. We
hear much in its praise, and have no reason to
doubt. Get well. Be happy.

COR. PEARL Slid MIDDLE STS,

corner

call your attention to our sale of HOLLAND and OPAQUE

Large White Bed Blankets $1.25.

AUCTION.

W/'K
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Respectfully

$4.00 White 12-4 Bed Blankets $2.98 per Pair.
are

BY

shall sell on Thursday, Oct. l,at 2Vio'clock
p. in., the property No. 1U4 Danforth street,
Tyne street; consists of brick house with
twelve finished rooms, arranged for two tenements ; has gas. Sebago water, furnace, double
windows, &e.; lot contains about 33U0 square
feet; rents for *410 and water rate. Sale positive.
For further particulars inquire of
F. O. BAILEY A CO., Auctioneer..
dlw
scp25

CLOVES

We shall close out this week 50 dozen $1.50 Five
Button Kids at only $1.00.
These are in Black, Dark or Light colors and are
warranted. Wrist is same as the Centimari Clove.

Above

MRS. HUNT'S ADDRESS.
Dear Friends and Associates.
About three months ago our citizens vied with
each other in endeavors to extt nd a fitting welcome to the Grand Army of the
Republic. Triumphal arches were erected, houses decorated
with
and bunting, and the whole city was
clad in festival array. The air was full of' pleasurable excitement, and even nature seemed to
feel the spirit of jubilee. She wore for our visitors her freshest robe of green, while through tlie
clearest of blue skies the summer sunshine shed
its benediction upon all. For days the sound of
martial music was heard in our streets; and it revived the thrill in our hearts, as we felt it in the
old times when the going or returning regiments
marched with drum and trumpets along the same

of

The committee on electrical appliances met at
the works of the Consolidated Electric Light Co.,
last evening, and were much pleased with the
large incandescent light, burning on Plum street,
a sample of the 300 which will be placed in variit gives a large flame and
ous parts of the city,
throws a powerful light.

LADIES’

Truth; from everlasting days
To everlasting doth God’s purpose stand,
And thou slialt help to bring unto his praise
A glad, redeemed land.
When the reading of the poem was finished the
President read the programme for today’s meetings, and the audience joined in singing “Blest be
the tie that binds.” Rev. Mr. llayden pronounced the benediction, concluding the exercises of
the evening.
Many more delegates will arrive in the city today and the meetings promise to be of a very interesting character. The public are cordially in-

w»,stm>

REAL ESTATE

& CO.,

graceful language:

Mils city yesterday afternoon where lie will remain till the last

Lights.

choose to purchase by calling early This
Also as an extraordinary bargain in

For thou hast

half past eight Mrs. Stevens called the
to order and after a pleasant reference to
the social pleasures they had been enjoying introduced Mrs. Hunt to deliver the address of welcome.
Mrs. Hunt responded In the following

Miss Charlotte Thomp-

council of Congregational churches met yeswith the High street church in
Auburn, to
act upon the resignation of the
pastor, Rev. H. C.
I).
D.
The
Rev.
Westwood,
C. II. Daniels of this
city was moderator, and Rev. P. B. Wing [of FreeThe council advised the dissolution
port, scribe.
of the pastorate reluctantly, and
gave most united
and cordial commendation to Dr. Westwood as a
faithful, sound and helpful preacher of the word
of God, and joined in wishing for him a wide and
happy Held of usefulness in the future.

w

We shall sell To-Day, 25 Dozen Desirable Antique
Mats at only 9 cents each. Ladies who were disappointed at our last sale of these can have all they

With vigorous purpose—should thine arm lie weak,
—God doth not give his battles to the strung,—
And thou shult conquer, though the way be bleak,
Tlte reign of error long,

Skowhegan.

AUCTION MALES.

FURNITURE.

ANTIQUE MATS, 9 CENTS. B. A. Atkinson

Thine to redeem the fallen,—thine to keep
Young feet from walking in the path of ill;
Thine to arouse the sluggard heart from sleep,
The empty heart to fill

About

son, the actress, is in the cltv.
lion. l.leweJlyn Powers arrived in

Prevention of Small Pox.
The following sanitary inspectors have been

1..

NEW A OVERT I MEM ENTS.

Wdiat of thy future? Shall the days to be
Repeat the past? Let not thy courage fail,
Go forth to victory, ancUhy god with thee—
Faint not tho’ foes assail.

meeting

Readers of the Pbess will remember the ease
of Willard B. Andrews, who, while a resident
cj
Knox county, and in the lisli business, forged the
names of parties in New York—Messrs. I)oane &
Gott—and others in Knox county and Portland, to
the tune of $7,000 anij, then skipped with the
funds. This was eight years ago. Andrews, It
will he remembered also, walked into the Chicago
police station, confessed his crime and delivered
himself up. Marshal Andrews of this city, who
is the prisoner’s uncle, telegraphed all the interested parties and they said they didn’t care to
send for the prisoner. The sheriff of Knox county says that an indictment is hanging over
Andrews in that county.
Marshal Andrews went to Chicago for his
nephew on Ills own responsibility. He found him
a man of 28 years.
He. last saw him a youth of
20 years. The prisoner is now all broken up, and
evidently insane. He thinks all the papers are
full of his case.
Since he left Portland seven
years ago with 87,000 clean money in ids pos.
session he has not seen a single face he ever
knew in Maine. He went directly to Canada, and
at first invested in the fruit business, shipping
cargoes to Boston, New York and Chicago. After
a while he dropped the business, as it
proved unprofitable, and went to Toronto, where he became
acquainted with a man who had got a patent on
making patent flour. The two got a mill at a
place about one hundred miles from Toronto and
went into the flour business. In two years they
failed.
Then Andrews went to Chicago and
worked at his trade of painter for two years.
Then a man gave him a job at Hinsdale, a short
distance from Chicago, where he remained until
three days before he went back to Chicago and
gave himself up.

Electric
The Last

Sticknev of Brownfield, and Mrs.

A Man’s Crime Renders Him Insane.

Major Rogers,husband

the

The Hi st meeting of the convention was held in
the hall of the Young Men's Christian Association
last evening. An audience which completely tilled the room, gathered at
Jan early hour and the
social hour preceding the formal exercises was
passed in renewing old friendships, making new
ones, and interchanging greetings.
The Portland ladies were present in large numbers to meet their guests from other parts of the
State. The Orpheus orchestra entertained the
audience with selections at intervals. Among other prominent temperanceworkers in the State we
noticed the State President, Mrs. L. M. N. Stevens of Stroudwater; the
Corresponding Secretary,
Miss S. C. Lord of Kennebunk; the Recording
Secretary, Miss C. M. Farewell of Rockland; the
Treasurer, Mrs. H. N. Jones of East Wlntlirop,
Mrs. Hunt of Portland, Mrs. Lucy A. Switzer and
Miss R. S. Grinstead of Washington Territory,
Mrs. Crossman of Bangor, Mrs. S. S. Brooks of
Augusta, Mrs. Tenney of Houlton, Mrs. l>r. Whitmore of Dexter, Mrs. Delano of Bath, Mrs. Norcross of Oldtown, Miss Vose of Denneysville, Mrs.
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Interesting Proceeding of the Opening Session Last Night.

THE WILLARD ANDREWS CASE.

BEFOBE JUDGE HASKELL.
[Reported for the Press.J

Convention

Society.

About It.

PORTLAND AND VICINITY.

Wherever error’s chain hath bound its slave,
Or souls were bowed with griet too great to bear,
Wherever help was needed, true and brave,
Thou in thy might wert there.

W. C. T. U.

TION.

Open Every Evening.
sep29
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The Great Skin remedy removes from the
Fare .'ill Blemishes,
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Moth. Tan, Pimples,
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